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PREFACE.

The

know the origin of the Bmall work which
he holds in his hands.
In August 1852, being about to write a short article on
Locks for a Cyclopaedia of Useful Arts, of which I am the editor,
I consulted my esteemed and lamented friend, the late Professor
Cowper, of King's College, as to the desirability of explaining to
the general reader the defects of some of our English locks, which,
previous to the celebrated "lock controversy" of 1851, had borne
a high character for Bkilful construction, beauty of workmanship,
and undoubted security. Professor Cowper expressed his strong
conviction that by exposing the defects of our locks, the cause of
mechanical science, as well as the public in general, would be
benefited ; that if our locks were defective, inventors would be
stimulated to supply the defects, and the art of the locksmith
would be raised accordingly. He considered that Mr. Hobbs had
reader

made a

is

entitled to

considerable step in advance in the constructive details of

his art, not only in having detected the

weak points

of

some of

our best English locks, but also in having introduced two or three
new locks, which appeared to be more secure than any of those
previously produced.

to Mr. Hobbs,

who

Professor

placed at

Cowper gave me an introduction

my

disposal a variety of literary

and
stated his intention at some future time of bringing out a small
book on the subject, if ho could meet with a publisher. I recommended him to offer the work to Mr. Weale, for insertion in his
series of Rudimentary Works.
This was accordingly done, and I
was invited to prepare the work j but as my engagements did not
materials relating to the history and construction of locks,

leave

me

sufficient leisure to write the

book, I requested

my friend

Mr. George Dodd to put the materials together, and to search for

PREFACE.
more.

Mr. Dodd acceded to

my

his part of the work, I subjected

request

it

;

and having completed
and added

to a careful revision,

various details which seemed to be necessary to completeness, at
least so far as the narrow limits of a small rudimentary work would
admit of completeness. The manuscript was then sent to press :
each sheet as it was received from the printer was submitted to
Mr. Hobbs, who read it with care, and made his annotations and
corrections thereon. Mr. Hobbs and I then had a meeting, when
the additions and corrections were read and discussed, and admitted or rejected as the case might be. The sheet having been
thus corrected was sent to press.
It should also be stated that, during the progress of the work,
Mr. Weale, at my request, wrote to Messrs. Braraah, and also to
Messrs. Chubb, informing them that a Rudimentary Treatise on
the Construction of Locks was being prepared, and requesting
them to state in writing what alterations or improvements they
had made in their locks since the date of the Great Exhibition.
The communications which we have received from these celebrated

firms are inserted verbatim, in their proper places, in the present

work.

Such

is

the

mode in which this

email volume has been prepared.

I have endeavoured to perform an editor's duty conscientiously,

My

without entertaining the feeling of a partisan in the matter.

chief object in superintending the production of this book (an object in

which the Publisher

fully participates) is to

advance the

cause of mechanical science, and to supply a deficiency in one of

the most interesting portions of its English literature.

C.

TOMLTNSOH.

Bedford Placi, AnjjOdU Sguart,
July 1853.
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ON THE

CONSTBUCTION OF LOCKS.

CHAPTER L
ON LOCKS AND LOCK- LITERATURE.

The manufacture

me-

of locks, and a consideration of the

chanical principles involved in their construction and security,

have never yet been treated with any degree of fulness in an
English work. Lock-making has occupied a large amount of
ingenuity, and lock-patents have been obtained in considerable
number, though not always, we are satisfied, with a commensurate return for the expense incurred,—but lock-philosophy
(if so it

may be

And

yet

it

designated) has not been largely attended

to.

may

both

safely

be said that

much which

mechanically and commercially important

is

is

comprised in a

Every improvement in the manufacture of iron, steel,
and brass
that is, in the tool-making and machine-making
lock.

processes

—
— may be

manufacture

;

made

to

the stamping,

slotting, the screw-cutting,

reflect

the

its

light

casting,

works are so

work

;

on the lock-

the planing, the

the polishing of metals,

proportion as they are improved, impart some
to the lock-maker.

—

all,

in

of their aid

Then, in the finer kinds of locks, the

delicate as to

approach to the nicety of clock-

thereby combining the manipulative

skill

of a talented
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artisan with the rougher mechanical

work of the smith. The
by many

principles of mechanical science are also appreciated

The

lock-makers.

lever, the inclined plane, the eccentric, the

cam, the screw, the wheel and pinion, the ratchet, the spring,
all arc brought to bear on the internal mechanism of locks,

—

frequently in

many

novel combinations.

The commercial importance

of locks

— though

of course

never seriously questioned when once fairly brought before
one's attention

— has been

recently rendered so apparent as to

have risen to the position of a public topic.
containing gold and silver, notes and

bills,

If

a strong room,

—

books and papers

such a room be necessarily shielded from intrusion,

no

less

its

name, trusty and

a good lock

reliable:

is

if

becomes

here nearly as

And without

such an auriferous picture as a room
find

it

necessary that the shield should be really worthy of

indispensable as a faithful cashier.

full

dwelling on

of gold,

we

shall

ample proof of the commercial importance of lock-making

in the ordinary circumstances

surrounded.

by which we

are every day

Until the world becomes an honest world, or

until the honest people bear

a larger

ratio

than

at present to

the dishonest, the whole of our movables are, more or
the mercy of our neighbours.

less,

—

cabinets, cupboards, caskets, desks, chests, boxes, caddies,

with the contents of each, ring the changes between

tuum pretty much according

at

Houses, rooms, vaults, cellars,

to

all,

meum and
by

the security of the locks

which they are guarded.

A commercial, and
been started within the

in

some respects a social, doubt has
year or two, whether or not it is

last

right to discuss so openly the security or insecurity of locks.

Many well-meaning persons suppose that the discussion respecting the means for baffling the supposed safety of locks offers
for dishonesty, by shewing others how to be disThis is a fallacy. Rogues are very keen in their
and know already much more than we can teach
them respecting their several kinds of roguery. Rogues knew
a good deal about lock-picking long before locksmiths dis-

a premium
honest.

profession,

Oigiiizod By
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cussed

—

lock

among

it

deemed

—

is

not so inviolable as

If a

has hitherto been

it

to be, surely it is to the interest of honest persons

know

to

8

themselves, as they have lately done.

have been made in whatever country, or by

let it

whatever maker

because the dishonest are tolerably certain

this fact,

to be the

apply the knowledge practically; and the

first to

spread of the knowledge

who might

by

suffer

is

necessary to give fair play to those
It cannot

ignorance.

be too earnestly

urged, that an acquaintance with real facts will, in the end,

be

better for all parties.

Some time

public was alarmed at being told

ago,

when

that

it

would give instructions

a vain fear
practised

— milkmen knew

it

or not

the necessity of a

;

is

adul-

on the plea
mi lk ;

in the art of adulterating

all

about

it

before,

whether they

and the exposure only taught purchasers

little

scrutiny and caution, leaving

this necessity or not, as they pleased.

obey

the reading

how London milk

terated, timid persons deprecated the exposure,

them

to

So likewise in

respect to bread, sugar, coffee, tea, wine, beer, spirits, vinegar,

cheap

silks,

tible of

cheap woollens

—

much more good than harm
and

scientifically the various

ment has been,
the

command

aid;

all

such

articles as

are suscep-

debasement by admixture with cheaper substances

of

and there

is

effected

much

is

by

<

stating candidly

methods by which such debase-

or can be produced.

The unscrupulous have

of this kind of knowledge without our

moral and commercial justice in placing on

guard those who might possibly suffer therefrom. We
employ these stray expressions concerning adulteration, detheir

basement, roguery, and so forth, simply as a
trating a principle

—

mode

the advantage of publicity.

to lock-making, there

of illus-

In respect

can scarcely be such a thing as dis-

honesty of intention: the inventor produces

st

lock which

he

honestly thinks will possess such and such qualities; and he
declares his belief to the world.

If others differ

opinion concerning those qualities,
so

;

and the

it

is

from him in

open to them to say

must lead to
the discussion stimulates curiosity, and the

discussion, truthfully conducted,

public advantage :
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Nothing but a

curiosity stimulates invention.

and

partial

limited view of the question could lead to the opinion that

harm can

result: if there

be harm,

it

will

be much more than

counterbalanced by good.

The

literature of

scanty, both in

lock-making

is,

as

we have

implied, very

The French and Ger-

England and America.

mans, though far below our level as lock-makers, are very superior to us in their descriptions of the construction

facture of locks.
lished

Take, for instance, the French

mine

this

folio series

pub-

des Sciences,

of manufacturing treatises,

very fully by engravings.

work, to see

and manu-

treatise

more than eighty years ago by the Academie

and forming part of a
illustrated

It is

how minutely and

worth while to exa-

faithfully the writers

of such treatises performed their task nearly a century ago.

The Art du Serrurier, with the distinguished name of M. Duhamel du Monceau as the author or editor, was published in
1767. It occupies 290 folio pages, and is illustrated by 42
The

folio plates.

first

chapter gives us an introduction and

general principles, in which the choice and manipulation of
materials are touched upon; the different qualities of iron

ing,

and

and the processes of forging, founding, welding, stamp-

steel;

filing,

polishing, &c.

In the copper-plates represent-

ing these smiths' operations and the tools employed,* there
a smithy, with about a dozen smiths engaged in all these
is

various occupations, with stockings down, and a due amount
of workshop slovenliness.

what may perhaps be

The next chapter

called

takes us into

" smith's work in general," or

at least it treats of the manufacture of various kinds of iron-

mongery

Then
for

the

bars,

for

doors,

windows, and house-fittings generally.

the third chapter treats of " smith's work which serves
security of houses," consisting

of railings, palings,

—

such at least as are made
and gates of various kinds
In chapter four we have a notice of such kinds of

of iron.

* It is worthy of remark, that the tools described are the same as those
which are used by the locksmith at tho present day showing how little
improvement has been made in the means of producing looks.
;

ON LOCKS AND LOCK-LITERATURE.
smith's

work

5

as relate to the fastenings for doors, windows,

closets, chests,

&c.

;

such as hinges, hasps, latches, bolts, and

other contrivances less complex than an actual lock.
brings us,

by a

natural transition, to locks in general, which

form the subject of chapter
trious

name

a hundred

of M. de

folio

This

five, to

Reaumur

which

is

attached the illus-

as the author.

Here are given

pages of description, illustrated by twenty folio

plates relating to locks, lock-making,

labours of the coach smi ths

;

and locksmiths.

The

iron-work of carriages, or the

sixth chapter relates to the

while chapter seven, to wind up

the work, relates to bell-hanging.

That chapter of the work which has reference to locks is
the only one with which we have to do here. It is arranged
in a systematic manner, beginning with the simpler locks,

without wards or tumblers, and proceeding thence to others of
more complex construction. The period at which the work
was written was too early to lead us to expect to find a
there are, however,
tumbler-lock described and delineated
numerous examples of single tumbler-locks, many of them of
:

great ingenuity.
bolts shot at once

familiar

enough

presented

is

The use of multiple bolts, that is, of many
by one action of the key, seems to have been
One lock re-

to the locksmiths of those days.

remarkable;

ous coffer or chest.

The

it is

attached to a strong and ponder-

chest is open;

or inner surface of the cover

is

and the whole under

seen to be occupied

by a lock

of intricate construction; there are no less than twelve bolts,
three on each long side, one on each short side, and one in

each corner; these bolts are so placed as to cateh under a projecting rim fixed round the top of the coffer.

of keys, exhibited on a separate plate,
great variety of forms given to them.

is

The

collection

remarkable for the

We

shall

by and by

copy some of the drawings of this curious work.
It was to be expected that in the Eneyclop&iie Methodiqae,
published in the same country and in the same century, the
locksmith's art would be treated at

work

just described.

Among

some such length as in the

the two hundred volumes of

ON LOCKS.

which the Cyclopedic

consists, several are devoted to arts

manufactures ; and one of them contains the
It occupies

168 quarto pages, and

is

and

article in question.

illustrated

by 35 copper-

plate engravings, shewing in detail not only the parts of vari-

ous locks, but the tools used by the lockmaker.

however, to remark, that

much

It is proper^

of the letterpress and

many

of the plates relate to smith's work generally, and not ex-

lock-work

clusively to

;

name

the French

serrurerie

being

applied not only to lock-making, but to most of the smith's

work required

dwelling-houses.

in

This affords, indeed, a

striking illustration of the fact, that until lately a lock-maker

has been regarded rather as a smith than as a machinist,
rather

as

a forger and

filer

of pieces of iron, than as

betical arrangement, a

employed

nical terms

is

a

One of the most curious

fabricator of delicate mechanism.

features in this treatise

a vocabulary, containing,

in alpha-

minute account of all the French tech-

in the locksmith's art.

This vocabulary

alone occupies 88 quarto pages.

The Germans,

like the French,

bestow great attention on

their treatises relating to the manufacturing arts.

Some

of

are, indeed, worked up to a degree of minuteness
which would seem superfluous, where little distinction is
drawn between the importance of fundamental principles and

these

mere technical details. Locks have had their due
share.
The article on locks in Prechtl's Technological Encyclopedia written by Karmarsch, and published in 1842,
occupies about 140 pages.
Locks are very minutely classified by the author, according to their purposes and their
modes of action, and are illustrated by many plates. One of
his classifications is into German, French, and Bastard locks,
referring in part to the extent to which the key turns round
in the lock and the last of the three having an intermediate

that of

;

character between the other two.

nary warded

and

it is

locks,

he comes

After treating of the ordi-

to the combination principle;

profitable here to notice,

how

well the works of our

machinists are understood on the continent,

when they have

Oigiiizod By
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any thing

recommend them

to

;

7

there are a dozen closely

printed pages devoted to a minute description of Bramah'a
invention, with all the separate parts illustrated
plate engravings.

by copper-

After this comes a more general account

of the details and manufacture of locks, similarly illustrated

by

engravings.

Whatever may be the merits of the

different articles re-

lating to locks in the various English cyclopedias, there are

none approaching in length

But when we consider
umes to technological

to the article in Prechtl's

work.

that Prechtl devotes twenty large volor manufacturing subjects, he is of

course able to devote a larger space to each article than

Both in England and

given in English works.

men
when

are

more disposed

done.

to

do the work than

in

is

America,

to describe it

In the Encyclopedia Britannica, in Eeca' Cyclo-

pedia, in Hebert's Engineers' and Mechanics' Cyclopedia, in
the Encyclopedia Metropolitana, in the Penny Cyclopedia, and
in other similar works, locks are described as well as can

be expected within the limits assigned to the
Brauiah's essay on locks, and on liis own lock
is

articles.

Mr.

in particular,

one of the few English pamphlets devoted expressly to this

subject.

An

excerpt from the proceedings of the Institute of

Civil Engineers, in 1851, gives

by Mr. Chubb

an

interesting paper

on locks

and shorter reports of papers and lectures
have been published in various ways. Perhaps the best account of locks which we have, considering the limited space
within which a great deal of information is given in a very
clear style,

is

;

that contained in Mr. Tomlinson's Cyclopedia

of

Useful Arts.

OigiiizM Dy
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CHAPTER
ANCIENT LOCKS

:

any

classified

principles of construction.

quire it,and too

little

H.

GRECIAN, ROMAN, EGYPTIAN.

Locks and door -fastenings have
susceptible of

not, until

modern

times, been

arrangement according to their

They have been too simple to reit.
That some such fast-

varied to permit

enings must be employed wherever doors of any kind are used
is sufficiently

apparent

;

and there

is

a

little

(though only a

information obtainable, which shewB the nature of the

little)

fastenings adopted in early times.

The bolt,

the hasp, the chain,

the bar, the latch, the lock, all were Toiown, in one or other of
their various forms, in those ages

consider classical.

which we are accustomed

to

Travellers, generally speaking, do not de-

scend to locks, or rather they do not think about them
otherwise they might have collected

much

;

that would have

been novel and applicable to the present work ; and, indeed,
is some ground for the assertion, that a notice of the
door-fastenings of all nations would reveal to us something
there

of the

social

the great

may

and domestic habits of various members of

human family. Be this as it may, however, we
make a little inquiry into the locks of ancient

profitably

times.

In the volumes of Lardner's Cychpadia relating to the
" Manners and Customs of the ancient Greeks and Romans,"

we do

not find any mention of the kinds of locks used

nations

;

by those

but the author, while describing the houses, says

" Doors turned anciently upon large pivots in the centre,
into sockets in the lintel

and threshold,

so that

:

let

one of the sides

and Plutarch gives the
reason why persons were to knock and

opened inwards, the other outwards
following curious

;
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GRECIAN, ROMAN, EGYPTIAN.

1

viz.

the visitor entering unawares

lest

should surprise the mistress or daughter of the family busy or
undressed, or servants under correction, or the maids quarrel-

As

ing."

power

the visitors had thus the

do) to open the outer door of a house,

(if

permitted so to

would appear that

it

little in the nature of a look was employed under ordinary circumstances, unless indeed it were a mere latch. In

very

respect to

upon

Soman

pivots,

houses

it is stated,

that " the doors revolved

which worked in a socket below, and were fastThere is no mention

ened by bolts which hung from chains."
of locks here.
says

:

"

single,

The

Mr.

St.

John, in his work on the same subject,

street-door of

opened outwards

a Grecian house, usually, when

but when there were folding-doors

;

they opened inwards, as with us.

In the former case

it

was

customary, when any one happened to be going forth, to knock,
or

call,

or ring a

way."

bell, in

order to warn passengers to

make

After describing the various kinds of wood of which

the doors were made, he proceeds

:

"

The

doors at

were

first

by long bars passing into the wall on both sides and
by degrees smaller bolts, hasps, latches, and locks and keys,

fastened

succeeded.

Homer was

;

For example, the outer door of the thalarnos in
secured by a silver hasp, and a leathern thong

passed round the handle, and

Mr. Yates,

in

a learned

Dictionary of Greek and
details scattered

tied,

article

Roman

perhaps, in a curious knot.

on

this subject in Smith's

Antiquities, collects

numerous

through various early writers. "We will string

together a few of these details, so far as they have any relation
to the fastenings of doors.
The outer door of a Roman house
was generally called janua; whereas the inner doors were

called ostia.

The doorway, when

indispensable parts

two jambs.

—the

complete, consisted of four

threshold or

The threshold, on which

sill,

the

lintel,

and the

the feet trod, was often

regarded with a kind of superstitious reverence the lintel,
which crossed the doorway at the top, having a considerable
superincumbent weight to bear, was usually made of one
;

piece of timber or stone of great strength

;

the jambs, or side

b2
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uprights, were also

made

in one piece each.

The doorway,

in

every building of the least importance, contained two doors
folding together; even the internal doora

But

struction.

enough
other

in

;

had their bivalve conwas wide

in every case each of the two valves

to allow persons to pass

through without opening the

some cases even each vaive was double,

like our window-shutters.

ho as to fold

These doors, or valves, were not

hinged to the side-poste, as with us, but were, as has already

been

stated, pivoted to the lintel

The

low.

above and the threshold be-

fastening usually consisted of a bolt placed at the

base of each valve or half-door, so as to admit of being pushed
into a socket made in the sill to receive it.
The doorways in
some of the houses at Pompeii still shew two holes in the sill,
corresponding to the bolts in the two valves.
At night, the
front door of the house was further secured by means of a
wooden and sometimes an iron bar placed across it, and inserted into sockets on each side of the doorway
hence it was
necessary to remove the bar in order to open the door.
Chamber-doors were often secured in the same manner. In
;

the Odyssey there

Mr.

St.

side

;

it

John)

is

mention of a contrivance (adverted to by

a door from the outconsisted of a leather thong inserted through a hole in

the door, and

for bolting or unbolting

by means of a

loop, ring, or hook, capable of

taking hold of the bolt so as to

move

in the

it

manner

re-

We have here evidently the elements of a more commechanism for the holt was a rude lock in the same
That the Romans

quired.
plete

;

degree that the thong was a rude key.
afterwards had real locks and keys
at

is

clear

;

for the

keys found

Herculaneum and Pompeii, and those attached

to rings,

prove that a kind of warded lock must have been well known.*

There are the remains of a tomb at Pompeii, the door of which
made of a single piece of marble, including the pivots, which

is

were encased in bronze, and turned
metal
*

;

An

in sockets of the

same

three feet high, two feet nine inches wide,

it is

examination of tho

Roman koys in

the British

Museum

and

BUffidently

attests this fcot

Ngitized
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four and a quarter inches thick

;

it is

11

cut in front to resemble

and thus approaches nearer in appearance to a modern
wooden door and it was fastened by some kind of lock, traces
of which still remain.
The same facts frequently become more clear when described in different words by different writers.
We shall
make use of this circumstance. Mr. Donaldson, in his Essay
on Ancient Doorways, presents us with details which illustrate
panels,

;

many

of the foregoing remarks.

sures

and other valuable objects (mentioned in the Odyssey)
by a cord intri-

"

Homer

describes the trea-

as being kept in the citadel, Becured merely
cately knotted.

This, of course,

insufficient protection,

was soon found

be a very

to

and therefore a wooden bar was adopted

inside the doors of houses, to

which

it

was attached by an iron

latch, fastened or

removed by a key adapted

was

from within ; but in order to get at

easily applied

without, a large hole was

made

to it

this

;

it

key
from

in the door, allowing the intro-

duction of the hand, so as to reach the latch and apply the

key.

The lock

ancient writers,
fitted for the

called the Lacedaananian,

much

was invented subsequently;

it

celebrated

was

by

especially

inner chambers of houses, the bar fastenings con-

tinuing to be employed for closing the outer doors of dwellings

and the entrance-gates

to cities.

The Lacedaanonian

not require a hole to be made in the door, for

it

lock did

consisted of

a bolt placed on that side of the entrance-door which opened,

and on the inside of a chamber-door.

When a

person

who

was outside wished to enter, it was necessary for him to inkey in s little hole and to raise the bolt ; and in time
sert the

was improved by the insertion of the
an iron frame or rim permanently attached to the door
by a chain, and fastening the door by the insertion of the hasp,
this species of fastening

bolt in

through the eye of which was forced the bolt inside the lock
applying the key." After quoting a Latin sentence from

by

Varro in elucidation of his

subject,

Mr. Donaldson proceeds

to

observe, that for the most part the locks of the ancients were
different in principle

from those of modern days, not being in-

12
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doom, nor even attached except by

serted or mortised into the

a chain; they were, in

fact,

One of the passages in
tive mode of fastening the
runs thus

:

padlocks.
the Odyssey alluding to the primivalves or folding-doors of a house

—

" Whilst

to his couch himself the prince addressed.

The duteous nurso received the purple vest
The purple vest with decent care disposed,
The silver ring she pulled, the door reclosed
The bolt, obedient to the silken cord,

To

;

the strong staple's inmost depth restored,

Secured the valves."

Most of the other great nations of antiquity resembled
Greeks and Komans, more or less

either the Egyptians or the
closely, in their domestic

at

any

rate, so far as

and domiciliary arrangements

;

or,

such humble matters as locks and keys

are concerned, yre need not seek far from those nations for

examples.

The Nineveh and other Assyrian

have, however, revealed

many

from the temples and the palaces we
trate into the houses and rooms of the

know how

doors

their

explorations

curious and unexpected facte

were fastened.

may by and by

j

pene-

citizens sufficiently to

In the

mean time

ancient Egypt awaits our notice.
Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson, in his

Manners and Customs of the

Ancient Egyptians, gives the following information concerning

the doors and door-fastenings of that remarkable people, on
the authority of models, sculptures, and paintings,

The

still

existing.

doors were frequently stained so as to imitate foreign

They were

and rare woods.

either of one or

two valves, turn-

ing on pieces of metal, and were secured within
bolts.

Some

by a bar or by

of these bronze pins have been discovered in the

tombs of Thebes

;

they were fastened to the wood with nails of

the same metal, the round heads of which served also as orna-

ments.

In the stone

lintels and floors behind the thresholds
and temples are still frequently to be seen the
holes in which the pivot-pins turned, as well as those of the

of the tombs

"
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and bars, and the recess
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opened valves.

for receiving the

had bolts in the centre, sometimes above as
a bar was placed across from one wall to the

folding-doors

well as below

;

other.

In

many

of the ancient Egyptian doors there were wooden

locks fixed so as to fasten across the centre at the junction

where the two

folds of the door met.

inspection of the bas-reliefs

It is difficult,

and paintings,

to decide

by mere
whether

these locks were opened by a key, or were merely drawn back-

wards and forwards
it is

like a bolt

but

;

if

they were really locks,

probable that they were on the same principle as the Egyp-

For greater security, these modem locks
are occasionally sealed with a mass of clay and there is satisfactory evidence that the same custom was frequently obtian lock

still

in use.

;

served
J. Gr.

among the

ancient inhabitants of that country.

Sir

Wilkinson gives a representation of an iron key, now in

his possession,

which he procured among the tombs at Thebes,

and which looks very much
In relation

like a

to keys generally,

and

modern
after

burglar's picklock.

mentioning the use of

bronze for their manufacture, he says: "]At a later period,
when iron came into general use, keys were made of that
metal, and consisted of a straight shank about five inches in
length,

and a bar

at right angles with

or more projecting teeth.

was intended

The

same purpose

for the

it,

on which were three

ring at the upper extremity
as that of our

modern keys

;

but we are ignorant of the exact time when they were brought
into use;
is

and the

first

equally uncertain

;

invention of locks distinct from both

nor do

I

know

of any positive mention

of a key, which, like our own, could be taken out of the lock,
previous to the year 1386 before our era; and this
to

is

is stated

have been used to fasten the door of the summer parlour of

Eglon, the king of Moab.

The

that contained in Judges

iii.

description here adverted to

,23-25

:

'

Ehud went

forth

through the porch, and shut the doors of the parlour upon

him, and locked them

....

his servants

.

.

.

took a key,

and opened them.'
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The
ia still

curious and ingenious

wooden lock of ancient Egypt

Egypt and Turkey.

in use in

the Turkish

In Eton's Survey of

Empire, published towards the close of the

last

century, the locks then and there in use are thus described:
" Nothing can be more clumsy than the door-locks in Turkey ; but their mechanism to prevent picking is admirable.

wooden locks upon iron doors,
particularly in Asia, and on their caravanserais and other
great buildings, as well as upon house-doors.
The key
goes into the back part of the bolt, and is composed of a
square stick with five or six iron or wooden pins, about half
an inch long, towards the end of it, placed at irregular distances, and answering to holes in the upper part of the bolt,
which is pierced with a square hole to receive the key. The
key being put in as far as it will go, is then lifted up and
It

is

a curious thing

to see

;

the pins, entering the corresponding holes, raise other pins

which had dropped

into these holes

from the part of the lock

to prevent them
The bolt, being thus freed
from the upper pins, is drawn back by means of the key the
key is then lowered, and may be drawn put of the bolt. To

immediately above, and which have heads
falling lower

than

is

necessary.

;

lock
fall

it

again, the bolt

is

only pushed

into the holes in the bolt

Eton, probably seeing
understood, says

:

how

by

in,

their

and the upper pins
own weight," Mr.

well the tumbler-principle

is

here

" This idea might be improved on ; but
The locks on the

the Turks never think of improving."

doors of modern houses in Cairo seem to be of this long-established fqrm, except where iron locks have been imported

from Eurqpe.
A. letter was inserted in the Journal of Design for July
1850 from Mr. W. C. Trevelyan; in which, after adverting to

the Egyptian lock, he says

:

" It

is

remarkable that the locks

which have been in use in the Faroe

Islands,

probably for

centuries, are identical in their construction with the
tian.

They

are, lock

and key, in

wood; of which material,

if I

all their parts

Egyp-

made of

mistake not, they have also

Digitized 0/
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and bo identical with the

Faroese in structure and appearance, that

it

would not be

easy to distinguish one from the other."

fig. 3.

The
will

fig. i.

construction of this remarkable Egyptian or pin-lock

be understood from the accompanying engravings.

quadrangular portion, a a

fig.

The

1 , is the case of the lock, screwed

or otherwise fastened to the door, having a wooden bolt, b
passing horizontally through a cavity in

b,

In the part of the

it.

case above the bolt are several small cells containing headed

any desired form; and jn the top of the bolt

pins, arranged in
itself

are an equal

effect of this

number of bolus

arrangement

right positions,

tjie

is

similarly arranged.

The

such that, when, brought into the

lower ends of the headed pins drop into the

corresponding holes in the bolt, thereby fastening the bolt in
the lock-case.

A

posed end of the

yond the
piece of

h*Tge hollow, or cavity,

bolt, the cavity

holes occupied

wpod (shewn

in

by

is

made

at the ex-

extending as far as and be-

the pins.

two

The key

positions, figs. 3

consists of

and

4,)

a

having

pins arranged like those in the lock, and projecting upwards
just to a sufficient distance to reach the upper surface of the
bolt.

This being the arrangement, whenever the key

troduced and pressed upwards,
in the bolt, and

by

its

pins exactly

so doing dislodge those

fill

is in-

(he holes

which had

fallen

16
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from the upper part of the case. The holt may, under these
circumstances, be withdrawn (as shewn in fig. 2), leaving the
headed pins elevated in their
position

the bolt

cells,

instead of occupying the

shewn by the dotted lines in fig. 1. The cavity in
must of course be high enough to receive the thick-

ness of the key, and also the length of the pins protruding

from the key.

many

This primitive lock comprises

of the best features of

the tumbler or lever-locks of later days, as will be seen in a

There

future chapter.

how
the

be opportunities of shewing

will also

the pin-action has been applied in other ways in some of

modern

locks.

•

*

CHAPTER
LOCK CLASSIFICATION.

IIL

THE PUZZLE-LOCK AND THE DIAL-LOCK.

In approaching the subject of modern locks it becomes necessary

upon some method of treating the widely-scattered
and diverse materials which are presented to our notice. One
to decide

plan would be to trace the subject chronologically,
ing, in the order of their invention, the

which have been presented

ness

;

:

the peculiar characters of the

would not be brought out with

and the

by describ-

most important locks
But this would be

to public notice.

attended with some disadvantages
several locks

result, so far as the

reader

is

sufficient distinct-

concerned, would

rather tend to confusion than to a clear appreciation of the
subject.

There are more advantages belonging

tion of locks

to

a

classifica-

under certain headings, according to some marked
modes of action. This is a convenient

peculiarities in their

plan, but

it is

not an easy one to put in execution

;

for in-

ventors have not sought to place their locks in any particular
class,

but rather to

call attention to their merits.

Moreover,

locks

it

embody two or

will often

he

three distinct principles so equally,

to correctness.

decide in which class to place

difficult to

may be

This, nevertheless,

them.

necessary

It is

tain technical terms

17
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many
that

first,

done with an approach
however, to explain cer-

by which locks are

distinguished one from

another.

Locks, in truth, admit of an immense variety, which, however important to be

known

to

locksmiths, carpenters, and

others employed on them, need only be glanced at very cursorily

Some locks

by the general reader.

to the purposes

to

named according

are

which they are to be applied; others

according to their shape, or the principles of their construction.

In the

and out-door

first place,

locks.

there

is

Of in-door

the distinction between in-door
locks,

one principal kind

draw-back lock, for street-doors, in which the bolt
maintaining any one of three positions
the key, or

left

can

easily

;

be withdrawn

In the

if

is

is

the

capable of

be locked by

first position, it

in the second,

by

the handle

leaves the door unfastened.

and

may

it

:

half-way out by the pressure of a spring, or be

drawn back by a handle.
withdrawn by the key

it
;

can only be

closes the door,

and in the

If these locks are

third, it

made

of iron

carefully finished, they are further called iron-rim ;

made of wood,

suitable for back-doors

and

but

but

inferior pur-

poses, they are spring-siock.

For the doors of rooms, there

are the

and the

iroji-rim,

Bupplants the

the brass-case,

first,

mortise lock

and the third the second,

as

;

the second

we advance

Other designations for
room- locks depend on the number of the bolts thus, if there
be only one bolt, it is a dead loci: or closet lock; if there be a
second bolt, urged by a spring and drawn back by a handle,
it is a ttoo-bolt lock ; and if there be also a third, a private
bolt acting only on one side of the door, it is a three-bolt lock.
Again, according to the kind of handle employed, it may be a
knob lock or a ring lock. According to which edge of the door
it is to be fixed, it becomes a right-hand or a left-hand lock.
If the wards of the lock are of somewhat superior quality, and
in the elegance of the door-fittings.

:
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bend round nearly to a circle, the lock is one-ward round, twoward round, and so forth. If the lock has no wards at all, it
plain ;

is

if

the wards are of common character, they are often

called wheels,

and then the lock becomes one-wheel, two-wheel,

Sometimes the lock

&c.

named from

is

certain fancied resem-

blances in the shape of the ward, as the h-ward, Howard, or

Z-ward.
of

slips

wards are cast

If the

in brass, instead of being

of iron or copper, the lock

is

made

termed solid ward.

Of the numerous but smaller varieties known by the colname of cabinet locks, there are the cupboard, the book-

lective

case, the desk, the portable desk, the table, the drawer, the box,

the caddy, the

chest,

the carpet-bag, and

these locks are further called straight,

screwed

flat

wood-work

against the

be so cut away as to

and

mortise,

when a

let

cavity

;

many other locks. All
when the plate is to be
when the wood is to

cut,

in the lock flush with the surface
is

;

excavated in the edge of the door

for the reception of the lock.

Out-door locks are usually wooden Stock
gates, &c.

;

comprising

There are

&c.

their shapes

;

D

many

locks

varieties of

and P

locks, for stables,

Banbury, bastard, fine,

locks, for gates,

designated from

and there are the numerous kinds of padlocks.
are employed chiefly between the makers
who fix them in their places but

The above terms

of the locks and the persons

there are other terms
will

come under
It is scarcely

of lock-making

;

and names, more familiarly known, which

notice in future pages.

worth while to descant upon the " middle age"

— to

impart

to the subject so

much

as to be susceptible of regular historical treatment.

know

of dignity

True,

we

that wards were employed before tumblers (unless, in-

deed, the pins of the Egyptian lock be considered as tumblers

—a character to which
that wards

may

they present considerable claim), and

be taken as the representative of the medi-

eval period of lock-making

;

but

it

may be more

profitable

to proceed in our notice of the different kinds of locks in

an order which

will in itself partake

somewhat of the

his-

torical character.
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the warded and tumbler locks are tlie very
; a construction which we propose
hand in the present chapter, before treating
of those which have more commercial importance.
The puzzle-lock is generally in the form of a padlock,
which is opened and closed without the use of a key, and

Apart from

all

curious puzzle or letter-locks
to dismiss out of

which has certain

difficulties

opened by any one

who

closed

The key

made

is

to open

it is

more

far

movable

Some

way

of its being

who

means of security.

centuries ago, the puzzle-lock attracted

attention than any other.

parts, the

in the

'

one of the locks in which the doctrine
to contribute to the

a mnemonic or mental one, instead of one

Two

of Steel or iron.

thrown

not in the secret of the person

ia

It is, in fact,

it.

of permutation

It

movement of which

has always certain

constitutes the enigma.

of these very curious and out-of-the-way locks are so

formed as

name

to receive the

among them

are ring-locks

—a

of dial-locks

;

but the chief

name the meaning of which

will be presently understood.

The puzzle
essentially of

or letter-lock of the ring kind, then, consists

a spindle

two end-pieces,

to

;

a barrel, encompassing the spindle

is to

;

and the question

must be drawn out a

arises, therefore,

This

be acted upon.

is

as the spindle

fits

bow

its

this end-piece

effected in a very ingenious

there are four studs or projections in

and

To un-

to one of these end-pieces.

to allow the shackle or horse-shoe to be turned on

hinge

;

keep the spindle and barrel in their places

and the shackle, hinged

fasten the lock, one of the end-pieces
little,

a row on the

way:

spindle,

pretty closely in the barrel, the former

cannot be drawn out of the

latter unless there

be a groove in

the interior of the barrel, as a counterpart to the studs on the
exterior of the spindle
interior of each of

;

four rings

which there

is

fit

on the

a groove

;

barrel,

same plane

on the

and unless

these four grooves coincide in direction, and even

lie

all

in the

as the groove in the barrel, the studs will not be

Each ring
by means of the

able to pass, and the spindle cannot be drawn out.

may be

easily

made

to

work round the

barrel
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and

fingers,

to maintain

There are outer

it.

any position which may be given to

rings, one over each of the rings just

described, with the letters of the alphabet (or a considerable

number of them)

inscribed on each

means of notches on the

inside,

;

and these outer

rings,

by

govern the movements of the

inner rings.

The

action

therefore, as follows

is,

:

when

the padlock is

be locked, the rings are so adjusted that all the grooves
shall be in a right line ; the spindle is thrust in, the end-piece
to

and the shackle is shut down. The padlock is now
but a reverse order of proceeding would as easily

is fixed on,

fastened

;

open

again,

it

ciple is

and therefore the " safety" or " puzzle" prin-

The

brought into requisition.

outer rings are

moved

with the finger, so as to throw the various interior grooves out
of a right

As

line,

each ring

small arc, and

and thus prevent the withdrawal of the

may be
all

of relative position

spindle.

turned round through a large or a

turned in different degrees, the variations

may be

almost

The letters on the
remember the particular

infinite.

outer rings are to assist the owner to

combination which he had adopted in the act of locking for
no other combination than this will suffice to open the lock.
There may, for instance, be the four lettere l o c k in a line,
which line is brought to coincide with two notches or marks
;

at the ends of the apparatus

;

and

until all the four outer

rings are again brought into such relative position as to place

the letters in a

line,

the lock cannot be opened.

There are many allusions to

locks, apparently belonging to

the letter or puzzle principle, in authors
or three centuries ago.

who

flourished

two

Thus, in Beaumont and Fletcher's

play of the Noble Gentleman, written in the early part of the
seventeenth century, one of the characters speaks of
"

A

cap-case for jour linen and your plate,

With &

And

in

there

is

pared

is

strange look that open* with A-M'E'N."

some verses by Carew, written about the same time,
an analogy drawn, in which one of the tilings com-

LOCK CLASSIFICATION.
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"A lock
That goes with letters ; for till every one be known,
The lock 'a as fast as if you had found dodo."

In the Memorabilia of Vanhagen von Ense, written about
the middle of the seventeenth century, a commendatory notice
is

given of a

letter-lock, or combination-lock, invented

by M.

Eegnier, Director of the Muse'e tTArtillerie atParia. "Eegnier,"
we are told, " was a man of some invention, and had taken out

a patent for a sort of lock, which made some noise at the time.
Every body praised his invention, and bought his locks. These
consisted of broad steel rings, four, five, or eight deep, upon
each of which the alphabet was engraved these turned round
on a cylinder of steel, and only separated when the letters
forming a particular word were in a straight line with one
another.
The word was selected from among a thousand, and
the choice was the secret of the purchaser.
Any one not
knowing the word might turn the ring round for years without succeeding in finding the right one. The workmanship
was excellent, and Eegnier was prouder of this than of
The latter point might be contested.
the invention itself.
;

I had a vague recollection of having seen something of the
sort before

;

but when I ventured to say

my

so,

were treated with scorn and indignation, and
to prove

my

assertion

;

but

many

I

fell

when a
into

my

The book was

hands, Eegnier's lock was suddenly displayed.
called Silvestri

suspicions

was not able

years afterwards,

book, which as a boy I had often diligently read,

a Petrasancta Symbola Heroica, printed at AmThere was an explanation at p. 254, at-

sterdam in 1G82.

tached to a picture; these were the words:
Bellis,

servla;

scripsit hoc

innexa orbibus volvhiiibua ac

lemma

—

Sorte ant labors.*

nor labour would have done

Honorius de
literaiis

ctrcum-

However, neither luck

much more

towards discover-

ing the secret of opening Eegnier's locks, from the variety of
their combinations
•

" Honoriug de

;

and

their security

seemed

so great, that

Bellis wrote this inscription,— By chance or by labour,

—round a lock composed

of revolving ring* graven with letters.".
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the

couriers'

despatch -boxes were generaUy fastened with

This curious extract, which was brought forward by Mr.

Chubb,

in

a paper on locks and keys (read before the

tution of Civil Engineers in 1850), seems to take
credit from one (Regnier) with

whose name the

We

has been most intimately associated.
explain, however,

what

it

perfecting the letter-lock.

was that Kegnier
In the meantime

teresting to note that the British

the

Museum

work mentioned by Vanhagen.

there

is

shall

At

Insti-

away the
letter-lock

presently

effected towards
it

may be

in-

contains a copy of

the page indicated

an engraving (a fac-simile of which

is

given in

fig.

5)

containing a drawing of a veritable puzzle or letter-lock; the

lock consists of a cylinder or barrel, on which seven rings

work; each of these rings

is

inscribed with letters, and the

ends of the cylinder are grasped by a kind of shackle.

fig. 5.

It

it

result of the

invented (conjecturally)

arrangement of the

letter-

by Cardan, that "only one
word or cipher or key could be used in each lock;
was to increase the puzzle-power of the lock that Reg-

particular

and

Puzzlo-lock of the seventeenth oentury.

was a natural

lock, as

THE PUZZLE-LOCK.
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pair concentric, and

enabling the user to Tary the cipher at pleasure.

The

principle of the letter -lock,

when

applied to doors,

requires that sort of modification which renders

it

-what is

to such a lock one or more
letters or figures stamped on them;
hand or pointer connected by a spindle
is a notch which
has to be brought to a certain position before the bolt can
be moved. There are false notches, to add to the .difficulty of

termed a

There are

dial-lock.

dials,

with a series of

there

is

to each dial a

with a wheel inside the lock; on the wheel

finding the true notch in each wheel.
to their proper position,

loosened,

by

and the pointer

The

the user.

To

adjust the notches

a nut on the back of the wheel ia
is set at any letter or figure chosen

pointers and the dials perform the part of

the outer rings, the wheels that of the inner rings; and

it ia

easy to see that the same leading features prevail in the two

kinds of lock, however they

may

differ in detail.

These dial-locks have not been numerous ; they require
wheel and pinion work within the body of the lock, which
gives delicacy and complication to the mechanism.

padlock, be

its

merits great or small,

is

it

One of our

locks.

letter

strong and durable,

not liable to get out of order; and in so far as

no key or key-hole,

The
it

requires

occupies rather a special position

great " merchant-princes" has

among

been a

letter-lock inventor, as the following will shew.

Early in 1852, Mr. William Brown, the distinguished

member

for

tectural

and Archaeological Society of Liverpool, of much inour present subject. His object was to

South Lancashire, read a paper before the Archi-

terest in relation to

describe a letter-lock which he

up

had invented, and which had

to that time given high satisfaction.

We cannot do better

than transcribe the paper, as reported in one of the Liverpool
Journals, with a few abridgments.

"

As your

society are desirous of seeing

any improvements

or attempts at them, I send yon a stock-lock for inspection.

The

idea for its construction I took from a letter-padlock.
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I had a lock of this description

made by Mr. Pooley twenty-

years ago, which has been in use ever since on Brown,

five

Shipley,

and

Co.'s safe.

....

"Its advantages I conceive to be
picked, for there

drill

no key-hole.

is

up by gunpowder,

for the

—

First,

Second,

same

it

by a

steel plate

on which your

way

to force the

Fourth, you cannot bounce off the wheels in the in-

off.

a muffled hammer,

terior with

springs resist this.

Fifth,

for vulcanised

you cannot

as their heads are case-hardened.

them

cannot be

tools will not act:

thus you cannot introduce gunpowder that
lock

it

cannot be blown

Third, you cannot

reason.

through the door so as to reach the lock, for you are

intercepted

in, for

drill

Sixth,

India-rubber

the spindles out,

you cannot drive

they are countersunk in the door about half-way

through

"Now

let

us set the lock to the word

four letters might be used).

When yon

wood

(any other

set the lock,

make

a private record of them, so that you may not forget them.

know your letters, nothing but violence,
by some means or other, can enable them to get into

If parties do not

applied

your

open

any thing but its
the large wheels and open the lock:

safe; for the lock will not

to

talisman.
Take off all
you will see that the large wheels have a number of false
chambers if you get the spurs of the bolt into three real
chambers and one false, you are as fast as ever, for all four
must be right.
" Having placed your key and pointer outside the door to
'point to w on brass-plate No. 1, the small wheel inside obeys
the same impulse; then maintain your small wheel steadily
on this point, and the large wheel No. 1 will only fit on at
;

the right place, the true opening compartment being opposite
the spur of the bolt.

your lock that

it

It being necessary at the time

is

you

set

should be open, proceed with Nos. 2 and 3
o.

No. 4

You

should

in the same way, your pointer standing steadily at
the same, the pointer being held steadily at D.

then shoot your lock two or three times, to be sure you have
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made no

mistake.
Every time you shoot your bolts out, turn
your wheels away from the true chamber, and see when you

again turn your pointers to
it

wood

made no

the proof that you have

is

may now

venture to lock your

and

door,

may

them

find

if

locked,

what your

and you

mistake,

When you

safe.

find it necessary to leave it

should shoot the bolts as
that no one
adjust

that your lock opens freely;

open

for

unlock the

a time, you

and turn the wheels, so
and again

real letters are;

to their proper places, in order that the bolt

go back and enable you

to re-lock.

may

Once having locked the
letters, you need

door and turned the wheels from your real

not trouble yourself with carrying the key, but leave

any place beside

it

in

the lock.

" I believe two wheels would
three would be quite

so.

make a

perfectly safe lock;

I adopted four to

make

security

would be impossible in any given time to
work the changes. On two wheels by chance the lock might
doubly sure, as
open

and

;

you

it

can, however, calculate the chances against this

also three or four, the false

rim being taken

into calculation.

" If this lock

is

;

let

of a remedy; for

we ought

which

safe

is

compartment on the outer
*
*
*

if it
of any value, it should be known
them be pointed out, and they may admit
not to be led to believe a lock is

has weak points,

not so."

In relation to the "

first

advantage" which Mr. Brown not

—
— we

unreasonably supposed to be possessed by his lock
" it cannot be picked, because it has no keyhole"

have something
lacies

may

on

to say in

this subject will

remark, that

it is

via. that

shall

a future page, where certain falIn the meantime we
be noticed.

not a

little

creditable that a leading

Liverpool merchant should have invented a lock worthy of
occupying a position on his own safe for a quarter of a
century; for

we may be

quite certain that he would not have

allowed the lock to maintain that post of honour unless it had
really (ho far as experience had then gone) served worthily
as a safeguard to his treasures.

And

if it

were possible to

ON LOCKS.
collect all the "by-gone

specimens of lock-oddities,

probably find among them
lock

is

man

many highly-ingenious

we

should

letter-locks

;

have a mechanical tnrn of mind, a
by no means an unworthy medium for displaying it;

for supposing

a

to

the pieces of metal are so small as to be easily manageable

a small work-bench in a small room. The fondness for
this sort of employment evinced by the unfortunate Louis XVI.
at

of France led

common remark,

to the

had

smith, but a very

In an amusing

"

He

is

^-capital lock-

king."

article in the Observer,

during the progress

of the " lock controversy," was the following paragraph relating to combination-Jocks of the letter or puzzle kind:

"The

French, in their exposition of 1844, availing themselves of the

permutation principle, produced some marvels in the art

The
when they
lock must

but the principle has not been adopted in this country.
Charivari had an amusing quiz upon these locks
first

came

It said the

out.

have an excellent memory

:

proprietor of such a
forget the letters,

and you are

clearly shut out

from your own house.

man gets

door with his family, after a country excursion,

to his

For

instance, a gentle-

at eleven o'clock at night, in the midst of a perfect deluge of

He

rain.

bunts out his alphabetical key, and thrusts

and saya azbx.

his alphabetical lock,

firm as ever.

1

Plague take

it

!'

that

was his combination

The

it

into

lock remains as

says the worthy citizen, as

the blinding rain drives in his eyes.

He

then recollects that

for the previous day.

He

scratches

head to facilitate the movement of his intellectual faculties,
and makes a random guess bcloj but he has no better suc-

his

cess.

In addition

to his

being well wet, his chances of hitting

on the right combinations and permutations are but small,
seeing that the number is somewhere about three millions five
hundred and fifty-three thousand five hundred and seventyeight.

Accordingly,

when he

conies to the three-hundredth

he

loses all patience, and begins to kick and batter the door
hut a patrol of the National Guard passes by, and the dis-

turber of the streets

is

marched

off to the watch-house."
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IT.

VARIED APPENDAGES.

locks are of an oblong quadrangular shape.

all

of them, either a bolt shoots out from the loot,

to catch into

some kind of staple or boxj or a staple enters a
is there acted upon by the bolt.

hole in the edge of the lock, and

A

common room-door

lock will illustrate the

enters

a receptacle made

first

The key, as is

kinds, a tea-caddy lock the second.

of these

well known,

and the shaft of the key gene-

for it;

around which the web or flat
a circular course. During this
acts directly or indirectly on the bolt,
or out according to the direction in which the

rally serves as a pivot or axis

part of the key

may move

in

movement the web
driving

it

key

turned

is

in

springs act

two

difficult

we

;

upon

the key impels
it

in another,

the holt one way, certain
and the balance between these

forces determines the locking

Wards, or

and unlocking of the

bolt.

wheels, are contrivances ibr rendering the opening

without the proper key and
;

it is

of warded locks that

shall chiefly treat in this chapter.

fig. 6.

The annexed

cut,

Interior of a back-spring

fig.

6,

warded

lock.

represents the interior of an ordi-

nary back-spring lock, without tumblers.

.Such a lock

may
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usually be

known from a tumbler-lock by

stance, that

it

boh

is

in

this simple

circum-

emits a smart snapping noise during the process

of locking, occasioned

by the

a particular

pressure, of the spring

position.

when

the

In the woodcut the bolt

is

At aa are two notches on
connected by a curved part; Ms the

represented half out, or half shot.
the under side of the bolt

back spring, which becomes compressed by the passage of the
curve through a limited aperture in the rim cc of the lock.
When the bolt is wholly withdrawn, one of the notches a rests

upon the rim cc; and the force with 'which the notch falls
into this position, urged by the spring b, gives rise to the
snapping or clicking noise.
the other notch rests in like

When

the bolt is wholly shot,

manner upon the edge of the aper-

ture in the rim.

must be obvious at a glance, that this back-spring lock
on the score of security, on account of the
facility with which the bolt may be forced back by any presIt

is

objectionable

sure applied to

its

end, a pressure which

At the

brought to bear.

may

centre of the lock

is

often easily be

seen the end of

the key acting on a notch in the bolt^ and surrounded

by

wards.
It is

not at a first glance that ihe relation between the
a key and the wards of a lock can be duly apprebecause the wards present themselves to view as por-

clefts in

ciated

;

tions of circles to

spond; but if

it

fitf.

which nothing in the key seems

to corre-

be borne in mind that the key has a rotary

7.

Section to shew the action of wards.
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motion within the key-hole around the pipe or barrel as an
axis, the circular

form of the wards

will be accounted for, and
be regarded as exhibiting the looked-for

their section will

In the annexed cut, for

relation to the

wards of the key.

example

which represents a portion of the

warded

(fig. 7),

interior of

a

lock, the curved pieces of metal are the wards (two in

this case);

and there are two

enable the latter to take

from the wards.

its

of the key to

clefts in the bitt

circular course without interruption

If the clefts were other than they are, either

in number, position, or size, this freedom of the key's

movement could not be obtained.
"When once the opinion became established that a lock is
rendered secure by virtue of its wards, (a theory which we
shall have to discuss in a later page,) much ingenuity was dis-

mm

played in varying the wards of the lock, the

and the shape of the keyhole.
unchanged, a change in the

ment

of the arrangement.

a

fig. 8.

End

all alike

clefts

of the key,

the two former were
to the puzzle-

f

e

auctions of keys.

the six keys represented

exactly alike,

if

might add

d

°

b

(fig. 8), all

Even

latter

For instance, in the annexed cut

adapted

to the

may have

clefts or cuts

wards of one particular

lock; yet the differences in the thickness of the

web

are such,

that if the keyholes were shaped in conformity therewith, each

keyhole would be entered by one of these keys

;

b

and

c dif-

fering from a in the relative thickness at different points,
d,

e,

and

f having

certain curvatures

and

cavities not to

and
be

found in the other three.

But without waiting for the detailed examination of the reand insecurity of locks, we may at once shew
how simple is the principle which renders the warded system
.

lative security
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fallacious.

Numbers

we

9

fig.

and

1, 2,

3, all

be able

shall

to

illustrate

this.

appear very different keys, and

P

-|u

H|j

^

it is

fa fJ

nn ^ H
fig. 9.

K|j

quite true that neither one
either of the other two;

This No. 4
it

is

called

a

:

at

may be exany point where

metal in all the keys, there must (or may) be

solid metal in the corresponding part of the skeleton-key

at

any point where there

keys, there must be
skeleton-key.

it

is

;

but

a vacancy or cavity in any of the

cavity in the corresponding part of the

a.

If Nos.

tion will be found to

in No. 4 that

for

sieleton-

bears to the others

pressed in the form of a proposition thus
is solid

keys."

would open a lock adapted

and yet the very simple arrangement

No. 4 would open all three.
Icey; and the relation which
there

i/fl
" skeleton

IJiamplea to sbew the action of " mastor," or

1, 2, 3, 4,

be examined,

be borne out

avoids the wards in

;

all

there

is

so

this proposi-

much

cavity

the three locks, nothing

being required but the tongue of metal to move the bolt.

Sometimes, to add to the

safety,

wards are attached to the

front as well as the back plate of the lock ;

and then there may

be a double series of notches required in the key, such as in
No. 5; hut if this be compared with Nos. 9, 10, 11, it will be

found that although no one of the four would open a lock
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adapted for either of the other three, yet the skeleton-key No.

12 would master them
others have cavities.

all,

having cavities wherever any of the

This

is

which one key may be made

the theory of the master-key,

as to be

command many

to

6 and 7 have complicated wards

up

;

weakened more than

but the key

is

so

by

Nos.

locks.

much

cut

No. 8 enables

desirable.

is

us to point out the difference between two distinct classes of

Keys with pipes or barrels

keys.

fitting

on a pin or pipe-

shaft can only open a lock on one side of the door or box;

but a key with a

solid stem, as

No.

8,

clefts so cut as

has the

to open the lock from either side, as in a street-door lock :

two warded keys fixed end

in

feet,

is

employed at one time in opening the

fig. 10.

Wards

to end, only half of

it is,

which

lock.

of an old French look.

Some of the warded locks of the last century are curious.
While the idea prevailed that a complicated ward gave security, there was room for the exercise of ingenuity in varying
the shape of the wards.

French work.

Fig.

It represents

10

is

copied from the great

the cuts in the key, and also

(seen perspectively) the complicated forms of the pieces of

metal which constitute the wards corresponding with those
cuts.

The

aperture in the key at 16

fits

upon the metal

surrounding the keyhole at 18; aud the M-shaped cuts at

17

fit

in like

manner upon the similarly-shaped metal

pieces

at 19.

Another example of a similar kind is shewn in fig. 11,
where an anchor appears to have been the favourite form. The
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anchor cuts in the key are shewn at 26; while in the warda

fig.

Wards

11.

the bottom of the anchor

is

of an old French lock.

near the keyhole at 28, and the top

at 29.

fig. 12.

Wards

of an old French lock.

A similar illustration occurs in
cuts at

fig. 12, where the star-like
34 on the key correspond with the star-like wards

at 33.

From the fifteenth to the eighteenth centuries locks were
made in France, on which a vast amount of care and expense was bestowed.
They were, in an especial degree,
decorative appendages as well as fastenings.
They were of
three kinds

room-locks, bufFet^locks, and chest-locks they
:
;
were fixed on (he outside of the door or lid, so as to be fully
The key had a multitude of perforations which bore

visible.

no particular

relation to the wards of the lock, but which were
tests of the workman's skill.
The honorary distinctions awarded to apprentices and aspirants in the art depended very much on the number and fine execution of these

regarded as

perforated keys.

The

locks, considered as fastenings,

had

slender merit; although usually throwing four bolts, they were
not very secure.
Fig. 13 represents the exterior of a lock

made about

the year 1730,

locksmith.

It

by Bridou, a celebrated Parisian

was a lock belonging

to

a

coffer or strong

WABDED
chest; all the

LOCKS, WITH THEIR APPENDAGES.

works being sunt below the

architectural moulding or ornament.

ing near the part

fig. IS.

sign;

c,

it

allows a bolt,

e, to

is

33
a carved

a secret open-

key-hole.

Exterior of on old secret look.

spring

level of

There

forming a portion of the ornamental de-

shewn

at d, fig. 14, acted

on by the

be touched, by which a doorway opens upon the
a a are a sort of pilasters, which aid in forming

hinges at b b.

ornament at c is drawn down
by the hand, opening the secret door and revealing the keyhole a. a S, o o, z z, are ornaments fastened on at b c d, fig. 14,
a hold for the bolts.

by nuts and

The

little

screws, intended to display the skill of the workc 2
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The

man.

lock

itself,

access to the keyhole of which

is

ob-

tained within the secret door, has nothing very remarkable

about

it.

Mr. Chubb, in

his

paper read before the Institute of Civil

Engineers, illustrated the insecurity of the warded lock

by the

example of one which had actually been placed in the strong-

room

of a banking house, and

fig.

annexed cut

(fig.

which

Examples of true and

15.

The wards

15).

ing the central key-pin

;

is

represented in the

false keys.

are here shewn, surround-

and from the appearance of the key,
wards must have been
uselessness of the wards was proved

at a, it is evident that these

shewn

rather complex.

by the

result.

that at

b,

But the

A burglar employed an instrument, shaped

having on one of

its faces,

or sides, a layer of

like

wax

and yellow soap; this instrument, being introduced through
the keyhole and turned a little way round, brought the soft
composition in contact with the ends of the wards, and these

ends thus

left their

was then made,

impress on the composition.

as at

c,

which, however clumsy

has a cavity, or vacuity, where there

key

;

is

it

A false key
may

appear,

a cavity in the true

and by such a surreptitious instrument was the lock
Even so rude an instrument as d, by passing round

opened.

the wards, might open such a lock.

We are

somewhat anticipating the

full

consideration of this
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desirable at once to explain

it is

an improvement on the warded lock was sought

35

how and why
for.

In connexion with the fanciful eighteenth-century Jocks,

we may remark,

lately adverted to,

Louis

XVL

— or

at least in smith's

this

than

department of

work, which in France

generally considered to include lock-making.

is

man

that no less a

was an amateur workman in

mechanical art

bald Alison says, in his History of Europe:

Sir Archi-

— " He

had an

extraordinary fondness for athletic occupation and mechanical labour;

insomuch that he frequently worked several hours

a-day with a blacksmith of the name of Gamin, who taught

him the

He

art of wielding the

hammer and managing

the forge.

took the greatest interest iu this occupation, and loaded

his preceptor in the art with kindness

who

;

returned

it

by

betraying to the Convention a secret iron recess which they

had together worked out in the walls of the cabinet in the
Tuileries, wherein to deposit his secret pa.pera during the
storms of the Revolution, "
tions that the unfortunate

well as

upon

There are not wanting indicamonarch wrought upon locks, as

and strong-rooms.

safes

Besides wards, there have been numerous other contrivances, fqr

adding

to the security

of locks

—

including screws,

escutcheons, spiral springs, wheel-and-pinion work, alarums,

and multiple

bolts.

As

these are not of sufficient importance

to be treated in separate chapters,

much

we

shall here give just

them as will illustrate their .general character.
Some of them are found combined with the " tumbler"
principle, presently to be described; but all of them, it is now
well known, were employed in various ways when the tumbler
so

notice of

lock was but
h,eld in

little

understood, and

many

when

the warded lock was

esteem.

The Marquis

whose curious Century of Intwo hundred years ago, contains Bp.

of "Worcester,

ventions, written nearly

suggestions which ingenuity has since developed into

practical

completeness, gives

following-

words

four of his inventions in

the_

:
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69. "

A way how

a

little

triangle screwed key, not weigh-

ing a shilling, shall be capable and strong enough to bolt and
unbolt, round about a great chest, an hundred bolts, through

two in each, with a direct contrary motion; and

fifty staples,

as

many more from

both sides and ends

;

and, at the self-same

it

strength to take

away; and in one and the same turn both

locket h

it

and openeth

A

70. "

it.

key with a rose-turning pipe and two roses pierced

through endwise the
trived wards, which

it,

to the place

beyond a man's natural

time, shall fasten

bit thereof,

with several handsomely con-

may bkewise

do the same

effects.

71. " A key, perfectly square, with a screw turning within
and more conceited than any of the rest, and no heavier

than the triangle screwed key, and doth the same

An

72. "

effecta.

escutcheon, te be placed before any of these locks,

with these properties:

First, the

owner, though a woman,

may

with her delicate hand vary the ways of causing to open the
lock ten millions of times beyond the knowledge of the smith

made

that

open

it, it

it,

or of me that invented

setteth

it.

Second,

if

a stranger

an alarum a-going, which the stranger can-

not stop from running out; and besides, though none shall be
within hearing, yet it catch eth his hand as a trap doth a fox;
and though far from maiming him, yet it leaveth such a mark

behind

it

as will discover

him

if suspected;

the escutcheon or

money he hath taken out of the
a farthing, and how many times opened since the owner

lock plainly shewing what

box

to

had been

at

it."

Mr. Partington,

in his edition of the marquis's

singular,

work, makes a few comments on these lock-and-key contrivances.

He

says that the lock

is

evidently intended to operate

on the principle of applying a screw
the bolt, instead of using a

key

as

for the

purpose of moving

a lever for

this purpose.

That such a plan might be applied to locks generally, he
no doubt; and by a similar contrivance

observes, there can be

the large keys at present in use for outer doors, iron chests,

&c

might be advantageously reduced by

this

means.

By
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employing the escutcheon mentioned by the marquis,
additional security

however, that

would be obtained.

many

must be

It

much

confessed,

of the marquis's statements are difficult

to credit.

The escutcheon has been a

favourite resource with lockfor instance, introduced

Mr. Mordan's escutcheon,

makers.

before the Society of Arts in 1830,

is

a contrivance to be

placed temporarily over the keyhole of a door, to prevent

The
the picking of the lock during the owner's absence.
escutcheon, or " protector," has a short pipe which, after the
door has been locked,
the pipe

is

a small

is

lock,

thrust into the keyhole

;

attached to

on Bramah's or any other convenient
two lancet-

principle, so contrived that, on turning its key,

shaped pieces

fly

out laterally and bury themselves in the

The escutcheon cannot be removed

wood.

key has reacted upon the small lock

and

;

until the small

until this

removal

has taken place, the large key cannot reach the keyhole.

A curious
some

One
after

application of the escutcheon principle attracted

among locksmiths about seventy years ago.
premiums awarded by the Society of Arts,
the commencement of their " Transactions," was to Mr.
attention

of the

first

Marshall, for a " secret escutcheon," in 1784.
tion of his
cester's

new

invention,

he adverts

to

wonderful escutcheon, and to the

have since been made

to

padlock originated as one among
tative inventions

;

In his descrip-

the marquis of "Wor-

many

attempts which

produce an apparatus which should

realise the marquis's description.

He
many

supposes that the letter
varieties of these imi-

but this may be doubted. Mr. Marshall's
was in effect an endeavour to improve

contrivance, however,

upon the

letter-lock.

He

considered

it

an objection

that, in

ordinary locks of this kind, the letter-rings admit of no variation of place

much

not so

he produced.
rel

;

;

a

and he sought, to remedy

new

lock, as

There

is

this defect.

an escutcheon

for

a

lock,

It is

which

a studded bar passing through a bar-

there are five rings which work concentrically on this

barrel

;

there are letters on the outer surfaces of the rings,
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and notches on the inner surface

;

but when, by the usual

them have been

puzzle-action of the rings, the notches in

brought into a right line with the studs of the bar, the result
is,

not that the hasp of a padlock

escutcheon

removed from

is

the,

Mr. Marshall's contrivance, therefore,
lock, as a

Some
tl\e

mode

Mr.

W.

much a ring pad-

spiral spring, instead

Russell received

in no

silver medal
new
Under ordinary
a.

Society of Arts, about thirty years ago, for a

of locking the cocks of liquor-caska.

way

is

well known, the cock of a barrel or cask

secure from the action of any one

approach near enough to touch

been adopted of obtaining
is to

but that the

raised,

not so

work by a screw and a

locks

circumstances, as
is

is

puzzle-png security for the escutcheon of a fixed lock.

of an ordinary key.

from

is

keyhole of an ordinary lock.

it;

and

different

who can

methods have

this security or secrecy..

employ a perforated cap, soft-soldered

One plan

to the barrel of the

cock, immediately over the grooved plug, the top of which plug
is

formed

to the

the same form

is

Another plan

is

shape of the perforation, and a socket-key of
introduced to turn the plug or open the lock.
to

employ an iron saddle or

staple, passing

over the plug and below the bottom of the cock, through

which a
first

bolt

method

is
is

put,

very

and a pendent padlock attached.

inefficient

;

the second

is

much

The

superior,

and has been largely adopted for locking the cocks of coppers,
But Mr. Russell thought
stills, vats, and other large vessels.
some further, improvement wanted. He caused a hole to be
bored through the barrel, and to some depth into the plug

when

the latter

is

in the position for closing the cock.

stud works into this hole in such a way, that
is

when

A

the stud

driven home, the plug cannot be turned or the lock opened.
stud is attached at its other end to a spiral spring con-

The

nected with a screw; a key

which

has,

is

employed, the hollow pipe of

an internal screw; and when this key is inserted
and turned twice round, it draws back the
to be turned round in the proper

in the cock-barrel
stud,

way

and allows the plug
for opening the cock.
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introduced

is

into locks; the delicacy, the costliness, the weakness,

tendency to get out of order, would

all

frequent adoption of such a course.
occasionally.
tice

and the

militate against the

however, adopted

It is,

Mr. Friend's secret-lock, introduced

to the no-

of the Society of Arts in 18?5, h,ad a train of wheels

which acted upon the

bolt, driving it

arcs of three wheels

moved

to force

it

against

out whenever the circular
it,

but allowing a spring

back again whenever a deep cleft in each of the

wheels locked into a stud on the

holt.
There were certain
numbers on a guide-plate, and a power of combining these
numbers in great variety and a provision that the bolt could
he unlocked only by the same combination of numbers which
had locked it. The guide-plate was a separate piece of appa;

ratus, carried in the pocket of the user as

the key.

The key was

a companion

The user
it

guide-plate, then applied

lock, then introduced the

key

If the

'

set'

the

to the face of the

and turned
and the guide-

into the key-hole,

the key partially round; the bolt was
plate removed.

to

of no use without the guide-plate,

nor the guide-plate without the key.

numbers on the

now

shot,

key were used without the guide-plate,
it was always unlocked again
made a complete circuit. There was

the bolt might be locked, but

by

the tinje the key had

considerable ingenuity in the idea of this lock; but
it

never went further than a model.

Indeed

elaborately described in books have never

many

we

believe

of the locks

had an existence

as

acting working locks.

A

very ingenious principle has been occasionally intro-

duced, (n which clock-work regulates the interval of time

which must elapse before a lock can be opened, even with
proper key.

The

object

is,

its

to ensure the safety of the lock

during a journey, or until a particular person he present, or
until the

locked article

A patent w a S
by Mr.

taken

ou,t

is

conveyed

to

a particular room.

in 1831 for a lock on (his principle

Rutherford, a bank agent at Jedburgh.

end of the bolt of the loci

is

Against the

placed a circular stop-plate, so
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adjusted that the holt cannot he withdrawn until a particular

notch in the rim of the circular plate

The

the bolt.

plate

is

is

opposite the

end of

As

put in rotation by clock-work.

the notch can be set at pleasure to any required distance from
the end of the bolt, the lock
opened, either

by

may be

secured against being

own or any other key,

its

until

any as-

number of minutes or hours after it has been locked;
for the plate may be made to revolve either slowly or quickly,
by varying the number of wheels in the clockwork. When
signed

the lock

is

used for boxes or portable packages, the clockwork

must be moved and regulated by a spring; but when it is
applied to closets or safes, a descending weight and a pendulum
may be employed. It is manifest that this system is sus-

mode of application
it.
That a man
own proper key, until the
by assuming a particular state or con-

ceptible of being greatly varied in its

and

it

has

many

cannot open his

points of interest about

own

lock with his

lock gives permission
dition, certainly strikes

applications,

where

A curious

one as being susceptible of

time is

an element taken

itself.

Two

many useful

into the account.

alarum-lock was invented by Mr. Meighan, in

1836, in which the bell or alarum
door, as in

many alarum

is

not placed behind

a

contrivances, but within the lock

or more studs are placed on the bolt, which press

against the lower end of a small tumbler; the

the tumbler elevates a

hammer; but

movement of

as soon as the point of

the tumbler becomes released from the stud, a spring presses
the

hammer down

forcibly,

small bell placed near

it.

and causes

it

to strike against

a

This sounding of the bell will be

repeated, during the shutting of the bolt, as

many

times as

there are studs to act upon the point of the tumbler.

Much

of the ingenuity which has been displayed in locks

depends on the employment of multiple

bolts, there

being

all

the additional strength which results from the use of two or
more bolts instead of simply one. Ordinary doors seldom
afford us examples of these double bolts; but they

may be

fre-

quently seen in cabinets and desks, where two staples fixed to

WARDED
the lid

fall

into

LOCKS,

two holes

WITH THEIR APPENDAGES.
in the lock,

ii

and are retained by two
varieties, how-

The most remarkable and complicated

bolts.

ever, are those in

which the

bolts, instead

of shooting parallel

and nearly together, shoot in wholly different ways one up,
one down, one to the right, one to the left, and so on. It is
;

on

safes, strong

boxes, and the doors of strong rooms con-

taining valuable treasures, that such locks are usually placed.

The mechanism

is

such that the key acts upon

all

the bolts

and springs of

at once, through the intervention of levers

various kinds.

fig. 16.

Multiplo bolta of an old chest-lock.

The above woodcut

represents

of-these multiple-bolt locks.

by Reaumur,
German coffer."

are told
strong

"

known

He

in these coffers on the

a very curious specimen
from the great French

It is copied

work; and the ponderous chest

at Paris

entirely of iron; or if of wood, they are

and without with

iron ;

attached is, we
by the name of the

to* which it is

further says, " nothing is wanting

score of solidity.

They

are

made

banded both within

and can only be broken open by very
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Their locks are almost as large as the top of

great violence.

the coffer, and close with a great

number

of bolts.

which we have engraved has twelve fastenings

made with

twenty-four, or more."

The one

they have been
His next remark on the
;

subject is a sensible one: " Notwithstanding the large size of

those locks, and all the apparatus with which they are pro-

vided, they correspond but

the coffer.
chiefly to

them."

lid,

with the solidity of the rest of

we may avoid
by tracing the action of the several
how one movement of the key, in the centre of

not

It is

levers, to see

the

ill

If we have given a representation of one, it is
shew how little confidence one could have in such

a lock, and what are

defects, in order that

its

difficult,

would act upon

all

In the engraving (fig. 16)

the bolts,

aj)h,c, are the four corner bolts; six others, ade, ade, are

on

the long sides, three on each; and two, bg, on the short sides.

Every bolt
are shewn

provided with a spring, of which

is

at z z

z.

There

no

is

staple

tliree

or four

or box to receive

each bolt but all shoot or snap beneath the raised edge e
running round the top of the box just within the exterior at
a a. The keyhole in the front of the box at d is a deception
;

mask the real keyhole is in the middle of the lid concealed
by a secret door opened by a spring. When the key has
moved the great central bolt, this acts upon the other bolts
or

;

f qitST, &c.

TT

;

vV

are studs which act upon two of the bolts
I,

c,p,x, are small

comer

bolts; q,r,s,t,n,

are staples confining the great bolt; k,

levers

which transmit the action

to the

are the small levers which render a similar service to the side

and end

bolts

;

contrivances for limiting the
are iron straps or bands
.

strengthened.

chest, and m m on the lid, are
movement of the latter; ch,EC

L l within the

After

by which

all, this is

the interior of the chest

not so

much

is

a lock as a series

of spring latches.
If a lock can be picked, the picking

the lock has one bolt or twelve bolts.

as effective whether

a four-bolt lock, four distinct
same frame and opened by the

in 1824, to construct, instead of

one-bolt locks, fixed in the

is

This fact led Mr. Duce,

ON TUMBLER, OR LEVER LOCKS.
same key

;

the bolts to be

simultaneously.

It

moved

in succession instead of

would require four times

as long to pick

a four-bolt lock of similar action.
There have been many other varieties of the multiple

this as

but we need not stop

bolt,

to describe them.

CHAPTER

V.

OK TUMBLER, OR LEVER LOCKS.
-

Security being the primary object in
rations

give

as

to

ingenious and even beautiful in

an imitative key

will easily

tion of wheels or wards;

open

and

as

ness, they in their turn yielded to

already explained,
arises

all locks,

;

and we

any conside-

mechanical ingenuity and graceful decoration

A

place to those which relate to safety.

may be

how

shall

in a future chapter.

it.

its

spring lock

construction, but

Hence arose

the inven-

wards failed in trustworthisomething better. We have

the insecurity of

have something more
It is sufficient

mere warded locks
say on the subject

to

here to remark, that wards,

springs, screws, alarums, wheel-work, escutcheons,

—

all,

how-

ever useful for particular purposes, are wanting in the degree
of surety which

we

require in a lock.

which

Hence the invention of

into the bolt and prevent
from beiog shot until they have been raised or released by
the aclion of the key. We have been unable to ascertain at
tumblers, levers, or latches,

fall

it

what

time, or in

were invented.

what country, or by whom, tumbler-locks
invention has been claimed by or for

The

persons subsequently to the year 1767,

when

the celebrated

(Art du Serrurier) already referred to was
and yet this treatise contains numerous examples
of simple tumbler locks of ingenious construction, as will pre-

French

treatise

published

;

sently be shewn.

ON LOCKS.
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One
in

fig.

of the most elementary forms of tumbler-lock

In this case the

17.

bolt, instead

is

fig.

acts

upon the

slots in

6,

the upper edge; and as the

bolt, these notches

whatever movements the bolt
is

fig.

Simple tumbler lock.

17.

has two square notches or

key

shewn

of having two notches

in the bottom edge, like those in the back-spring lock,

is

must of course share in
to.
Behind the bolt
is shewn

subjected

a kind of latch or tumbler (the lower part of which

by dotted

lines),

with a stump or projecting piece of metal at a;

the tumbler moves freely on a pivot at the other end, and

made

to rise

the bolt.

is

through a small arc whenever the key acts upon

When

the bolt is wholly shot, the

stump

falls into

one notch and prevents the motion of the bolt; when wholly un~
shot or withdrawn, the stump falls into the other notch, and

equally prevents the motion of the bolt.
until the key,

by

It is not, therefore,

elevating the tumbler, has raised the stump

out of the notch, that the bolt has freedom of movement.
the shape of the key does not enable

its

web

If

to effect this

elevation to a sufficient degree, the bolt remains immovable;

and

to this extent a certain additional security is obtained

by

making the shape of the key significant as well as the wards.
The tumbler- principle, as we have said, is difficult to trace
on account of the various aspects which it prebut the great French treatise proves that the locksmiths

to its origin

sents

;

of France

The

were familiar with tumbler-locks a century ago.

plates of that

locks,
called

work represent the

on the upper edge of the

bolts of

details of

numerous

which were notches
sank a

encoches, aa at o&fig. 18; into these notches
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small iron stud or stump called the arret du pene, or bolt-stop,

shown

in fig. 19, attached to the

upper portion of the

or tumbler, which, for the sake of economy of metal,

gdcfiette
is

made

in the form of a triangular spring in front of the bolt it";

fig.

or

left.

forced

it

14

fig. IB.

in

the action

a separate tumbler

21); and in other instances, again,

fig.

stump was fixed

to the

into notches in the bolt.
treat of tumbler-locks

loolt.

spring which
as

Sometimes, however, the stud was

and the notches were

or gdchette (sec ee,
the

Old Frouch

The stud was generally fixed to a
down again into the notch as soon

of the key had ceased.
fixed to the bolt,

case of the lock

and caught

be seen, when

we come to
much

It will

of later date, that there was

in these early locks to point out the way.

Fig. 19, copied

from the French work, represents a lock of the box or casket
kind.
Two staples, fixed into the cover, fall into two cavities
or receptacles

at

cd; and a

short bolt in each receptacle

citches into each staple, one near

email bolt q

qn,

fig.

is

g and one near

h.

The

attached to the upper extremity of the lever

19, and

shewn separately

pressure of a spring a

(fig.

in

fig.

20; and by the

19) upon this lever, the bolt

ON LOCKS.
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q

is

The

kept locked in the staple.

tion of this spring presses

another spring

and attached
spring

p

at

vertical por-

lower end on

its

19) of singular curvature;

(fig.

to the horizontal part of this second

the stud, which

is

falls into

a notch in the

The action of these parts, then,
when the key is placed upon the

top of the bolt.
is

as follows:

key-pin at

z,

and turned round

in the direction in

which the hands of a watch move, the

bitt presses

against the tail s of the lever, moves
centre

z, fig.

19, v,

fig.

20, to the

it

left,

upon

its

and con-

sequently moves the upper part q to the right,

drawing

it

out of the receptacle and liberating the

staple within c.

qrs, held in one position

Thus

hy

it

will

he seen that the lever

the spring a, forms in itself a

simple kind of spring catch-lock, and was, in fact, formerly used

any other appendages except the

staple in

the lever, into which the catch q fitted on shutting

down the

as such, without

we may regard

lid.

So

(fig.

19), as forming

passed

also

s conies

the other portion,

a separate lock;

for the

fig.

key

raises thereby, lifting the stud out of the bolt,

pressure against the barbs of the bolt n.
bolt h,

and

18, or
after

k ip h

having

in contact with the triangular spring, which it

also the short holt

staple in the cavity d,

fig.

The lock represented

fig.

21.

I,

and exerting

Fig. 18 shoots the

which passes through the

19.

in the four following figures is also

Details of an old Fronch lock.

from M. de Reaumur's chapter on locks in the work referred
to.
In this lock the tumbler-principle is carried out in a very

\
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elaborate manner, for not only is the
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stump or stud H

attached to a very strong spring (best shewn at

fig. 22.

which holds

it

Another view of the

s {fig.

second set of notches ee in the

gdcliette

23)

22),

earns.

fig.

23.

24)

;

go

but there
(fig.

fits

into

notches, thereby preventing the bolt from being

24.

also

a

one of these

moved

lowered by the revolution of the key

fig.

is

21), and a pin

Another vi«w uttho same.

attached to one of the plates of the lock

is

(fig.

fig.
,

with considerable force in one of the three

notches of the principal bolt e

the g&chelte

H

The two

;

until

so that

bolts detached.

Utilized

ByCoogk
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must the spring h be

in attempting to pick this lock, not only

raised so as to release the stud from the notches of the great
bolt,

but the gdchette must be lowered to disengage the fixed

There

pin from the notches.

Attached

is

yet a third source of security.

to the large bolt are short projecting pins

arm

against which an

f

(fig.

21),

or detent, gf, of the gdchette projects, thus

preventing the bolt from being shot back by any pressure
applied to

its

extremity

There are a few

which may

The

the description.

double-locked; hence

key

to act against,

The lower

s.

details relating to this

bolt

the button p

i

principal bolt can be shot twice, or
it

is

by

who

is

for the spring-stud.

the horizontal pressure of

22, 23), which is situated on the inner side
is

attached, so that a person in-

room can secure the door

side the

be

furnished with three barbs for the

and with three notches

k can be shot

(figs.

of the door to which this lock

side

remarkable lock,

as well be introduced here in order to complete

against

any one on the out-

not furnished with the proper key, for

it

must be

remarked that the small bolt as well as the large one is acted
on by the key. Now supposing the small bolt to be shot or
kept so by the pressure of the coiled spring q
But this small bolt is connected with the large
(figs. 21, 22).
one by means of the bent lever onm (figs. 21, 24), which
locked,

it

is

turns on a pin k attached to the main bolt.
bolts are either fully shot or unshot, the

against and parallel with the
bolt

is

main

bolt

;

Now, when both
arm on lies flat

but when the large

unshot and the small one not moved, the arms on, nk,

an inclined position, and the arm o N passing a little
below the main bolt comes within the range of the web of the
key, which in its revolution causes the bent lever to move upon
into

fall

its

centre N, thereby restoring

and

at the

ok

to

its

same time causing the arm n m

horizontal position,
to

move from

right

to left, or in the direction for unshooting the small bolt; the

end of this arm thus catches into a mortise v (figs. 21, 24) in
the small bolt, and immediately unlocks it

But

to return to the subject of tumbler-locks.

About the
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year 1778, Mr. Barron introduced that species of double- action
(as it

may

perhaps be termed) which so greatly increases the

security of the simple tumbler,

previously made,

if

fig.

In the tumbler- locks

17.

the tumbler were raised sufficiently high,

the lock could be opened : there was no such possibility as raising

it

high; but Mr. Barron, by bis invention, patented 31st

too

October, 1778, rendered

it

absolutely necessary that a limit

should be put to the height to which the tumbler should be
raised,
,

by rendering the

tumbler were too

much

bolt equally

or too

immovable whether the
Another important

little raised.

improvement was the introduction of two tumblers instead of
one.

The

a

bolt has in its middle

both edges, the notches being
fixed to the tumblers.

slot or

fitted for

gating notched on

the reception of studs

Supposing the studs or stumps of the

tumblers to be resting in the lower notches, they require

to

be

elevated to the general level of the gating before the bolt can

be moved

;

whereas, on the other hand,

raised ever so
notches,

little

if

key during

its

the tumblers were

upper

too high, the studs will enter the

and prevent the shooting of the

edge, or belly, of each tumbler
circular

is

acted on

bolt.

by

The lower

the steps of the

movement; the leverage

of the

key

being so exactly adjusted as to raise the tumbler to the desired
height and no further.
The tumblers are made unequally
wide, so that steps or inequalities in the bit of the key are

them both to the proper height. There are
thus two improvements introduced: there are two tumblers
instead of one, and each tumbler has a double instead of a
requisite to

lift

single action.

This ingenious and very useful lock
as regards its governing principle, in

fig.

is

25.

represented, so far

The

bolt

is

here

seen to have a peculiar slot or hole cut in it, consisting of a
narrow horizontal passage or gating, with three notches above
and three below it. These double notches might be avail-

it

more
25 there are two

able even for one tumbler only; but Barron used two or
for the sake of additional security.

In

fig.

tumblers shewn, expressed by dotted lines; both are hinged to

D
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fig. 25.

one
the

Action of Barron's tumbler-Ioefc.

pivot, both are raised by the same action of the key, but
stump on the one tumbler does not coincide in position
It will be seen that if the studs of the

with that on the other.

tumblers rested in the lower notches, they would require to be

be

elevated to the level of the gating before the bolt could

moved

on the other hand,

while,

;

stumps would be caught

in the

if lifted too high, the
upper notches, and would

The tumblers are

equally prevent the passage of the bolt.

unequally wide

;

and the

bitt of the

in a corresponding way, that there
act upon, each tumbler.

key

stepped or notched

is

may be

Mr, Barron

one step

bolt,

to

and the openings

in the tumblers; so that the principle of his patent
concisely expressed as being

fitted

also adopted the reverse

arrangement of having the stump on the

may be

" an arrangement to allow a

stump on the tumbler to pass through an opening in the bolt,
or a stump on the bolt to pass through an opening in the
tumbler."

A

very elaborate tumbler-lock, patented 23d February,

1790, by Mr. Eowntree, contrasts remarkably with the simof Barron's lock. Mr. Eowntree's loek .consisted of

plicity

tumblers combined with revolving discs or wheels.

chanism

may be

and engravings.

Its

me-

understood from the following description

The same

letters refer to the

same parts in

the several figures.

aa

is

the plate which encloses the whole

the lock, and fastens
its

it

to the door

;

b b

motion by sliding under the bridges

is

mechanism of

the bolt, guided in

en;

e e are pillars
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which support a plate covering the works
wards surrounding the centre or key-pin

51-

;

f are the circular

;

and a shews the

position of the key, which, in turning round, acts in a notch r

in the bolt, and propels

beneath the

bolt,

catch or stump

/or g in

e

it

;

a,

the tumbler,

is

a plate Bituated

and moving on a centre-pin

at

d;

it

has a

projecting upwards, which enters the notches

the bolt, and thereby retains the latter for backward

fig. 30.

28.

flg.

Details of Kown tree's tumblor-loek.

or forward motion, as the case

may be

;

The key

presses the tumbler forward.

h
a,

is

a spring which

in turning round,

acts first against the part c c of the tumbler,

and

to remove the

can then enter the

stump from the notches

notch r in the bolt, and move
security

;

it.

So

;

it

but Mr. Eowntree sought to obtain

ing means.

There

is

raises it so aa

no particular
by the follow-

far there is

a piece of metal A fixed

it

to the lower side

of the tumbler, called the pin ; -when the tumbler

is

caught in

either notch of the bolt, the pin applies itself to

a

cluster of

.
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small wheels

i,

fitted

on one centre-pin beneath the tumbler

the edges of these -wheels stop the pin, and prevent the tumbler

from being

But each wheel has a notch cut in its
and it is only when the wheels are so placed

raised.

circumference

I

;

that all their notches he in a right line, that the pin can enter

compound noteh and allow the tumbler

this

wheels must therefore be

by a number of

effected

all

the wheel belonging to

outward,
levers

is

it

turns

its

it

;

so that

wheel round.

;

and

on one pin

m entering

when any

Now

The

to rise.

adjusted to position

levers k centred

the opposite end each lever has a tooth

this is

at k; at

a notch in

lever

is

pressed

this pressure of the

brought about by a spring n applied

each

to

;

and when

so pressed, the levers rest against a pin a fixed in the plate.

The key

so cut as to determine the extent to which the

is

levers Bhall act

upon the wheels.

the curved part

pp

the wheels

The key

of the levers k,

first operates from
and raising them, turns all

at once into the proper positions

i

further round,

it

still

bolt,

further round,

and shoots

lengths, as

at

it

vv

;

;

in turning

and in turn-

(the key) seizes the notch r of the

The key

iti

shewn

;

then operates on the part c c of the tumbler,

causing the latter to rise and to release the bolt
ing

is

cut into steps of different

each step operates on

lever k in a different degree from the others

;

its

respective

the notch at s

upon the tumbler) and the plain part ( moves the bolt.
We now proceed to notice the modern tumbler-lock. This
was arranged by Bird, whose patent, bearing date 29th October,
1790, was for a series of four double-acting tumblers, differacts

ing in no respect from those patented by Barron, and closely

resembling those in use at the present time in the best tumbler-locks.

We

particularly

when we have gone through a few

details

will describe the

modern tumbler-lock more
historical

on the subject.

Messrs. Mitchell -and

Lawton obtained a patent bearing

date 7th March, 1815, for a lock in which were combined

with the bolt and double-acting tumblers, a series of movable
.

wardB) and a revolving curtain for closing the key-hole.

The
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action of the wards waa peculiar.

or instrument, and passing

it
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introducing any key

round, a number of movable

wards or pieces were tbrown out so as

to prevent

thejcey

from being turned back or withdrawn. It was necessary
therefore to pass round the key so as to unlock the lock, and
false key being
was held permanently, and could only be released by

were not possible, as in the case of a

if that

used,

it

When

destroying the lock.

were carried up

the bolt was once shot, the wards

so as to leave a clear passage for the key.

This lock does not appear ever to have come into use, on
account of the violence required in case a wrong key should

be used

either

The

by

accident or design.

detention of a

wrong key in

this lock

suggested the contrivance of a detector.

by Kuxton, whose patent

is

appears to have

This was

first

dated 14th May, 1816.

made

His de-

were of various kinds, the object of each kiqd being

tectors

to

give information to the owner in case any one of the tumblers

should be overlifted in an attempt

to

pick the lock, which fact

would be discovered on the next application of the true key.
This

is

precisely the object of the detector in tumbler-locks at

the present day, and Buxton accomplished

He

similar means.

also

had a contrivance

key, as in Mitchell and Lawton's lock

it

by somewhat

for holding

a

falsa

and he recommended
form of detector in the following words " It is true that in

this

;

:

this case the look will

door: the result

the result, the

is

have to be destroyed in order to open the
but we think the more terrible

frightful;

less likely

would any one be

to

tamper with

it."

We now come to Chubb's lock, patented 3d February, 1818,
which

consisted of double-acting tumblers

of detector.

and a peculiar kind

This lock has been made the subject of various

patents obtained in the years 1824, 1833, 1846, and 1847.

This lock" consists of six separate and distinct double-acting

of

* The lock about to be described is the latest and moat complete form
Chubb lock up to the date of the Great Exhibition. The various addiand alterations which have boan made in the lock sinco that date will

tions

be noticed

in

a subsequent chapter.
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tumblers,

of which must be raised to a particular height,

all

neither more nor

less, in

may

order that die bolt

pass.

It also

comprises a detector, by which, should any one of die tumblers

be

lifted too

false key, it

high in an attempt to pick or open the lock by a

would be immediately detected on the next ap-

The tumblers

plication of the proper key.

iron or

steel,

at one end

;

are

fiat

pieces of

with the plane of the surface vertical, and pivoted

and the following

is

mode

the

in which the key,

the tumblers, and the bolt, are brought into mutual action.

The

bolt shoots in

and out of the lock in the usual way.

has a square stud or stump riveted on one surface

It

is to

;

tumblers are provided.

one pin

it

All the six tumblers are pivoted to

at the end, giving to each of

each independent of the others.

them a

small leverage,

There are six springs which

There

press these tumblers downwards, one to each tumbler.
is

and

furnish obstructions to the passage of this stud that the

a longitudinal slot or gating in each tumbler, large enough to

receive the stud of the holt

;

and unless

all the six slots

(sup-

posing there to be six tumblers) coincide in height or position,
the stud will not have a clear passage for

Now

the

slots

are purposely

some of the tumblers than
in this respect

;

made nearer

moving to and fro.
the upper edge in

in others, all the six being different

so that if they are all lifted equally, the slots

do not coincide, and the bolt and

its

stud will not pass.

tumblers must then be raised unequally, those

which have the

slot nearest to the

the bit of the key
act

upon one

is

to

lower edge.

The

be most raised

To

effect this,

cut into six steps or inequalities, each to

particular tumbler, and each cut or stepped to the

exact depth which will suffice for the proper raising of the
tumbler.

The key

is

inserted in the keyhole,

and

is

turned

;

the six steps raise the six tnmblers all to the proper height, to
leave a clear passage along the slots

;

and the extreme end of

itself, and shoots it.
To unlock
same or a duplicate key must be used for if another key be employed, differing by ever so little from the proper
one, some one or more of the tumblers will be lifted either a

the key then acts upon the bolt
it

again, the

;
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little

too

much

or not quite enough

;

and in

of the bolt will catch above or below the

a clear

either case the stud

slot,

instead of having

line of movement along the slot itself.

After both lock-

ing and unlocking, the springs force the tumblers down as far
as they can go, burying the stud in the recesses above the slot;

must be raised by the key both

so that the tumblers

for lock-

ing and unlocking.

The

doctrine of chances has wide play in determining the

In Mr. Chubb's essay

relative position of the six tumblers.

this part of the subject is treated in the following

number of changes which may be
three-inch drawer-lock

The

ing the length of either step.

height of the shortest step

however, capable of being reduced 20 times

720 x 20

=

much

through with each of the other

=86,400, which
on the

six steps.

is

the

If,

number

;

and each time

may be

as possible,

five stops

;

may

x6

of changes that can be produced

however, the seventh step, which throws

times would give 86,400

x 10

= 864,000,

changes on locks with the keys

all

as the

it

only ten

number of

of one size (that

is,

with

definite size in all save the lengths of the steps).

Moreover, the

drill

may be

made

easily

pins of the locks and the pipes of the keys
of three different sizes

of changes will then be 864,000
series of

;

after

be gone

therefore 14,400

the bolt, be taken into account, the reduction of

one key of

repeated

The same process,

14,400 changes.

reducing the shortest step as

The

num-

the six

lock), without alter-

of being reduced, the 720 combinations
therefore

"

the

may be made on

a six-tumbler

:

on the keys of a

effected

islx2xSx4x5x 6=720,

ber of different combinations which
steps of unequal lengths (on

is,

way

changes which

may

;

and the number

x 8 = 2,592,000,

as the

whole

be gone through with this key.

In smaller keys, the steps of which arc capable of being reduced
only ten times, and the bolt-step only five times, the

combinations will be 720 x 10

x6X

5

x3

number of

= 648,000.

On

the

other hand, in larger keys, the steps of which can be reduced
thirty times,

and the bolt-step twenty times, the

combinations will be 720

x 80 X

6

total

number of

X 20 x 3=7.776,000.''
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These enormous numbers have been the cause of much
of the wonderment which the six-tumbler locks have excited;
and, as

we

shall see further on, the

more of the marvellous

Bramah

in respect

to

lock presents

this

ringing

still

of the

changes.

The
which 6

marked

Chubb lock may be
by means of an engraving, fig. 31, in

construction and action of the

further illustrated

stump riveted to it
shewn perspectively, the
marked (; they all move on the

the bolt of the lock, with a

is

The

s.

six tumblers are

front or anterior one being

centre-pin a, but are nevertheless perfectly distinct and separate, to

At d

allow of being elevated to different heights.

shewn one end of a divided

fig.

Chubb

31.

to the

number

spring

may

lock, with detector

and

of tumblers, one to each,

press

upon

six tumblers.

and so bent that each

particular tumbler.

its

is

spring, the divisions being equal

At

e is

tector-spring, bo placed that a projecting piece in the

the de-

hindmost

tumbler shall be near it; this tumbler having also fixed into
This being the arrangement, especially in
a stud or pin p.

it

stump

relation to the

s

and the tumblers,

the tumblers must be

lifted to

order that the stump

may

of the tumblers

drawn.

As

;

unless

it

it

follows that all

exact and regulated heights in

pass through the longitudinal

can do

so, the bolt

slits

cannot be with-

there are gaps or notches in each tumbler both

ON TUMBLER, OR LEVER LOCKS.
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above and below the proper line of passage, and as there are
no ordinary means of ascertaining when any one tumbler ia
lifted too

high or not high enough, the safety of the lock

greatly increased

by

this uncertainty

considered that this uncertainty
different

modes

which the

in

through the insertion of a

any one of the tumblers be
the detector spring
tain

it

e will

by any

raised above

its

If,

other cause,

proper position,

catch the hindmost tumbler, and re-

so as to prevent the bolt from passing;

the next application of the true key,
that

is

when it is
by the

especially

;

multiplied sixfold

is

six tumblers are slotted.

false key, or

true key will not unlock

To

it.

will

it

some one of the tumblers has been

and

thus,

upon

be instantly

overlifled,

felt

because the

relieve the bolt from this

temporary imprisonment, the key must be turned the reverse

way, as for locking;

all

their proper position,

the tumblers will thus be brought to

and allow the stump

n n; the bevelled part of the bolt
proper place; and

opened and shut in the ordinary way.
justed that if any one of the tumblsre
mediate

—be

lift

up the detector-

to fall

down

being effected, the lock

this

all

to enter the notches

will then

and allow the hindmost tumbler

spring,

—

The

pin

p

into its

may be
is

high, the pin will be lifted with

lilted too

so ad-

front, back, or interit,

and

will catch into the detector-spring, thus producing the result

just described.

The key
sides

is

represented in

a terminal step

The height
'which

it

fig.

32.

upon the

to act

It

has six

steps,

be-

bolt.

of each step, or the distance to

extends from the pipe of the key,

depends of course on the height to which
its

corresponding tumbler

is

to

be

lifted;

and it matters not whether the steps of the
key are adjusted to the slots of the tumblers,
or the slots to the steps, provided the agree-

ment be brought about

It is

simply a matter

of manufacturing convenience that the keysteps are cut first and the tumbler-Blots after-

Key to Chubb'a

look.

d2
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We may

wards.

somewhat

given,

here remark that

bit,

or

bitt,

is

whole

to the

indefinitely, either

the

name
part

flat

The
stepped portions of it.
part was formerly termed the web of the key, probably

of a key, or to the Email
flat

from the webbed appearance of the keys

complex warded

to

locks.

After the reading of Mr. Chubb's paper before the Institution of Civil Engineers,

Mr. Owen narrated one or two circum-

A

stances connected with the early history of Chubb's lock.

convict on board one of the prison-ships at Portsmouth dock-

who was by profession a lock-maker, and who had been
employed in London in making and repairing locks for several

yard,

years, and subsequently

had been notorious

for picking locks,

asserted that he had picked with ease one of the best of Braman's Jocks, and that he could pick Chubb's locks with equal

One

facility.

Sir

late

of the latter was secured

George Grey, the

by

the seals of the

Commissioner, and some of the

principal officers of the dockyard, and given to the convict,

together with

files

and

all

the tools which he

stated

were

necessary for preparing false instruments for the purpose, as
also

blank keys to

same

in principle

amine

it

fit

the pin of the lock.

A lock exactly the

was placed in his hands, that he might ex-

and make himself master of

its

If he

construction.

succeeded in opening the lock, he was to receive a free pardon
from the Government, and a reward of 100/. from Messrs.
Chubb. After trying for two or three months to pick the
sealed lock

—during which

time,

by

he

his repeated efforts,

frequently over-lifted the detector, which was as often re-

adjusted for his subsequent

He

stated that

or to open

trials

—he gave up

the attempt.

Chubb's were the most secure locks he had

ever met with, and that

them with

it

was impossible for any

man

to pick

false instruments.

Mr. Owen further stated, that in order to compare the
merits of Bramah's and Chubb's locks, he had suggested a mechanical contrivance, which

was applied

to

one of Bramah's

six-spring padlocks belonging to the Excise,

It was hung

L',

1

1

zrs

b,
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upon a

nail, in

a vertical position, secure from lateral oscilla-

A self-acting apparatus was then applied, consisting of
a pipe with hexagonal grooves, and a stud or bit corresponding with the division of the lock, and secured to it by a spring.
In the grooves of this pipe small slides were inserted, which
tion.

pressed against the spring keys of the lock ; to these slides were
attached levers, acted upon
tion of wheels,

whose teeth

by

moved by a combinanumber so as to perform

eccentrics,

differed in

the permutation required for the different depths of the spring
keys, corresponding with those of the proper key to the lock.

The automaton maclune was

set in

motion by a bne working

over a barrel, and acted upon by a weight; and was thus
acting

upon the mechanism

At

for a considerable time.

left

right

angles to (he pipe or false key was attached a rod and weight;

and when the notches

in the spring

line with the plane of the plate or

keys were brought in a

diaphragm of the

lock, the

rod and weight turned the false key, opened the lock, and
stopped the further motion of the automaton.

In that state

the slides indicated the exact depth of the grooves in the proper

make a key
The automaton worked during a

key, and gave the form of a matrix by which to
similar to the original one.

period varying from half an hour to three hours, according to
the state of permutation of the apparatus at the

moment

of

being applied, compared with that of the slides in the lock.

We

confess that

it

is difficult to

understand the action of this

automaton from Mr. Owen's description.

We

imagine that

the raise notches would effectually prevent the operation of

on each slide
meet the motions of the machine.
whether his apparatus had been

the instrument, and openings would be required
to bring it back, so as to

Mr. Owen did not

state

successful with one only of Bramah's locks or with several;

nor did he describe any apparatus invented with the view
the picking of Chubb's locks,

He

stated,

to

however, that in

order to ascertain the effect of friction on one of these last-

named

locks, it

was subjected

to the alternate rectilinear

motion

of a steam-engine in Portsmouth dockyard, and was locked
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and unlocked upwards of 460,000 times consecutively, without
any appreciable wear being indicated by a gauge applied to
the levers and the key, both before and after this alternate
action.

Mr. Owen concluded by expressing his individual
had never been picked. " The dewas the main feature of its excellence; and additional

opinion that Chubb's lock
tector

precaution, therefore, was only departing from

and adding

to the expense, without

its

simplicity,

any commensurate advan-

tage."

by

In a subsequent chapter the degree of security afforded

various descriptions of locks, and the obstacles which they
present of being picked, will

now proceed

come under

to describe briefly

notice;

we

therefore

a few other tumbler-locks, or

application of the tumbler-principle.

In Mr. Somerford's lock, for which the Society of Arts gave

a premium in 1818, an attempt was made
the ordinary action of tumblers.

improve upon

to

In most such locks,

the

all

tumblers must ascend, although to different heights, before
the stud of the bolt can pass through the slots ;
which arrangement," says Mr. Somerford, " gives an opportunity of in'-'

troducing a nail, or a piece of stout wire, into the lock, and thus
raising the tumblers without the necessity of using the key."

In his new lock, however, he made one lever to ascend while
the other descended,

by a somewhat complicated arrangement
bolt.
The key was so

of slotted plates above and below the
perforated as to be

much endangered

In Davis's lock there

in respect to strength.

a double chamber with wards on

is

the side of the key-hole.

The key

is inserted into

chamber and turned a quarter round;
chamber, where there

into the inner

the

first

then pushed forward
a rotating plate con-

it is
is

taining a series of small pins or studs, which are laid hold

of by the key.

By turning

the key, the plate

the tumbler is raised, and the bolt

is

forwards.
to

is

moved round,

This lock, which is somewhat expensive,
some extent on Cabinet despatch-boxes.

The

lock invented

by Mr.

and

shot backwards

Nettlefold

is

used

is

so constructed,

L

'
i

i

r

:

j
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when

that

shot out

the bolt is

by

61

the key, two teeth or

quadrants are projected from the sides of the bolt, which take

a firm hold of the plate fixed on the door-post or edge.

This

construction is said to answer well for sliding-doors.

Mr. Alfred Ainger, in 1820, received a silver medal from
the Society of Arts for a draw-back spring latoh, in which the
objects proposed

were the two following

more

difficult of violation

use

and

;

to

apply to

it

—

to render the lock

by a pick than those

ordinarily in

a key of which no ordinary person

could take an impress, and which would be

The key

even in a workman's hand.

is

difficult of access

very peculiar

;

its

pipe consists of three divisions, the section of the upper and

lower divisions being circular, and that of the middle division
triangular

;

the triangular portion

is

intended to give motion to

some part of the interior of the lock during the rotation of the
There are collars fixed on the extremity of the key,
to act each on one tumbler
and there are modes, by varying the arrangement of these collars on an octagonal stem,
a permutation to the number of variations to which the action of the key may be subject.
The
key.

;

to give something like

notches or

slots

are rather in the bolt than in the tumblers

and there are many

peculiarities in the general arrangement.

In a lock invented and patented
blers are of
centres,

under

by Mr.

Parsons, the tum-

a particular form, being hinged on a pivot at their

and working

side of the bolt.

into
It

and out of two notches cut in the
must be obvious that many variamight be made,

tions in the adjustment of the tumblers of locks

without vitiating the principle on which the action depends.

Many

inventors have tried the use of an expanding

web

web be

long

to the key, so planned that if the Step of the

enough

would be too long to pass
and therefore a principle of safety would
operate by enabling the key to adjust itself at one moment to
the size of the key-hole, and at another to the height of the
tumbler. Mr. Machin of Wolverhampton invented such a key
iu 1827.
The web of the key is movable on a countersunk
to reach the tumbler, it

through the key-hole

;

OS LOCKS.
pin,

on which

can so

it

far slide as to

When the key in

barrel.

to be turned round,

be drawn one-eighth of

The key-hole

an inch from the barrel.

admit the key only when the web

is

of such a size as to

pressed close up to the

is

and

this state is introduced,

began

is

one of the notches in the web works into a

raised circular edge of steel, placed eccentrically with regard
to the lock-pin; so that as the

drawn

out,

and

is

at

its

key

is

the tumblers : in the second half of

key becomes contracted
be removed from the

web becomes
when it arrives at

turned, the

greatest elongation
its

circular

movement, the

to its original dimensions,

aod can then

lock.

Another mode of modifying the key has been introduced
by Mr. Mackinnon, the object being to enable any person to
change

at will

the pattern or arrangement of the movable

parts of a lock and key; or to keep the key,
in use, in such a state as to render

it

when not

actually

unavailing to any one but

It was a complex arrangement, which does not seem
have come much into use.

himself.
to

The

lock invented

by Mr. Williams,

in 1889,

may

be de-

many

signated a pin-look, involving a principle analogous in
points to that of the Egyptian lock.

This lock has a series

of pins which reach through the cap, and are pressed to their
places with a

key

end of each pin

is

like a

a

flat

comb

for the passage of the bolt;

the notches in

The

all

or a rake-hcad.

piece of steel, in which

but

On
is

the inner

cut a notch

this passage is not clear until

the pieces of steel are in a right

pins are movable,

and can be pushed either too

line.

far

or

not far enough to bring about the coincidence of position in
the notches ; and on this ground they are " double-acting."

Now

the teeth of the

a length just suited

key are
for

of irregular lengths, each having

pushing the pin to the proper depth

any other lengths of teeth would
is

fail

to open the look.

There

a mechanism of springs and levers tp shoot the bolt

the pins in the plate are rightly adjusted.
in respect to the

The

teeth

when
The arrangements

key are singular and somewhat awkward.

which lock the bolt are not the same as those
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which unlock

it,

the user having to change ends and ad-

just the bit to a socket-handle.

This

one among

is

examples iu which a Jock embodies several

many

principles, the in-

ventor having set himself the task of combining the excellences
of

many

diverse locks.

In respect to the tumbler-locks generally, the simplicity
of action, the strength of construction, and the non-liability

of disarrangement, have given them a high place
safety-locks.

The only danger seemed

to be, that

among

any person

once obtaining possession of the key could take an impression

from
lock.

and thence form a key which would command the

it,

Attempts have been occasionally made

danger,

to obviate this

bits which could
any number of
But the locks being

by supplying the key with movable

be changed

at pleasure, so as to constitute

effectively different bits in succession.

moved when the

so constructed that the bolt could only be

tumblers were in a certain position, the owner was placed in
this predicament: that it

was

useless to alter the arrangement

of the bite in the key, unless the tumblers were altered in a

corresponding manner; and this would entail the removal of
the lock from the door, and the re-arrangement of the inte-

mechanism.

rior

One

of the great defects of tumbler-locks

made previously
when lying at

to the last ten years was, that the tumblers,

rest in the lock, presented at their bellies or lower edges precisely the

in

many

the key

The

same arrangement as the

steps of the key.

Indeed,

locks of the present day, a good idea of the form of

may be

gained by feeling the bellies of the tumblers.

bellies are in fact cut out so as to

circular motion of the key, to allow

while the stump

is

passing

compensate for the

them

to

remain at rest

through the gating.

Even

in

tumbler-locks of the best construction the tumblers will vibrate

more or

less

during the motion of the key; a defect which

must be provided against
will

be caught in

provides a simple

its

in adjusting the lock, or the

passage through the gating.

stump

Mr. Hobbs

remedy by enlarging the back part of the
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gating, the effect of

which

as

is

follows

when, in shoot-

:

ing hack the bolt, as in unlocking, the key has got to

its

highest point, the stump enters the narrow end of the gating;

but in shooting the bolt forward, as in locking, the stump
enters the gating before the

and

key has got

to allow for the slight vibratory

to its highest point,

motion of the tumblers

during the passage of the stump, the gating
usual method of adjustment

is

is

widened.

The

to alter the forms of the belhes

of the tumblers, thus greatly risking the security of the lock,

a

defect

which was clearly perceived by Bramah [see pp.

67-70], and was one of the reasons which induced him to
construct locks with slides instead of tumblers.

American locks on the tumbler- principle, and the
which

relation

such locks bear to the Bramah lock, will be better

all

understood after the details of the following chapter.

CHAPTER

VI.

THE BRA HAH LOCK.

The

It differs
its

is

by the late Mr. Bramah deamong this class of contrivances.

lock which was invented

servedly occupies a high place

very materially from

mechanical construction

is

all

which has gone before it;
its key

accurate and beautiful;

remarkable for smallness of

size

;

and the invention was

introduced by the publication of an essay containing

The

sensible observation on locks generally.

essay runs thus: "
Containing,

first,

locks which depend
ciple,

upon fixed wards

and defective

fication of

much
of this

to

be erroneous in prinSecondly, a speci-

in point of security.

a lock, constructed on a new and

which, possessing

full title

A dissertation on the Construction of Locks.

reasons and observations, demonstrating all

all

infallible principle,

the properties essential to security, will
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prevent the most ruinous consequences of house- robberies,

and be a certain protection against thieves of all descriptions."
second edition of this Dissertation was published in 1815;

A

but the work

is

now extremely

scarce,

and hardly

attainable.

remarkable to observe the boldness and self-relying

It is

confidence with which Mr. Bramah, some sixty years ago, de-

was

this

expression to

—

up

to that time, violable; he felt
and he hesitated not to give
his conviction.
The following is from his

clared that all locks were,
that

strictly

true,

Dissertation:

" It

is

who

observable that those

are taken in the desperate

occupation of house-breaking are always furnished with a

number and

variety of keys or other instruments adapted to

the purpose of picking or opening locks

argument

to

;

and

it

needs no

prove that these implements must be essential

to the execution of their intentions.

For unless they can

secure access to the portable and most valuable part of the

most families are deposited under the imaginary security of locks, the plunder would seldom recompense
the difficulty and hazard of the enterprise ; and till some
effects,

which

method

in

of security be adopted

struments

may be

position can

by which such keys and

in-

rendered useless, no effectual check or op-

be given

to the excessive

and alarming practice of

house-breaking.
" Being confident that I have contrived a security which

no instrument but

may

its

proper key can reach

;

and which

be so applied as not only to defy the art and ingenuity

of the most skilful workman, but to render the utmost force
ineffectual,

and thereby

to secure

what

is

most valued as

well from dishonest servants as from the midnight ruffian,
I think

myself at liberty to declare (what nothing but the

discovery of an infallible remedy would justify

my

disclosing),

that all dependence on the inviolable security of locks, even

of those which are constructed on the best principle of any
in general use, is fallacious.

alarming proposition, I shall

To demonstrate this bold and
the common principles

first state
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which are applied in the
ing

art of lock-malting;

operation in instruments

their

prove to

my

and by describ-

differently

constructed,

intelligent readers that the best- constructed locks

are liable to be secretly opened with great facility; and that

the locks in

common

use are calculated only to induce a false

and

confidence in their effect,

way

honesty in the
imperfections,

of those

and know

to

who

throw temptation

to dis-

are acquainted with their

their inefficacy to the purpose

of

security" (p. 5).

Tumblers had been
time

Bramah

so little thought of

and used at the

wrote, that his attention was almost exclusively

The mysterious

directed to warded locks.

in a key,

clefts

connected with some kind of secret mechanism in the lock,

had given the warded locks a great hold on the public
mind, as models of puzzlement and security; and

shew that

this confidence rested

The

a great extent laboured.

on a

it

was

false basis, that

following

is

to

he to

his exposition of

the principle and the defects of the warded lock.
" Locks have been constructed, and are at present

much

used and held in great esteem, from which the picklock
effectually excluded;

but the admission of

false

keys

is

is

an

imperfection for which no locksmith has ever found a corrective ; nor can this imperfection
tection of the bolt

is

be remedied whilst the pro-

wholly confided to fixed wardB.

For

if

a

lock of any given size be furnished with wards in as curious

and complete a manner as
sarily expressed

web

on what

it
is

can be, those wards being necestermed by locksmiths the bit or

of the key, do not admit of a greater

number of variations

than can be expressed on that bit or web; when, therefore,
as

many

include

locks have been completed of the given size as will
all

the variations which the

contain, every future lock

surface of the bit will

must be the counterpart of some

former one, and the same key which opens the one will of
course unlock the other.

It

hence follows that every lock which

be fabricated on this given scale, beyond the number at
which the capability of variation ends, must be as subject to

shall
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the key of some other lock as to
secure

less

as

This objection

monly

its
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own; and both become

counterparts become more

their

numerous.

confirmed by a reference to the locks com-

is

fixed on drawers and bureaus, in

which the variations

are few, and these so frequently repeated, from the infinite

demand

for

such locks,

even

that,

if it

were formed

to resist

the picklock, they would be liable to be opened by ten thou-

And

sand correspondent keys.

the same observation applies

in a greater or less degree to every lock in which the variations

are not endless.
" But if the variation of looks in which the bolt

only by fixed wards could be multiplied to

afford no security against the
for

though an

artful

proper key, a skilful
will

may

and perplexed

intricate

be at no loss

fectly with the

render the passage to the bolt so

as to exclude every instrument

workman having

to fabricate

wards as

And

spection.

guarded

is

they would

infinity,

efforts of an ingenious locksmith;

and judicious arrangement of the wards,

or other impediments,

had been open

may

its

to his in-

not only be performed to

the highest degree of certainty and exactness, but
likewise with the utmost ease.

but

access to the entrance

a key which shall tally as per-

the lock

if

this operation

For the block or

is

conducted

bit,

which

intended to receive the impression of the wards, being

is

fitted to

the keyhole, and the shank of the key bored to a suflicient

depth

to receive

the pipe, nothing remains but to cover the

a preparation which, by a gentle pressure against the
introductory ward, may receive its impression, and thus furbit with

nish a certain direction for the application of the

file.

block or bit being thus prepared with a tally to the

first

gains admission to the second; and a repetition, of the

by which

man

effected
is

the

first

to proceed,

a

by

the dexterous use of his

free passage to the bolt

directed

by an

The
ward,

means

impression was obtained, enables the work-

till

infallible

guide ;

And
for,

file

he has

in this operation he

the pipe being a fixed

centre on which the key revolves without any variation, and
the wards being fixed, likewise, their position must be accu-
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Tately described on the surface of the bit which is prepared to

The key

receive their impression.

and

gree of genius or mechanical

may be formed
any extraordinary defrom hence evident

therefore

perfectly fitted to the lock without

It is

skill.

that endless variations in the disposition of fixed wards are not

alone sufficient to the purpose of perfect security.

mean

much

good, and

is

not

Every approach towards

to result

or impossible to

and easy

to

those from

a few,

whom

may be

at least deserving of

no higher benefit were
difficult

I do

subtract from the merit of such inventions, nor to

to

dispute their utility or importance.

perfection in the art of lock-making

many

from

that

productive of

commendation; for

it,

which

if

than the rendering
is

still

practicable

furnishes a material security againBt'

it

the greatest mischiefs and dangers are to

be

apprehended."

There can be

little

doubt, in the present day, that

Bramah

did not over-rate the fallacies embodied in the system of wards
for locks.

He was

sufficiently a machinist to detect the

and, whatever

weak

may have been

points in the ordinary locks

;

Ms

lock (presently to be described),

over-estimate of his

own

he was certainly guilty of no injustice to those who had preceded him ; for their locks were substantially as he has described them.
To understand the true bearings of his Dissertation too,

we must remember

to a most daring height in

that housebreaking

London

at the time

had

risen

he wrote (about

the middle of the reign of George HI.); and men's minds were

more than usually absorbed by

considerations relating to their

doors and locks.

Mr. Bramah,

after doing

due

justice to the ingenuity of

Barron's lock, in which, if the tumbler be either over

lifted

or

under lifted the lock cannot be opened, pointed out very clearly
the defective principle which still governed the lock. " Greatly
as the art is indebted to the ingenuity of Mr. Barron, he has

not yet attained that point of excellence in the construction of
his Jock

ment has

which

is essential to perfect security.

His improve-

greatly increased the difficulty but not precluded the
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by a key made and obtained

as

above described (by a wax impression on a blank key) for an
impression of the tumblers may be taken by the same method,
;

and the key be made
be made

upon them

to act

as accurately as

Mor

to tally with the wards.

it

may

will the practicability

of obtaining such a key be prevented, however complicated

may

the principle or construction of the lock
disposition of its parts

sion correctly taken

may be

be, whilst the

ascertained and their impres-

from without.

I apprehend the use of

additional tumblers to have been applied

a remedy

by Mr. Barron

as

Mr. Bramah thought that

for this imperfection."

Barron had a perception of a higher degree of security, but
failed to realise it; because, by giving a uniform motion
and presenting them with a face which tallies

had

to the tumblers,

exactly with the key, they

partake in a very great degree

still

of the nature of fixed wards,

and the security of the lock

is

^thereby rendered in a proportionate degree defective and liable
to doubt.

To shew how

this insecurity arises,

the matter in the

following

which the workman

is

way

making

:

his

Mr. Bramah

illustrates

" Suppose the key with

way

to the bolt to

have

passed the wards, and to be in contact with the most promi-

nent of the tumblers.

The

impression, which the slightest

touch will leave on the key, will direct the application of the
file till

sufficient space is

prepared to give

it

a

free passage.

This being accomplished, the key will of course bear upon the

tumbler which

is

most remote ; and being formed by this prowhich the tumblers present, will

cess to tally with the face

acquire as perfect a
originally

brought

made

to

command

of the lock as if
'

And

for the purpose.

a bearing on

all

it

had been

the key, being thus

the tumblers at once, the benefit

from the increase of
must inevitably be lost;

arising

their

fifty,

for,

number,

if multiplied

by

having but one motion, they

act only with the effect of one instrument."
It is

weak

worthy of

notice, that

even while thus shewing the

points of the Barron lock, Mr.

Bramah seems

to have
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mind some conception of infallibility or inviolability
by the lock in question. After speaking of the defrom the bad arrangement of the tumblers, he
says: "But nothing is more easy than to remove this objection, and to obtain perfect security from the application of
had

in his

attainable

fect arising

Mr. Barron's

If the tumblers, which project un-

principle.

equally and form a fixed tally to the key, were
sent a plane surface,

it

made

to pre-

would require a separate and unequal

motion to disengage them from the bolt

;
and consequently
no impression could be obtained from without that would give

any idea of their positions with respect to each other, or be of
any use even to the most skilful and experienced workman in
the formation of a false key.

The

correction of this defect

would rescue the principle of Mr. Barron's

am

lock, as far as I

capable of judging, from every imputation of error or im-

perfection; and, as long as it could be kept unimpaired, would
be a perfect security. But the tumblers, on which its security,

depends, being of slight substance, exposed to perpetual fric-

—

tion

as well from the application of the

own proper motion

— and

key

as

from their

their office being such as to render

the most trifling loss of metal fatal to

their' operation,

they

would need a further exertion of Mr. Barron's ingenuity

make them durable."
It may perhaps be doubted whether
Bramah's lock

is

the

to

principle of

not more clearly shewn in the original con-

by him than in that of later date. In appearance it is
totally different, but the same pervading principle is observable
in both and the cylinder lock can certainly be better understood when this original flat lock has been studied.
The
annexed woodcut is taken from the first and very scarce
structed

;

edition of Mr. Bramah's Dissertation; the description is

somewhat more condensed, but perhaps sufficient for the purpose.
The lock is supposed to be lying flat, with the bolt n halfshot.
Kanged somewhat diagonally are six levers, turning on
a horizontal joint or pivot at a, each lever having a slight
extent of vertical motion independent of the others.
Each
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lever rests on a separate spring of sufficient strength

tain its weight, or, if depressed
it to its

by a

to'

sus-

superior force, to restore

proper positioa when the force

is

'withdrawn,

f

is

a

curved piece of metal, pierced with six grooves or passages;
these grooves are exactly equal in width to the thickness of the
levers,

but are of

sufficient

depth

to

allow the levers a free

The ends

motion in a perpendicular direction.

of the levers

are inserted in these grooves, and have this freedom of motion,

whether lifted by the elastic power of the springs or
by a weight from above. In the bolt b is a notch

a peculiarly-shaped
according as

it

lever,

traverses to the right or the

left.

depressed

This lever, the

them, the bent piece

six long levers, the springs beneath

and the

to receive

which shoots or withdraws the bolt
f,

a circular platform p,
any force can make this

pivot, all alike are fixed to

which turns on a centre;

so that if

platform turn partially round, the bolt must be shot or unshot

by

the. lever

which works in the notch.

The ox long

levers
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whereby the platform shall not be allowed
moving agent (the key) shall have

are the contrivances

to turn until the proper

been applied, the plate

being one of the assistants in this

This plate, which

obstruction.

notches in one of
these notches ;
zontally,

p

and

is

hollow underneath, has six

edges; the points of the levers catch into

its

and while so caught, the levers cannot move horithe machinery is at a stand-still.
To enable

all

the key to set the mechanism in action, other contrivances

Euch

are necessary.

lever has a notch at

and the six are notched very irregularly
These notches must be brought

another.

extreme end,

its

in respect one to
all

into one plane,

to enable the levers to pass horizontally out of the notches

same way as the two prongs of a fork
one above and the other below the blade of a

in the plate, in the

might traverse

knife and when the lever-notches are in this position, all in
one plane and in the plane of the plate, the levers can be
moved, and with it the stump which shoots the bolt. To en;

down

sure this due pressing
as is

shewn in the

cut,

with the six levers

down

all

;

of the levers, a key

having six steps or

this key,

is

used such

bits to

correspond

put upon the pin

K, presses

the levers to the exact distance necessary for bring-

ing their notches into one plane, viz. the plane of the plate;
the key then being turned round turns the movable plat-

form

p,

and shoots the

bolt.

It is evident at

a glance, that

unless the various steps of the key are so cut, that each shall
press

down

its

own

lever to the proper extent, the ends of the

levers cannot pass the notches in the plate,

and the

bolt

can

neither be locked nor unlocked.
It

may be

this lock: " I

well to give Bramah's

may

safely assert that

own words
it is

a key or other instrument by which
this principle

can be opened.

in relation to

not in art to produce

a lock constructed on

be a task, indeed, of
fit a key to this
were open to his inby the subjacent springs
and consequently

It will

great difficulty, even to a skilful workman, to
species of lock, though its interior face

spection; for the levers being raised
to

an equal height present a plane

surface,
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convey no direction that can be of any use in forming a tally
to

when

the irregular surface which they present

Unless, therefore, a

subjection to the proper key.

acting in

method be

contrived to bring the notches on the ends of the levers in
line with each other,

a direct
till

and

to retain

them in that position

an exact impression of the irregular surface which the levers
can be taken, the workman will in vain

will then exhibit

attempt to

move
will

a key

fit

by any

to the lock, or

And when

the holt.

it is

of art to

effort

considered that this process

be greatly impeded, and may perhaps be entirely frus-

trated,

by

the action of the springs,

it

must appear that great

patience and perseverance, as well as great ingenuity, will be

required to give any chance of succeeding in the attempt.
I do not state this circumstance as

a point

clearly

what

as to render

have before observed upon

I

any

essential or of

importance to the purpose of the lock, but

prove more

to

its

and
workman,

principle

properties; for if such difficulties occur to a skilled

almost, if not altogether impracticable to form

it

a key when the lock

open

is

accessible to his hand,

it

to his inspection

and

its

parts

pretty clearly demonstrates the im-

possibility of accomplishing it

when no

part of the

movement

can be touched or seen."
It is

to that

evident that Mr.

mode

pressions of the

moving

pressure method

There can be

Bramah had

his thoughts directed

of picking locks which depends on taking imparts, rather

than

to the

which has been developed

little

doubt that a lock was,

in

mechanical or
later

to his

times.

mind, a

beautiful and admirable machine, far elevated above the level

of mere blacksmith's work; and his

name

will ever be asso-

what may be termed the philosophy of lock-making.
After the model-lock, which has just been described, was
constructed, and found to corroborate the idea which was
working in Mr. Bramah's mind, he proceeded to the construction of his barrel or cylinder-lock, embracing similar elements
placed in more convenient juxta-position.
In his Essay he
gives an engraving to iUustrate the principle on which liis lock

ciated with

E
Lii j

r

z:'i b,

.
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manner

acta, rather in the

of a diagram than as depicting

main

lock actually made; his

any

object being to impart a clear

notion of the action of the slides which form such a distin-

guishing feature in his lock.

fig.

Viewed

in

Diagram

3i.

to illustrate the

sense, therefore,

this

diagram, the annexed cut
safety slides,

i

is

may

Bramaa

lock.

simply as an illustrative

represent the action of the

a sliding bar or bolt, having a power of

longitudinal motion in the frame

notches cut on each of

ita

This frame has six

f.

long sides, the two series being

exactly opposite each other; and there are six similar notches

cut in the bolt

notches

down

is,

The concurrent effect of all these eighteen
abede f can move freely up and

B.

that the six slides

across the bolt.

cannot move, and

There arc

may

in this case

are thus placed, the bolt

be c

red to be locked,

six clefts or notches in the

(1,2,3,4,5,0); and
line,

When the slides

the bolt cannot

\

rr

fata

all

these a

ove through

x
;

one

slides,

brought

th.

i

in

six

projections,

slides

till

and

if

these projections

thrust

the relation between

carried out in the

~

One

each

u rurbt

cut,

Way now

the

wlides

key
with

up the six

their clefts rise to the plane of the bolt, then

the bolt be withdrawn or the lock opened.
illustrate

to

tally or

be prepared, as shewn at t in the lower part of the

can

This serves to

and the key, as

to be di-scribed.

peculiarity -of the Jirainah

lock

is,

that from th©

;
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a barrel or cylinder, much

of the working can be conducted in the lathe; and this has

given a beauty to the details generally and deservedly admired.

Mr. Bramah, when he worked out the theory of hia

lock,

resolved to discard altogether the use of fixed wards, and also

the use of tumblers working on a pivot at one end; substitut-

ing in their stead a system of

slides,

working in a very novel

The body of a Bramah lock may be considered as

way.

formed of two concentric brass barrels, the outer one

and the inner rotating within

The

it.

contact with the bolt in such a

way

is

rotating,

Bramah key

If the barrel

the problem
barrel.

is,

therefore,

can be made

how

The key, which has a

to

;

and

ensure the rotation of the

pipe or hollow shaft,

in the keyhole upon the pin, and

an
the

to rotate

can be locked or unlocked

to the right or left, the bolt

it;

as the bit of

construction of a bit to

rendering the

unnecessary.

comes in

as to shoot or lock

and thus the stud serves the same purpose
ordinary key,

fixed,

inner barrel has a pro-

jecting stud, whieh, while the barrel

is

is

inserted

then turned round; but

there must be a very nice adjustment of the mechanism of the
barrel before this turning round of the key and the barrel can

be ensured.

The

barrel has an external circular groove at

right angles to the axis, penetrating to a certain depth;
it

and

has also several internal longitudinal grooves, from end to

end.

In these internal grooves thin pieces of

steel are able

to elide, in a direction parallel with the axis of the barrel.

A thin plate of steel, called

the locking-plate,

is

screwed in two

portions to the outer barrel, concentric with the inner barrel

and

at the

same time occupying the external

of the inner barrel; this plate has notches,

and

size to receive the edges of the slides

internal longitudinal grooves of tie barrel.

circular groove

fitted in

number

which work in the
If this were

all,

the

barrel could not revolve, because the slides are catching in the

grooves of the locking-plate

;

but each

slide

has also a groove,

corresponding in depth to the extent of this entanglement;

and

if this

groove be brought to the plane of the locking-plate,
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the barrel can be turned, so far as respects that individual

All the slides must, however, be so adjusted that their

slide.

grooves shall come to the same plane

but as the notch

;

is

cut

at different points in the lengths of the several slides, die slides

have

to

be pushed in

to different distances in the barrel,

order that this juxta-position of notches

This

by

is effected

end of the pipe equal
fit

in

the ends of the slides

and

all these

it

same plane;

so far as the depth of its cleft

depths are such that

are pushed to the exact position
the

in

ensured.

number to the slides, and made to
when the key is inserted; the key

presses each slide, and pushes
will permit;

may be

the key, which has notches or clefts at the

where

all

the slides

their notches all lie in

this is the plane of the locking-plate,

and the

barrel can be then turned.

This

is

have now

to trace it, step

fig.

details.

Fig.

one among

Bramah adopted and we
by step, by means of illustrative

the principle which Mr.

35.

;

Eslerior of a Bramiih lock.

35 represents the exterior of a box or desk lock,
varieties which the Bramah lock presents.

many

A A shews the

bolt,

formed something like two hooks rising

out of a bar of metal, which bar has a backward and forward

motion upon the plate b

b.

The upper edge

of this plate is

turned over at right angles, forming a small horizontal surface

through which two openings are cut
portions of the bolt.

to receive the

The movements

two hooked

of the bolt are otherwise

guided by the edges of square holes through which

it

works

;

THE BR AMAH LOCK.

made in the edge-pieces of the lock,
The bolt is further prevented from
by means of a plate of

the holes being

main

the

of

metal

c,

pieces

which

is

rising out

secured to the edge-

by two screws

steadying pieces.
its

riveted to

plate.

place

its

1,1, and

This plate

by two
has on

surface a cylindrical projection d,

which contains in

work-

effect all the

ing mechanism of the lock.

The

pins

44

are employed for securing a plate,
which we shall have to describe pre-

When

sently.

such a lock

fixed

is

D

upon a desk or bos, the portion

projects to a small distance through

a

hole in the wood-work, forming in

a very neat escutcheon, with a

itself

key-hole in the centre.

-

So much for the exterior. We
must now proceed to examine the in-

/

terior of the lock, especially the part

contained within the cylinder.

In

fig.

36, for convenience of arrangement,
the several parts are exhibited separately,

and

as if the plane of the lock

were horizontal, with the key acting

The

vertically.

mechanism

is

essential part of the

a barrel or cylinder E,

pierced or bored with a cylindrical
hole

down

its centre.

The

inside of the bore has six

narrow

grooves, cut parallel with the axis, and in the direction of
radii

;

the grooves are not cut through the thick-

ness of the cylinder, but leave sufficient substanct
of metal for strength.

In every groove

steel slide of peculiar form,

in

fig.

Each

37.

slide

is

(seen in section), so that

down

in

its

such as
split
it

is

in

is fitted

i

shewn at a a
its

thickness

may move up and

groove with a slight

friction,

and

If
.

fig,

Tbo

37,
alidea-
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thereby not

fall

simply by

own

its

Each

weight.

has

slide

three email notches (3, 2, 3), the use of which will presently
appear. Reverting to fig. 36, the lower part of the opening

through the cylinder
fixed to

it

E

is

by two screws

;

lower part of the figure.

from

its

by a

closed

circular plate of metal,

this plate is represented at

centre (also seen at

39;,

6, fig.

and serving

may work

pin on which the pipe of the key

fitted to

as a

or slide

has also a short circular stud c projecting from

and

F, in the

This plate has a vertical pin rising

its

;

key-

and

under

it

side,

enter into a curved opening in the bolt presently

to be described.

The
cylinder

point to be

now borne

in

mind

E turns round, the plate F will

this,'

is

that if the

also turn round,

and

with it the stud c; and as this stud works into the peculiarly
formed cavity & in a portion of the bolt (fig. 38), it causes the

fig.

38.

The

bolt.

bolt to be shot backwards or forwards.

Now,

in order to pre-

vent this rotating of the cylinder unless the proper key be employed, the following

mechanism

has a groove cut round

its

is

introduced

circumference at

e

e,

:

the cylinder

extending

suffi-

ciently near to the internal bore to produce the desired effect

without too

much weakening the

Into this notch is in-

metal.

troduced the thin circular plate of metal ff,
into

two halves

the position
is

for this

purpose

;

it

being divided

and when so placed,

shewn by the dotted portion

e

e.

it

When

occupies

this plate

screwed to the case of the lock by the screws 4, 4, it cannot
;
but the cylinder itself will or will not

of course turn round

THE BKAMAH LOCK.
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turn round according to the position of the

//has

when

the plate

move up and down.
circle

move

slides.

The

plate

six notches, 5, 5,5, &c. in the inner edge or circle

adjusted that,

The

in

is

ita place,

the slides a

;

bo

a can

move round in a
and these cannot so

cylinder cannot

without carrying the slides with

it

;

unless they are all depressed to such exact distances in

their respective grooves, that the deep notch of each slider

(shewn
plate

at 2 in

when

:

fig.

all

any one of the

37) shall come into the plane of the circular

are so brought, the cylinder can be turned.

slides

If

be pressed down either too low or not low

enough, this turning of the cylinder cannot be effected, because
the slides will be intersected

and

it

slides

is

the

down

office

by

the edges of the notches 5, 5

of the key, therefore, to press

to the exact distances required.

When

all

;

the six

the slides

by the key, they are forced upwards to
by a spiral spring 6, coiled loosely round
the pin b; this pressure forces up a small collet, 7, on which
the upper part of the slides rest by a sort of step.
The first locks were made with a separate and independent
are not pressed upon

the top of the cylinder

spring to each slide; but

a very great improvement, the

it is

introduction of one

common

number; because

a person attempts to pick the lock

if

spring to raise

depressing the slides separately

by means

of

up the whole
by

any small pointed

instruments, and by chance brings two or more of them to the

proper depth for turning round, should he press any one too
low, it

is

difficult

to

raise it again

without relieving the

spring 6, which immediately throws the whole number of
slides up to the top, and destroys all that had been done
towards picking the lock. Another improvement of this lock,
and one which very much increased the difficulty of picking,
and its consequent security, was the introduction of false
and deceptive notches cut in the sliders, as seen at 3, 3. It

was found that in the attempt

to pick this lock,

an instrument

was introduced by the keyhole to force the cylinder round.
the same time that the slides were depressed by separate

At

instruments, those slides -which were not at the proper level
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moving round were held

for

plate// bearing against
to the proper level, or

were not held

by the notches

fast

the notch 2

but were relieved.

fast,

5,

5 in the

when pressed down
came opposite ff, they

their sides; but

till

This furnished the

depredator with the means of ascertaining which slides were
pressed low enough,

or to

The

the point for unlocking.

notches 3, 3 in the slides are sometimes cut above the true

notch

sometimes below, and

2,

(one above and one below)

;

other times one on each side

at

they are not of sufficient depth to

allow the cylinder to turn round, but are intended to mislead

any one who attempts
is

knowing whether it
the true notch or otherwise, or even whether the slider be
to pick,

by

his not

higher or lower than the true notch.

We

have not yet

B ram all

sufficiently

One merit of the

lock.

ness of the key, which renders

it

described the

lock

is

key of the

the remarkable small-

The

so conveniently portable.

key, as shewn in the upper part of the figure, has six notches
or clefts at the end

oi' its

pipe or barrel

different depths, to accord

in the slides.

the pipe,

There

fitted to

these clefts are cut to

with the proper extent of movement

a small projection, 10, near the end of

enter the notch d in the cylinder; this forces

the cylinder round

The

is

;

when the
when

bolt of the lock,

parts are all properly adjusted.

properly shot or locked,

is

pre-

vented from being forced back by the stud o on the bottom,
of the cylinder coming into a direct line with

shewn

its

F,

centre of mo-

39 ; in this position no force, applied to
drive the bolt back, would have any tendency to turn the
tion, as

in

fig.

cylinder round.

To

facilitate the

comprehension of

beautiful mechanism, the cylinder

annexed fig. 39, the same
used aH before.

spoken of six

letters

is

and

this

very curious and

shewn in

section in the

figures of reference

In the whole of this description

slides,

and six only; but Bramah locks

being

we have

may

be,

and have been, constructed with a much larger number.
There have been several attempts made
action of

Bramah 's

lock, or to

combine

to

modify the

this action with that

of
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ol'tlio Jinuiiiili cylinder.

some other inventor. It will suffice to describe one of these.
The lock invented by Mr. Kemp of Cork, and for which a
in. 1816, is called by him the Union lock,

patent was obtained
as

combining the principles of Barron's and Bramali's

locks.

It

more sliders or tumblers, operated upon
more concentric tubes. These concentric

contains two, three, or

by

two, three, or

tubes arc of different lengths, and are placed inside the barrel
of the key; bo that the barrel may, in

a

consist of

series of concentric tubes.

be conceived to

fact,

These tubes are made

of such respective lengths as to push back the tumblers,
sliders,

or pins which detain the bolt; and this to the precise

extent that will bring certain notches in
position

which

The

this lock its distinctive appellation because

thing of the pushing motion which

the sliders to the

all

will allow the bolt to pass.

it

Bramah

inventor gives

combines some-

gives to his key,

with something of the tumbler-motion observable in Barron's
locks.

The

principle of safety

is

considered here to rest chiefly

on the extreme difficulty of imitating the key.
Mr. Bramah calculates the number of changes of position
which the

slides

right one

would be

of levers,

of his lock are capable of assuming before the

slides, or

attained.

number

" Let ua suppose the

other movables

by which

the lock

is

kept

which must receive a different
change in their position or situation by the appli-

shut, to consist of twelve, all of

and

distinct

of the key, and each of them likewise capable of receiving more or less than its due, either of which would be suffi£ 2
cation
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eient to prevent the intended effect.

estimate the

It remains, therefore, to

number producible, which may be thus attempted.

Let the denomination of these slides be represented by twelve
arithmetical progress ionals

of changes that

;

we

find that the ultimate

may be made

number

in their place or situation

is

479,001 ,600 ; and by adding one more to that number of slides,
they would then be capable of receiving a number of changes
equal to 6,227,020,800; and so on progressively,
tion of others iu like

manner

From

to infinity.

by

the addi-

this it appears

that one lock, consisting of thirteen of the above-mentioned
sliders,

may

(by changing their places only, without any dif-

made

ference in motion or size,) be

to require the said

im-

mense number of keys, by which the lock could only be
opened under

all its variations."

CHAPTER

VII.

AMERICAN LOCKS.

The lock-manufacture

in America has undergone some such

changes as in England.

The

insufficiency of

tainment of security has been for

many

wards to the at-

known

years

;

and the

unfitness of even tumblers to attain this end, without auxiliary

contrivances, has been fully recognised for a dozen years back.

In

this,

and

in other

mechanical

American machinists

arts, the

depended primarily on the invention of the artisans iu the
mother country, rather than on those of any continental European state. But the development of the art in the United
the varieties of
and many of them exceedingly

States has not been wanting in originality

locks have been very numerous,
ingenious.

It is

countries very

;

not necessary, however, to describe or depict

any of those of simple form.

much

The warded

resemble each other

;

locks of different

the intricate warded
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locks

made
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in France in the last century have long fallen into

disuse, in consequence of the general conviction that no arrange-

ment

of wards, however intricate, can afford

curity required in agood lock.

It will

tlte

degree of se-

be more to the purpose,

therefore, to proceed at once to a notice of those

American locks

which, during the last few years, have acquired some celebrity;
first,

however, noticing one of older date.

Stansbury's lock, invented in the United States about forty

may be

years ago,
lock.

It

had a

regarded as a modification of the Egyptian

bolt, case,

those of modern locks

;

and key-hole somewhat similar

to

but there were peculiarities of construc-

There was a revolving

tion in other respects.

plate, pierced

with a series of holes, and having a bit or pin which moved

On

the bolt.

the lock-case were a series of springs, each

having a pin at one end

when

;

and the arrangement was such

(figs. 1 to 4),

Like as in the Egyptian lock

each pin had to be pushed out, and

simultaneously, to allow the plate to turn and
.

The key was made with

.of the bit
.

that,

the bolt was locked or unlocked, each pin would be

pressed into some one of the holes.

was a

:

;

all

move

and pn

ttie

of them
the bolt.

front end

series of pins corresponding in position

The mode of locking

the holes in the plate.
as follows

a barrel and bit

or unlocking

with

was

the key was inserted in the key-hole, and turned

it was then pressed in with some force,
on the key met those in the plate; when the
latter, yielding to the pressure, left the plate free to turn and
move the bolt. Modifications of the Egyptian lock, more or
less resembling this, have been brought out in some variety pp

_to

a certain position

;

until the pius

both sides of the Atlantic
simplicity the curious

;

but scarcely any have equalled in

wooden

relic of

by-gone ingenuity in $he

art of lock-making.

A lock
.States,

made a few years ago by Mr. Yale, in the United
somewhat resembles the Bramah lock in having a cylintwo concentric cylinders, one working

.der or barrel, or rather

within the other.

These cylinders are held together by pins
On the back
into the key-hole.

which pass through them both
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of the inner cylinder

and moves

it

is

a pin that

fits

whenever the cylinder

is

into a slot in the bolt,

The

turned.

hold the cylinders together are each cut in two

;

pins that

the pieces of

the various pins differing in lengths as irregularly as possible.

The key
key-hole,

so peculiarly formed, that,

is
it

pushed just

on inserting

thrusts the pins radially outwards

;

in the

it

each pin being

so far that the joint of the pin shall coincide with

the joint between the two cylinders.

The

then he turned, by which the bolt

locked or unlocked.

by

is

inner cylinder can

the use of a false key, any pin be pushed in too far,

it

If,

will

if it were not thrust in
and some of these locks having been made with as

be as ineffectual in opening the lock as
far

enough

many

;

very numerous against the

as forty pins, the chances are

right combination being hit upon.

There

is

a combination of

something like the Egyptian with something like the Bramah
lock, here attempted.

One of
Perth

America
Andrews of

the principal constructions adopted in
for bank-Iocks^ is that of Dr.

a few years back

Amhoy,

in

New

Jersey.

It

was up

to that time

(1841)

believed that the best locks, both of England and America,

were proof against any attempts
ledge obtained
still

by

at

picking derived from

inspection through the key-hole

;

know-

but there

remained the danger that the sight of the true key, or the

possession thereof, for only a few minutes, would enable a dis-

honest person to produce a duplicate. It was to contend against
this difficulty that Dr.

Andrews

directed his attention

;

and he

sought to obtain the desired object by constructing a lock, the
interior

The
in

mechanism of which could be changed

lock of his invention

and a

detector.

any desired order

be arranged

is

;

at pleasure.

furnished with a series of tumblers

The tumblers

are susceptible of being arranged

and the key has movable

bits

so as to correspond with the tumblers.

which can

"When the

its place, no change can be made in the tumand consequently only one arrangement of the bits of the

lock is fixed in
blers,

key

will suit for the shooting

and withdrawing of the

'The owner can, however, before the fixing of the

bolt,

bolt.

adopt
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any arrangement of tumblers and bits which he may choose.
But though the tumblers cannot be actually re-arranged in any
order within the lock while the latter ia fixed, yet by an

new

ingenious contrivance the tumblers can be so acted upon as to

render the lock practically different from

its

former

purchaser receives with his lock a scries of small

each ring corresponds

one of the

bits of the

one of the bits
substituted in

so that,

;

by

suitable adjustment,

its

The

place.

effect

by

the bolt

it

it is

;

drawn out with

of this substitution

is,

now been

it.

or more than one, of the bits

and rings be

ties

made

by

original

the key in

which

key or other instrument has been put

tumblers
lock

If an attempt be

set in action,

is

substituted,

may be

not

it; for one of the tumand can only be re-adjusted by

open'the lock by the original key, or

false

that

now unlock

displaced,

the same ring which displaced

adjustment, a detector

is

were part of
be locked by this means,

the'bolt, as if it

Supposing the lock to

itself.

the original key would not
blers has

any

the key, and a ring be

the particular tumbler which corresponds with the ring

Taised

The

self.

steel rings,

with the thickness of some

in thickness

key

may be removed from

may

its

to

indicates that

into the lock.

a

One,

be removed from the key,

and consequently one or more of the

disturbed in this peculiar way; so that the

may change its character in all those permutating variewhich are so observable in most " safety-locks."
The

shape of the tumblers

is,

of course, such as to facilitate this

action ; they have each an elongated

when

a tumbler

is

raised

lock, and prevents the tumbler

the bolt; but

when a

slot,

by one of the

the notches closes around a stump

and also two notches

bits of the key,

fitted into

one of

the case of the

from being moved onward with

ring has been substituted for a bit on

the key, the tumbler cannot be raised at

all

;

it is

carried on-

ward by a stump on the bolt.
Dr. Andrews is also the inventor of a lock which he terms
the snail-wheel lock.

In this lock a series of revolving

discs,

or wheels, taking the place of the tumblers, are mounted on a
central pin, on

which the pipe of the key

is inserted.

Each
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a piece cut out of it, into which the bit of the keyand in turning round moves the discs according to the

disc lias
enters,

On

various lengths of the steps on the key.

each disc

is

the outer edge of

a notch, and by th^ turning of the key all these
line, so that a moveable tongue, or

notches are brought into a
toggle,

attached to the bolt,

the notches

falls into

;

the key

then turned the reverse way, by which means the bolt

is

is

projected.

About the time when Dr. Andrews invented his first lock,
Mr. Newell, of the firm of Day and Newell of New York, constructed a luck which possessed the same distinctive peculiarity
as that of Andrews, viz. that the key might be altered

ber of times without rendering
or change

internal

its

it

lock,

This was brought about,

Instead of having, as in the

a two-fold movement

Newell employed
.

t>vo sets of

to

every tumbler, Mr.

tumblers, the one set to itceive

motion from the other, and having different

be acted upon by the key in respect to the
act upon the bolt in respect to the second.
described as follows.
.

fill,

and

to
to

Calling these two

may be

briefly

to the

proper height by the proper bit in the key, raises the corre-

sponding secondary tumbler;

up
'

offices to

first series,

A primary tumbler being raised

primqry and secondary, the action of the lock

sets

any num-

necessary to remove the lock

mechanism.

however, in a different manner.

Andrews

the secondary tumbler is held

in a given position during the locking, while the primary

becomes pressed by a spring into its original position. It resuits from this arrangement that the bolt cannot be unlocked
until the primary tumbler has been raised to the

same height

as before, so as to receive the tongue of the secondary tumbler.

And

as this

is

the case in respect to any one primary and

accompanying secondary tumblers, so
each

set

may be

comprises four,

five,

altered at pleasure,

is

it

and

will in

The key

any form equally well

shoot the bolt; but the lock cat) only be unfastened

arrangement of key which fastened
It

is,

its

the case whether

or any other number.

by that

it.

however, desirable to trace the course of improve-
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ments more in

to

Messrs.

an

detail,

because every successive change

illus-

one or other of the several properties required in a good

trates

lock.

efficient

Day and

Newell's lock was not finally brought

form without

many

attempts more or less abor-

Mr. Newell conceived the idea of applying a second

tive.

series of tumblers, so placed as to

Each of

series.

be acted on by the

screw having a clamp
of the lock.

to overlap the

The head

bole on the back

first

had an elongated

these secondary tumblers

such that a screw could pass through

slot,

all

of them

;

the

tumblers on the inside

of the screw rested in a small round

form a secondary

of the luck, so placed as to

key-hole, to which a small key was

There was thus a
the following way: when

fitted.

double system of locking, effected in

the large key had been applied, and bad begun to act on the

primary tumblers, the small key was used to operate on the
clamp-screw, and thus bind all of the secondary tumblers together, ensuring their position at the exact heights or dis-

tances to which the primary key bad caused

The

bolt

was then

free to

be

shot,

and the

them

to

be

fh-3t series

lifted.

of

tum-

blers reverted to their original position.

But such an arrangement has obvious inconveniences.

Few

persons would incur the

trouble of using two

keys

;

and besides this, there were not wanting certain defects in
for if the clampthe action and reaction of the several parts
;

screw were to be
blers

left

unruleased, the

would be upheld by the second

first

series in

series of

tum-

such a way that

the exact impression of the lengths of the several bits of the

key could be obtained through the key-hole while the lock was
unlocked or the holt unshot. To remedy one or both of these
evils

a

was the next object of Mr. Newell's

series of notches or teeth in

attention.

He made

each of the secondary tumblers,

corresponding in mutual distance with the steps or bits of the

key

;

and opposite these notched edges he placed a dog, or

lever, with a projecting tooth suitable to fall into the notches

when

adjusted properly in relation to each other.

key was used, the primary tumblers were raised

When

the

in the" usual
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way, and acted on the secondary tumblers; these

latter

were

so thrown that the dog-tooth caught in the notches and held

them

fast,

thereby rendering the same service as the clamp-

No

screw and the small key in the former arrangement.
relative position of the bits of the

other

key could now unlock the

Jock.
Still, improvement as it was, this change was not enough;
Mr. Newell found that his lock, like all the locks that had pre-

ceded

it,

was capable of being picked by a clever

practitioner;

and candidly admitting the fact, he sought to obtain some new
means of security.
He tried what a series of complicated
wards would do, in aid of the former mechanism but the
His next principle was to proresult proved unsatisfactory.
vide a number of false notches ou the abutting parts of the
;

primary and secondary tumblers, with
of the apparatus.

alterations in other parts

The theory now depended upon was

that if the bolt were subjected to pressure, the tumblers

this,

would

be held fast by false notches, and could not be raised by
any lock-picking instrument.
To increase the security, a
was so adjusted as to cover, or at least protect,
steel-curtain

the key-hole.

Great anticipations were entertained of this lock,

but they were destined to be negatived.
machinist, Mr. Pettit, accepted Messrs.

lenge (500 dollars to any one

who

A clever American

Day and

Newell's chal-

could pick this lock); he

succeeded in picking the look, and thus

won

the prize.

Once again disappointed, Mr. Newell re-examined the whole
affair, and sought for some new principle of security that had
not before occurred to him. He had found that, modify his
lock how he might, the sharp-eyed and neat^fingered mechanician could still explore the interior of the lock in such a
way as to find out the relative positions of the tumblers, and
thus adapt their means to the desired end.

How,

therefore, to

shut out this exploration altogether became the problem;
to

make

coin a

how

—

a lock, the works of which should be parautoptic to
word from the Greek, which should signify concealed

from, view.

The

result of his labours

was the production of
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In

fig.

lock

may now

40 the lock

is

;

The

unlocked

its

state,

de-

with

the auxiliary tumbler and the

detector-plate arc also removed.

41).

The

that name.

conveniently be given.

represented in

the cover or top-plate removed

fi(f.

89

now known by

the American bank-lock
tails of this

In

fig.

Aiiiui-itiiu l*:inmii>i;lii;

41

luuk

it is

;

represented as

bolt unahot.

locked, with the cover and the detector-plate also removed, and

the auxiliary tumbler in

same

letters

In these two figures, the

its place.

of reference apply to the same parts, unless other-

wise stated,

bb

is

the bolt

;

t

1

are the

first series

of

mov-

able slides or tumblers; a shews the tumbler- springs; T a the

secondary series of tumblers; and
series

— these

series;

pp

bers of the

latter

of tumblers ; s

the intermediate tumblers.

t3

is

T

1

the third or intermediate

coming between the

first

and secondary

are the separating plates between the several
first series

On

1

mem-

are the springs for lifting

each of the secondary tumblers

a series of notches, corresponding in mutual distance with

the difference in the lengths of the movable bits of the key.
It

thence happens that,

lock

it,

each bit raises

when
its

the key

is

turned in the lock to

proper tumbler, so that some one

of these notches shall present itself in front of the tooth

t

in

90
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the dog or lever ll.
tion of the key,

it

presses the tooth

the tongues

Wlien the

carries with

it

d from between

tumblers t s , and allows the

;

is

projected

in so doing,

it

by

the ac-

and

withdraws

the jaws jj of the intermediate

first

their original position.

fall to

bolt b

the secondary tumblers t 3 ,

into the notches

(

and intermediate tumblers to
By the same movement, the

;
become held in the position given to
them by the key, by means of the tooth t being pressed into
the several notches, as shewn in the closed state of the lock

secondary tumblers t

(fig.

41).

Now

let

fig.

to

us see what results

41,

Tho Hume with tbo

if

any attempt be made

bolt shot.

open the Jock with any arrangement of key but that by
In such case, the tongues d will
it has been locked.

which

abut against the

drawn

;

jam jj,

f

preventing the bolt from being with-

and should an attempt be made

tumbler binds and requires

to

to ascertain

which

be moved, the intermediate tum-

bler t 3 (which receives the pressure), being behind ihe iron

wall

1 1,

which

is

fixed completely across the lock, prevents the

possibility of its being reached
first

through the key-bole; and the

tumblers t are quite detached at the time, thereby making
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impossible to ascertain the position of the parts in the inner

chamber behind the wall n. k is the drill -pin, on which the
key fits and c is a revolving ring or curtain, which turns
round with the key, and prevents the possibility of inspecting
;

the interior of the lock through the keyhole.
this ring

Eg. 42.

D, fig. 42, is

of a pin

The dotector

plato of the Parautoptic lock.

immediately carried over the key-hole by the motion

1

p upon

the auxiliary tumbler

the revolution of the ring

As an

hole.

c,

additional protection, the bolt
s

plate ; and, moreover, the lever

/ /

it is

pin p'

when
pinp

released

/' is

;

t*,

by the

which

is lifted

by

thereby effectually closing the key-

unlocked by the stud or stump

until

Should, however,

be turned to bring the opening upwards, a detector-plate

tail

is

held from being

bearing against the detectorholds the bolt,

when

locked,

of the detector-plate pressing the

a lever which holds the bolt on the upper side,

it is lifted by the tumblers acting on the
X are separating-plates between the intermediate tumuu' are the studs for preserving the parallel motion
;

locked, until
1

;

blers t

j

of the different tumblers.
Fig.

43 represents the key in twp

the bits differently arranged.

fig.

different forms, or

with

Either form will lock the lock,

but the other will not then unlock it
represented in

The end

of the key

is

44, shewing the screw which fixes the bits
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fig.

Key

43.

fig. 44.

The

in their places.

separately in

fig.

of the Pamutoptio look.

End view

bits

for

of the key.

a six-bitted key are shewn

45.

4

Ill
fig.

45.

Separate bits of the key.

In 1847 the parautoptic lock was exhibited at Vienna before the National Mechanics' Institute of

Lower Austria; and

towards the close of the year Mr. Belmont, consul-general of
Austria at

Newell a
Institute.

New York,

letter,

The

placed in the hands of Messrs.

Day and

a diploma, and a gold medal, forwarded
letter

was from the president of the

by the

Institute to

Mr. Newell, and was couched in the following terms
" The Institute of Lower Austria, at its last monthly

session,

has passed the unanimous resolution to award to you

its

medal, as an acknowledgment of the

uncommon

the combination-lock of your invention
ratified in its general convention

" Whilst

I,

;

and

gold

superiority of

this resolution

was

held on the 10th instant.

as president of this Institute, rejoice in seeing

the services which

by

this invention

you have rendered

to the

locksmith's art thus appreciated and recognised, I transmit to

you, enclosed, the said medal, together with the documents re-
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same time availing myself of
you of my esteem.

at the

tunity to assure

oppor-

this

" COLLOEEDO MaNNSFELD.

" Vienna, May 31st,

18*7."

The diploma and
distinctions of the

the medal were similar to other honorary

same

but the report of the

class,

special

and need not be described here

committee

may

be given, as

it

ex-

presses the opinions of the Viennese machinists on the relative

by

principles

-which safety

is

sought to be obtained in different

kinds of locks.

REPORT
Qf a Sptaal Committee on tie new Parautoplie Permutation Loci of the
American Newell, made Inown to the Lower Austrian Institute by the
Councillor, Professor Renter, and on the motions relating to it made ly
the tome and accepted ly the Institute.
Presented at the monthly meeting,
April 6th, 1847, by Mr. Paul Sprenger, Antic Councillor on Public
Worts, &c. dc.

Gentlemen

:

—At our

last

monthly meeting-, Mr. Reuter, Aulic Coun-

cillor nnd Socrotary of the Institute, directed your attontion to a newly
invented look of Mr. Newell, of North America, which was represented an
excelling all other changeable combination -locks hitherto known, and asbeing without a rival.

The

Committee which was intrusted with the examination of
this lock, and of the motions made by the said Secretary, and accepted by
the Institute, has conferred on me the honour of making you acquainted
Special

with the results of its investigations.

The attention of your committee was

chiefly occupied with the three

questions proposed by the said Aulic Councillor in rolation to the lock in

question
First Whether the idoa of Mr. Newell woe of any practical value for
already existing and still-to.be-invented combination -locks
!

;

Whether the idea was of aufficient importance to bo puband minutely described in the transactions of the aaid Institute ; and
Thirdly Whether the merits of the inventor were of sufficient importance to entitle him to a distinction from the said Institute.
The deliberations on the first question, viz. the newness of the idea, and
of its practical value, would of necessity enlist the particular attention of
your eommittoo, especially eineo by far the greater number of its members
are by their avocation coiled upon to be interested in the execution of all
Secondly

:

lished

:

kinds of locks.
It

is

therefore the

unanimous opinion of your committee, that the idea
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of the

American Porautoptic Combination -Look

is entirely

now and without

example.

Tho combination-locks with keys have, with few exceptions, such an
arrangement that a doterminato ntimbor of movable parts (tie so-called
combination-parts) must by the turning of tho koy be raised or lifted into
a certain position,
thing, to look

it

desired to project the bolt, or, what is the some
consequently these parts, or, aS they are technically

if it is

out

;

termed, tumblers, could not be transposed or changed, from the circumstance that the key-bit was one solid piece, with various steps or notches

adapted

to the several tumblers,

and one impression from

it

destroyed tho

security of the lock.

In order, however, to add more security to such a combination-lock,
and to make the key, in case it should be lost, or any counterfeit mode from
a wax impression, useless for an unlawful opening of the lock, another step
was taken the key -bit was made to consist of several bits or movable parts,
in such a manner that the owner of the lock was enabled to change the
bits, and to form, as it icere, new keys different from the former.
But since
.

:

the bolt of tho look can only be projected whilst the combination parts or
tumblers are in a certain position, which position depends upon the order
it is evident that tho owner, when changing tho key,
must at tho same time make a corresponding change in the position of tho
tumblers in the look itself, before the lock can be of any use for the newly
changed shape of the key, which rendered it troublesome, and impraoticablo

of the bits in tho key,

for the

mado

thai no positive change could be
from tho door, and then taking the

purpose designed, limn the fa«t

in tho lock, without taking

it

tumblers out of tho case, to change thom iu a suitable form for the key.
This principle of changing the look is rarely adhered to, as few men
understand tho machinery of a lock sufficiently to undertake the task ; and
this ciroumstanoo rendered the lock quite as insecure as the former one
described.

Another stop toward tho perfection of combination -locks consisted in
that tho key remains unaltered whilst the combination parts of the
it is looked, bo brought into different positions by means of
movable plates on the frame of tho look. Thoso plates worn arranged by
to certain figures, and depended on the memory for adjustment at
each time tho bolt was to be locked out or in, tho koy operating only on the
bolt, to move it back and forth when the plates were sot in proper positions
for the purpose
and should tho owner forget the arrangement of the
plates, after projecting the bolt, his key is of no use to him, and he must
this,

kick can, before

hand

;

resort to tho skill of the locksmith to gain access.

The same case may occur in tho far loss perfect ring-look of Eeynier,
which is operated without keys, and is opened by means of the rings being
turned in a particular position on these rings are usually stamped letters,
which, by introducing some word readily suggested to the memory, thus
;

point out the relative position of tho rings.

But although

in case of these ring-locks tho

owner

is

enabled to produce
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a change in the rings in such a manner that the opening of the lock can, as
were, only become possible by rightly arranging the altered position of

it

Reyniers does not possess that safety and perwhich could havo insured it universal application.
formerly professor at Milan, has given a minute description

letters, still this lock of

the

fection

M.

Crivelli,

of the imperfection of ring-locks generally, in the annals of the Imperial

Royal Polytechnic Institute.
It is the unanimous conviction of your committee that the American

Lock of Newell surpasses, in the ingenuity displayed in

its

construction,

all

other locks heretofore known, and more especially in this, that the owner
can, with the greatest facility, change nt pleasure tho interior arrangement
of his lock to a

new and more complcs

moment

ono, at overy

of his

simply by altering the arrangement of the bits in the key, and this

complished without removing the lock or any part of

it

from

its

life,

is

position

ac-

on

the door.
Its operation is as follows

the bolt

is

:—At

tho closing or locking of the lock, whilst

assume precisely the

projecting, the movable combination parts

position prescribed to thorn

by the key, according

ment of its bits at the time tho kqy is turned.
Tho combination parts do not consist in one

to the particular arrange-

set of tumblers only, such

as are found in all othor locks, but there arc three distinct sets or component parts fitting into each other. When the bolt is projected, it dissolves
the mutual connexion of tho constituent pieces, and carries along with it
such as are designedly attached to it, and which assume tho particular
positions given them by the key in its revolution. These parts are rendered
permanent in their given form by means of a lover adapted for tho purpose,

while the parts not unitod with tho bolt are pressed

down by

their springs

to their original places.
If now the bolt

is

to bo returned again,

i. e.

if tho

then the constituent pieces or tumblers which are

in

lock

is

to bo unlocked,

the original state must,

by moans of the key, bo again raised into that position in which thoy wore
when the lock was closed, Ss otherwise the constituent parts attached to
tho bolt would not lock in with tho former, and tho bolt could not bo returned. Nothing, therefore, but the precise key which had locked the lock
can

effect

the object
itself, considered by your committee, is as ingenious as it is
accompanied by a perfection in its execution Which reflects the

This idea in

new, and

is

highest honour on Mr. Newell, the inventor and manufacturer of tho lock.

The lock is built strong and solid, and the several parts are admirably
adapted to the functions which they arc designed to perform. The walls
of steel or iron which separate tho security parts from tho tumblers, and
the cylinder which revolves with the key, present formidable barriers to all
descriptions of pick-locks, and render the lock a most positive and reliable
security.
The tumblers consist of rolled very smooth steel plates, in which
the fire-crust has not been filed away, partly iu order that tho lock might
hot need

oiling,

as all these ports are very smooth,

and partly that tho
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combination pieces might not easily mat, a thing to which the adhering
lire-crust is not favourable. The springs, winch by the turning' of the key

must be raised together with the tumblers, are attached to levers, and
press upon tho latter at their centre of gravity, in consequence of which all
crowding towards either side
facility, in spite of

the

prevented, and the key can be turned with

is

many combination

parts which

tho springs themselves are by their positions so
that their strength can never be impaired by use.

Tho lock has
tumbler, which
bler,

;

and

closes the koy-holo,

its interior parts.

This lock
ing-houses,

has to raise

called into action,

attached to the cap or covering of tho lock.

vents tho use of false instruments in
mutilating

it

little

arrangement in the detectorThis tumand not only prethe lock, but detects all attempts at

also another very complete

is

on turning the key cither way,

is

bank- vaults, magazines, countwhich valuable offocts, money, or goods are
When it is considered that the bits of

especially ueoful for locking

and

iron-safes, in

to be deposited for safe keeping.

the key belonging to this lock can be transferred into every possible form
within its limits, and since the construction of tho lock admits of every
combination of the slides resulting from the changes of the key, therefore
the lock in question is, in every respect, desorving of tho appellation given

by the Secretory of the Institute, namely, the Universal Combination
Lock; and justly so, when wo consider that the ten bits attached to the
key admit of three millions of permutations, and upward ; consequently
iiuihIh.t uf I'lifS'criiiil ki:nl> of k :_ys and locks.
to it

forming that

t

If wo consider further, that

that others cou

lie :i]ijiiu'i!,

wo ncod not bo

limited to tho givon bit, but

diilerifiL; in Llu;ir liimrjusiuii.s

from the former;

numbor of now keys differing from each
other will result, and that this can bo effected in a space scarcely occupying

in their relative dimensions, a largo

a square inch,

— then

wo cannot

refrain

mind, within this small space, has shown

from confessing that the human
itself to

be infinitely great.

Aftor this preliminary and general exposition, your committee can
answer tho three questions propounded to them tho more briefly, as tho
locks heretofore

known have

all

been noticed.

To question first.— On the practical value of the invention of Mr. Newell,
your committee wero unanimous and positive that the principle on which it
based should be preserved.

is

—

To question second. For this reason tho committee doomed it desirablo
that a drawing and description of tho American lock in question should bo
published in the Transactions of the Institute of Lower Austria,

—

To question third. With regard to the claims of tho inventor, Mr.
Newell, to an honorary distinction from the Institute of Lower Austria, the
committee recommend that he bo presented with a Diploma of honourable
mention and a Gold Modal.

The members of your committee" consisting mostly of fellow -tradesmen
of Mr. Newell, experience groat satisfaction in tho fact that it has fallen to
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their lot to vote to their colleaguo on tho other side of tlio ocean an acknowledgment of his successful ingenuity, and they close the Report with tha
request that the Instituto will transmit to Mr. Nowell of Now York, in
North America, the Diploma and Gold Medal, together with a copy of this
Report, according to tie motion of the Aulic Councillor and Professor

Router.

[An oxact copy of

the original Report as preserved in the archives of tho
National Mechanics' Instituto of Lower Austria.]

DR.

SCHWARTZ,

Assistant Secretary of tlte Institute.

There are other circumstances connected with the American bank-lock, in relation

and

in England, to

to events both in the

which attention

will

United States

be directed in a sub-

sequent chapter.

The English patent
dated April 15,

Day and

1851, runs aa follows: "

present improvements

manner

for Messrs.

is

The

Newell's lock,
object of the

the constructing of locks in such

that the interior arrangements, or the combination of

the internal movable parts,
ing to the form given

to,

may be changed at pleasure accordmade in, the key, without

or change

the necessity of arranging the movable p«rta of the lock

by

hand, or removing the lock or any part thereof from the door.

In locks constructed on this plan the key
pleasure

;

may be

altered at

and the act of locking, or throwing out the bolt of

the lock, produces the particular arrangement of the internal

which corresponds to that of the key for the time being.
While the same is locked, this form is retained until the lock
unlocked or the bolt withdrawn, upon which the internal
parts

is

movable parts return

to their original position with reference

to each other; but these parts cannot be

brought back
precise form

made
key

is

to

to their original position,

and dimensions

as the

assume such arrangement

made

to

assume or be

except by a key of the

key by which they were

in the act of locking.

The

changeable at pleasure, and the lock receives a special

form in the act of locking according to the key employed, and
retains that form until in the act of unlocking by the same
key it resumes its original or unlocked state. The lock is

L'tj.i z
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again changeable at pleasure, simply by altering the arrangement of the movable bits of the key and the key may be
changed to any one of the forms within the number of permu;

tations of

The
lowing

which the parts are susceptible."
" claims" put forth under this patent are the fol-

:

"1. The constructing, by means of a
series of slides or tumblers, of

first

a changeable

and secondary

lock, in

which the

particular form or arrangement of parts of the lock, imparted

by the key

to the first

and secondary

series of slides or

by a cramp-plate.
The constructing, by means of a

tum-

blers, is retained

"

2.

series of slides

first

and secondary

or tumblers, of a changeable lock, in which

the peculiar form or arrangement of parta of the lock, im-

parted by the key, is retained by means of a tooth or teeth,
and notches on the secondary series of slides or tumblers.
" 3.

The

application to locks of a third or intermediate

series of slides or tumblers.

" 4.

The

application of a dog with a pin over-lapping the

slide or tumblers, for the

the lock

"

5.

is

purpose of holding-in the bolt when

locked or unlocked.

The

application of a dog operated on

by the cap or

detector-tumbler for holding the bolt.
" 6. The application of a dog for the purpose of holding
the internal slide or tumbler.

"

7.

The

application to locks of curtains or rings, turn-

ing and working eccentrically to the motion of the key, for

preventing access to the internal parts of the lock,
" 8. The application to locks of a safety-plug or yieldingplate, at the

back of the chamber formed by such eccentric re-

volving curtain or ring.
" 9. The application to locks of a strong metallic wall or
purpose of separating the safety and other parte

plate, for the

of the lock from each other,
parts

and preventing access

by means of the key-hole.
The application to locks of a cap or

" 10.

to

such

detective turn-
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bier, for the purpose of closing the key-hole as the

key

is

turned.

" 11.

movable

The

constructing a key

by a combination of bits or
a groove and held by

pieces, with tongues fitted into

a screw.
" 12.

The

constructing a key having a groove in

its

shank

to receive the detector tumbler."

When the American locks became known in England, Mr.
Hobhs undertook the superintendence of their manufacture,
and their introduction into the commercial world, Such a
lock as that just described must necessarily be a complex
piece of mechanism;

it is

intended for use in the doors of re-

and the aim has
to baffle all the methods at present known of picking
by a combination of mechanism necessarily elaborate.
Such a lock must of necessity be costly but in order to supply
the demand for a small lock at moderate price, Mr. Hobhs has
introduced what he calls a protector lock.
This is a modification of the ordinary six-tumbler lock.
It bears an affinity to
the lock of Messrs. Day and Newell, inasmuch as it is an
ceptacles containing property of great value;

been

locks,

;

attempt to introduce the same principle of security against
picking, while avoiding the complexity of the changeable lock.

The

distinction

which Mr. Hobbs has made between secure

and insecure locks will be understood from the following
whenever the parts of a lock which

proposition, viz. " that

come

in contact with the

key are

so affected

by any pressure
by which

applied to the bolt, or to that portion of the lock
the bolt

is

withdrawn, as

the withdrawal of the
Fig.

47 exhibits the

lock.

It contains the

springs, with

The key

But there

is

is

such a lock can be picked."

mechanism of

this

new

patent

usual contrivances of tumblers and

a key cut into

different heights to
raised.

to indicate the points of resistance to
bolt,

internal

steps to suit the

which the tumblers must be

shewn separately

in fig. 48.

a small additional piece

of

me-

chanism, in which the tumbler stump shewn at s in

flg.

46.

Mov-

ab!e "tump.
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fig.

figs.

46 and 47

is

Hobbu'a Protector Lock.

47.

attached ; which piece

or behind the bolt of the lock.

In

is

fig,

intended to work under
47, b

is

the bolt; (f is

the front or foremost of the range of six tumblers,

each of which has the usual

slot

and notches. In

other tumbler-locks the stump or stud which
moves along these slots is riveted to the bolt, in
such manner that, if any pressure be applied in an
attempt to withdraw the bolt, the stump becomes

pressed against the edges of the tumblers, and
bites or binds against

How far their biting

them.

facilitates the

picking of a lock will be shewn fur-

ther on; but

it will suffice

movable action given

to

here to say, that the

the stump in the

Hobbs

lock transfers the pressure to another quarter.

The stump

s is riveted to a peculiarly- shaped

piece of metal

which

file

hp (fig. 46), the hole in the

upon a centre or pin in a recess formed

of the bolt; the piece moves easily on

centre,

its

centre of

at the

but

is

back
pre-

vented from so doing spontaneously by a small binding spring.

The mode

in

which

action of the lock
in the usual

is

this

small movable piece takes part in the

as follows:

when

way, the tumblers are

for allowing the

stump

the proper key is applied

all raised to

to pass horizontally

the proper heights

through the gating;

but should there be an attempt made, either by a false key or by
any other instrument, to withdraw the bolt before the tumblers
are properly raised, the stump becomes an obstacle.
Meeting

(jitjiiizEid

by
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with an obstruction to

which
piece

it

p

is

ita
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passage, the stump turns the piece to

ita centre, and moves the arm of the
come into contact with a stud riveted
and in this position there is a firm

attached on

so that

it

shall

into the case of the lock

;

The tumblers

resistance against the withdrawal of the bolt.

are at the same

There

stump.
of the

bolt,

against

its

is

moment

released from the pressure of the

a dog or lever

the pipe of the key works
the tumblers rest

Another

which catehes

d,

into the top

and thereby serves as an additional security

being forced back.
;

At k

and

is

which

the drill-pin on

on which

r is a metal piece

when the key is not operating upon them.
by Mr. Hobbs in 1852, has for its

lock, patented

object the absolute closing of the key-hole during the process

of locking.

The key does not work or turn on its own centre,
cell or chamber in a revolving cylinder,
The bit of the movable

but occupies a small

which

key
it

is

is

is

turned by a fixed handle.

entirely separable

screwed, and

from the shaft or stem, into which

may be

detached by turning round a

The key

small milled headed thumb-screw.

the key-hole in the usual way, but
cular

movement round

the internal mechanism of the lock;

and the stem

is

cylinder, is brought into

is

placed

cannot turn;

it is left

is

by

it

and withdraw the

bolt.

This revolution

may

take place whether the bit of the movable key occupy
little cell

in
cir-

its

prevented

in the key-hole,

by unscrewing. By turning
which is Jeft in the chamber of the
contact with the works of the lock, so

detached from

the handle, the key-bit,

as to shoot

it

the stem as an axis

its

—

in the plate or not; only with this difference

that

be not in the lock, the plate revolves without acting
upon any of the tumblers but if the bit be in its place, it

if the bit

;

raises the tumblers in the proper

drawing the

bolt.

It will

way

for shooting or with-

be understood that there

is

only one

key-hole, namely, that through which the divisible key
serted; the other handle or fixed

is

in-

key working through a hole
enough to receive it,

in the cover of the lock only just large

and not being removable from the

lock.

As soon

as the plate
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turns round so far as to enable the key-bit to act upon the
tumblers, the key-hole becomes entirely closed
itself,

so that the actual locking

when,

all

When
bit

is

it

little cell

into

which

it

then to be screwed into the

is

withdrawn.

It is

this

cut

off.

its

ori-

had been dropped;
bit,

and the

latter

one consequence of this arrangement, that

the key has to be screwed and unscrewed

through

plate

very time
is

uncovers the key-hole, and exhibits the key-

occupying the

the stem

to

by the

effected at the

access to the interior through the key-hole

the bolt has been shot, the plate comes round to

ginal position,

when used; but

arrangement the key-hole becomes a sealed book

one who has not the right key.

Nothing can be moved,
left in ; but by

provided the bit and stem of the key be both

leaving in the lock the former without the latter, the plate can
rotate, the tumblers

can be

lifted,

CHAPTER
THE LOCK CONTROVERSY

:

and the bolt can be

shot.

VIII.

PREVIOUS TO THE DATE OF THE GREAT
EXHIBITION.

It

must be

evident, even on a cursory glance at the past his-

tory of the lock-manufacture, that the prime motive for the
introduction of novelties and improvements in construction is

the desirability of producing a lock which no one can open

From

without the proper key.

down

to

the earliest and simplest lock,

the latest and most complex, this

constantly held in view

;

object has been

and every clear proof or evidence

that this object has not been attained has led to the invention

of some

—

new

contrivance.

—

detect the

has been a succession of struggles

—

to shew that this security has not been
make a further and more ingenious attempt to
weak point in this renewed attempt and so on.
what was stated in an early chapter f

to attain security

attained

It

to

—

—

We need not repeat here,
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must ultimately result from a candid discussion of
When M. Reaumur proposed to explain how

this question.

the locks of his day could be picked or opened without the
true key, his object was to shew to persons

smiths

how

offered

by

far

who were

not lock-

they could depend upon the principle of security

locks.

But before proceeding on

illustrious naturalist asks, "

Ne

his inquiry, the

craindra-t-on pas que nous ne

donnions en meme terns des lecons aux voleurs?" And he replies, " H n'y a pas grande apparence qu'ils viennent les chercher

et qu'ils en aient besoin

ici,

que nous dans

I'art

;

sont plus grands maitres

ils

Apprenons done

d'ouvrir les portcs.

1'art

d'ouvrir les portes ferm6es, afin d'apprendre celui de les fermer

d'une maniere qui ne

laisse rien

on qui

laisse

peu

it

craindre."*

Before treating of lock controversies and lock violability in

England,

it will

be desirable

first

to refer to

this subject attracted

much

the Great Exhibition

— an Exhibition

associated in a remarkable

Soon

America, where

some years earlier than
which will always be

attention

manner with the history of locks.
by Dr. Andrews and Mr. Newell,

after the inventions

in 1841 (described in a former chapter), the rivalry between

the two locks ran high

each lock being

;

ing to the estimate of

its

'

unpickable,' accord-

Mr. Newell thought the

inventor.

best mode of shewing the superiority of liis own lock would
be by picking that of his competitor and after several trials,
he succeeded in bringing into practical application that system
of picking which we may designate the mechanical, as contra:

distinguished from the arithmetical.

Mr. Newell not only picked

Dr. Andrews' lock, but he wound up the enterprise by picking
his

own

1

He was

*

"But

is

first person who honestly conown unpickable lock. This dig-

probably the

fessed to having picked his

there not this danger, that at the same time

giving lessons to the thieves

1

It is cot very probablo that

instruction ofua.or that they have
in the art of opening doors than

we

they

shall bo
will

seek

any need of it; they are greater masters

we can pretend to be. Let us then learn the
wo may acquire that of securing

art of opening locked doors, in order that

them

in such a

way as to

leavo !ittlo or nothing to be feared on account of

their security."
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covery led Mr. Newell, as has-been noticed in a former page,
to the invention of the triple-action or parautoptic lock.

The mechanical
tumbler lock,

a

principle, as applied to the picking of

nearly the same whatever form of construction

is

When

be made the medium of experiment.
plied to the holt sufficient to unlock

it if

a pressure

is

ap-

the tumbler-obstruc-

were removed, the edges of the tumbler bite or bind
against the stump of the bolt, so as not to move up and down
with such facility as under ordinary circumstances. By caretions

fully trying with
it

a small instrument each tumbler, and moving

until the bite ceases, the gating of that particular

may be

tumbler

"brought to the exact position for allowing the

of the bolt to pass through

This violability

is

it.

stump

(See page 118.)

observable in the tumbler-locks under

very varied forms of construction.

Mr. Newell,

after

he had

picked his own lock, devised a series of complicated wards, to

add

to the difficulty of reaching the tumblers

not thereby ged rid of the importance of this

;

but he could

fact,

that wher-

ever a key can go, instruments of a suitable size and form
could follow

:

his wards did not render his lock inviolable.

His next contrivance was to noteh the abutting parts of the

primary and secondary tumblers, or the face of the stump and
the ends of the tumblers
of Newark, N.

J.,

;

but this

added

much

curtain, to close as

to

Mr. H. C. Jones,
a revolving pipe and

failed also.

all

this

of the key-hole as possible.

But

so far were all these precautions from being successful, that a

lock provided with

all

these appendages,

and

affixed to the

door of the United States Treasury at Washington, was picked.

The makers

of locks have, each one for himself, contended

against such difficulties as were

inventing their locks

would be cowardly

new

;

known

to

them

at the time of

and, mortifying as failure

to yield

up the

difficulty presented itself.

enterprise

may

be,

it

whenever any

Difficulties, in locks as in

made to be conquered.
To shew how numerous are

other

matters, are

which have

to

the

be guarded against,

to

sources of insecurity

meet the

skill

often

which led Mr. Newell
lock.
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brought to bear upon

this lock,

we may adduce

the reasons

to apply a curtain to the bey-hole of his

Supposing the interior arrangement of the

triple set of

tumblers, and the metallic shielding wall, to be perfect,

still,

if the first set

of tumblers can

following plan

may be put in operation. The under-side of
may be smoked, by inserting a flame through

the tumblers

be seen through the key-hole, the

the key-hole; and the key will then leave a distinct

mark

upon each tumbler the next time it is used, shewing where it
began to touch each tumbler in lifting it. This may be seen
by inserting a small mirror hinged into the lock through the
key-hole.
There may even be an electric light used from a
small portable battery, to illumine the interior of the lock.

By these and other means the exact length of each bit of the
key may be determined; and from these data a false key may
be made. It is to prevent this inspection of the works, or any
other examination of an analogous kind, that the revolving
curtain was applied; but, as stated in the last paragraph, even
this did not suffice

ingenuity devised a

:

mode

of baffling the

contrivance of curtains as well as that of the wards and false
notches in the tumblers.

When

the parautoptic lock was completed,

criticised in

it

was keenly

America, owing to the long discussions respecting

the merits of previous locks.

lu a matter of this kind, where

a commercial motive would lead bankers and companies
apply a very severe

test to the security

to

of locks and similar

and receptacles, any experiments
became important. Mere letters or

fastenings to strong-rooms

made with
certificates

their sanction

emanating from individuals, expressive of opinions

concerning a particular lock, would be out of place in a volume
relating to locks generally

;

but

it is

quite within the limits of

the subject, and has indeed become part of the history of locks,
to notice experiments

and attempts of a more public character.

We may therefore introduce a few paragraphs of this description,
American lock in America itself.
The principal bankers at Boston (U. S.) held a meeting to

relating to the career of the
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take into consideration measures for testing the security of

bank

Consequent on

locks.

Newell deposited

Bank

State

at,

five

this

hundred

Boston, to be

pick the parautoptic lock

meeting, Messrs.

Day and

dollars with the cashier of the

by him paid

the

:

trial

One

the auspices of the bank.

was

to
to

any one who could
be conducted under

of the locks was brought to

the bank, and was minutely examined

by two machinists on
after which it was secured to an iron chest,
and locked by a committee appointed by the bank. The key
was to remain in the hands of the committee during the trial
and it was to be used at their discretion, in unlocking and locktwo afternoons,

ing the door, without the knowledge of either of the other parties

— provided that in so doing no

alteration was made
Ten days were allowed

combination-parts of the key.

operators for the examination and the trial

they lvere to have five hundred dollars

;

;

if

but

in the
to

the

they succeeded
if

they injured

the lock they agreed to forfeit two hundred, as a piirchase

At

price.

the end of the period the lock remained unopened

and uninjured

;

and the two deposited sums were accordingly

returned to the respective parties.
Messrs. Page and Bacon, of St. Louis, had a strong-room

made by one

lock

to

pick

it

of the chief locksmiths of that city.

To

Hobbs to atWhereupon the

the proprietors requested Mr.

test its security,

tempt

;

he did

so,

and succeeded.

proprietors, having purchased one of the parautoptic locks,

deemed

it

no more than

fair

play to subject this lock to a

similar ordeal, an additional zest being given by a reward of
five

hundred

ful picker.

lenge

;

dollars offered by Day and Newell to the successThe maker of the former lock accepted the chalto examine the new lock piecemeal,

he was allowed

and was then allowed

He

thirty days for his operations in picking.

failed in the enterprise.

cases, the operator
It follows

had not

Of course, in

this, as in all similar

access to the true key.

from the nature of

this lock, as

noticed in a

former chapter, that when the bolt has been shot,

if

the bits

of the key be re-arranged in any other form, the lock becomes
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to all intents

and purposes a new

lock, so far as that

kej

is

concerned, and cannot be unlocked unless the key revert to
its

original arrangement.

To

a box with

test this principle,

a parautoptic lock was placed in the room of the American
Institute in 1845 ; it was locked ; the bits of the key (12 in

number) were then re-arranged, and the key was placed in the
with
hands of any one who chose to try to open the lock
the offer of a reward of five hundred dollars in the event

—

of the lock being opened.
called

upon

new

to devise

Here, instead of the operator being
pick-lock implements, he

had the

actual key placed in his hands, modified however in such a

way

that,

though the modifier could restore the original ar-

rangement (provided be had kept some kind of record), the
operator had numerous chances against his success.
The lock
remained unopened notwithstanding

We

this challenge.

have occasion to shew presently, that if the number of tumblers (and consequently the number of bits in the
key) be small—not exceeding six, for instance the possession
shall

—

of the true key gives any one the power of opening the lock,

provided he has time and patience to go through a few hundred
for, as some one arrangement
must have been that by which the lock was locked, it must

changes of the bits of the key;

again occur if the user takes care to make all the arrangements in turn, and tries the lock after each. Whether this
constitutes picking

himself.

All that

a lock, each lock-owner will decide for
it is

at present meant to slate

is,

that without

access to the true key, the parautoptic lock has not hitherto

been opened; and that uriththe true but altered key the process of opening is possible, but is slow

and tedious.

In 1846 the American Institute appointed a committee to

examine into the merits of the parautoptic lock.
of September in that year the Committee made
signed

by

Professor

Renwick and Mr. T.

W.

On

the 18th

their report,

Harvey, aa

follows:

"

The Committee

referred the

of the American Institute, to

examination

of Newf.u-'s

whom was

Parautoptic Bank
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Lock, report that they have given the subject referred to

them a careful and attentive examination, and have received
and complete explanations from the inventor. They have

full

remarked in the lock a number of important advantages, and,
in particular,

very great improvements upon the permutation-

lock formerly submitted

Thus, while
ciple,

it

by him

to the

American

Institute.

retains the advantages of the permutation prin-

combined with the property that the act of locking

sets

the slides to the particular arrangement of the bite in the skeleton key, the parts thus set are completely screened from observation,

from being reached by

false instruments, or

from

being injured by any violence not sufficient to break the
lock to pieces.

" Having in the course of their inquiries examined the different existing

opened by

modes in which locks may he picked,

forced, or

Committee have come

to the conclu-

sion that the parautoptic lock cannot be opened

by any of the

false keys, the

methods now practised, unless by a person

key by which it was
it was used

in which

sible case

in possession of the

locked, in the exact form of combination
for the purpose, or in the almost

impos-

of the bits being adjusted to the skeleton key

accident in that very form.

As

by

the chances of such accidental

combination range according to the number of movable

from several thousands

to several millions to one, the

bite,

Com-

mittee do not conceive that so small a chance of success would

ever lead to an attempt to profit by it
" In conclusion, the Committee feel warranted in expressing the opinion, that unless methods hitherto

imagined should be contrived for the
in question

may be

unknown

or

specific object, the lock

considered as affording entire and abso-

lute security."

The

latest

form which Messrs. Day and Newell have given

to their challenge, after the experience of the last
is

few years,

the following:

" First, a Committee of five gentlemen shall be appointed
in the following manner: viz. two

by the

parties proposing to

THE LOCK CONTROVERSY.
operate,

a

and two by ourselves

" In the hands of

Thousand

109

and by the four thus appointed

j

be selected.

fifth shall

Committee

this

a reward

Dollars, as

be placed

shall

Two

to the operator if successful in

picking the lock by fair means.

"

We

upon the inside of an iron door one of our
The operator shall then have the privilege

will place

bank

best

locks.

of taking the lock from the door, and have
for examination; it shall then

for our inspection, so that

it

be returned

in his possession

to the

Committee

we may be assured that it has
The operator shall then, in

been mutilated or injured.

not
the

presence of ourselves and the Committee, place the lock upon
the door in
shall place

which the Committee
that it cannot be removed

original position; after

its

upon

it

their seals, so

The lock being thus
then be allowed to lock it up

or altered without their knowledge.

secured to the door,
ourselves,

"

we

shall

upon any change of which

The time

it is

susceptible.

for operation to continue thirty days

and

;

the end of that time he shall consider that he has

if

at

made any

progress towards picking the said lock, he shall have thirty

days more in which

to

continue operations."

The Austrian report concerning the American
given in a former page, to which
direct attention to England,
lately

and

we may

lock

was

here refer; and then

to the discussions

which have

been carried on respecting the safety of locks.

It is

of course natural that each inventor of a

new

lock

should, while describing the product of his ingenuity, point

out what he conceives to be the imperfections of locks which
have preceded: use has sanctioned the custom not only witii
regard to locks, but also in other important matters.
there have been

many " lock

the last seventy years.
late

Mr. Bramah

controversies" in England during

We have seen how
man

own case. Twenty years ago
made the subject of criticism.
his

freely

criticised all the locks that

and he was certainly not the

Hence

to

and justly the

preceded his own

shrink from criticism in

the

Bramah

lock was

itself
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Mr. Ainger, in his lecture on the subject delivered at the
Institution, London, and afterwards in his article "Lock"

Royal

in the Encyclopedia Britannica, thus

which led

stances

Bramah

narrates the circum-

to the adoption of the false notches in the

means
had acquired

lock as a

original lock

"At

length (after the

nvftch celebrity,)

an advertisement

of security:

who had

appeared in the public papers, requesting those

lost

keys of Bramah's locks, not, as had hitherto been done, to

break open their doors or drawers, hut to apply

who would undertake

tiser,

And

picking.

effect of this

this

operation almost with

discovery on the

be imagined; but the

easily

adver-

by

appeared that an individual of great dex-

it

terity could perform

The

to the

to save this destructive process

nuity to provide a remedy

demand

effect it
is

certainty.

for the locks

may

had in stimulating inge-

one of the best illustrations of

is the mother of invention. Within
a few days or weeks, Mr, Eussell, who was at that time em-

the proverb, that necessity

ployed in Mr. Bramah's establishment, devised an alteration

which at once, and without any expense,
and converted the lock

difficulty,

This contrivance

is

entirely

it,

we

tative

wiil

overcame the

into one of perfect security.

the most simple and extraordinary that

ever effected so important an object; but before

we

describe

endeavour to explain what has been called the ten-

prooess of lock-picking, and which had been so success-

fully applied to

Mr. Ainger
an actual

lock,

Bramah's locks."
illustrates the subject

actual process adopted
to revolve

then,

by means of a

were

tried,

tained

by

and

—not of

but of an hypothetical arrangement of bolts

and notches; and he then makes
tendency

by an engraving

it

by

his reasoning apply to the

the picker of the real lock.

was given with some

"

A

force to the barrel

pair of small forceps, the tumblers (sliders)

was ascertained which one was most deThat which

the pressure against the locking-plate.

most resistance was gradually depressed till its notch
to hang itself upon the locking-plate; and so on till the
whole were depressed in succession, exactly as they would

offered

was felt

THE LOCK CONTROVERSY.

Ill

have been depressed simultaneously by the key." Mr. Ainger
then describes the contrivance -which, in his judgment, seemed
to render
less.

any further attempts

to pick the

This consisted in cutting

as to render

it

Bramah

lock hope-

false notches in the sliders; so

impossible for the picker to

tell

when he has

brought a notch to the plane of the locking-plate, whether
is

it

a true notch, or one of shallower depth, unfitted to admit

the

movement of the
This

is

plate."

a very interesting statement,

for it

shews that the

mechanical or tentative method of opening was known in

England long ago, although very
paid to

it.

little

attention lias been since

In a complex Bramah lock, and in locks on the com-

bination principle, the difficulty of picking
able, so long as
is

adopted.

is

almost insuper-

what may be termed the arithmetical method

It is perfectly true, as

has been so often stated,

that the varied combinations in the arrangement of the slides

amount to millions and even billions, when the slides are in
any degree numerous; and if a person attempt to pick the
lock by ringing the changes on all these combinations, it
would very likely require the lives of a dozen Methuselahs to
bring the enterprise to an end.

But by the mechanical meby Mr. Ainger, the exploit puts on a
The experimenter passes through the key-

thod, sketched so clearly
different aspect.

hole an instrument so arranged as to give a tendency in the
bolt to withdraw in the visbed-for direction; and a pressure

produced in the

slides

by

this

tendency gives information con-

cerning the state of the slides; and then comes the tontative
process on the slides themselves.
in describing the false notches as

safety of the

Bramah

lock

;

that these notches rendered
hopeless.

The

false

Mr. Ainger was quite right
an admirable addition to the

but he was not correct in stating

any further attempts on the lock

notches are not so deep as the true; they

will permit the barrel to turn partially but not wholly round.

But even supposing

that the false notch

had been

hit

upon in

nearly every slide instead of the true, and that the barrel had

been partially turned

to the extent

which these notches

per,-
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mitted, there

would then be a binding action

at the false

notches different from that in the true, and this would guide
the operator in his search for the true notches.

add a new principle
but

have

different

It

would not

from the one before in

action,

would' add to tie time during which the search would

it

be carried

to

on.

We make these

remarks

in connection with

Mr. Ainger's
ago.

We

of Civil Engineers,

when

which was probably written twenty years

article,

now come to the year 1850.
At the meeting of the Institution

Mr. Chubb's paper was read, many challenges and counterchallenges were made, as to the possibility of picking certain

Mr. Chubb described, among

locks.

others,

patent of Mr. Davies, which, ingenious though

a lock on the
it be, he con-

Chubb

eiders not safe.

Captain D. O'Brien differed from Mr.

in this matter;

he had had occasion to open from ten to

twenty of Davies's cabinet-locks
years,

daily,

during a period of two

and he never once observed the locks

to be out of

order; in fact, they always appeared to afford great security.

Mr. Chubb thereupon rejoined, that he was prepared to produce a workman who would pick any number of Davies*
cabinet-locks, of different combinations,

which he had never

seen before, taking only half an hour for each lock.

As

another instance, Captain O'Brien stated that, in his

capacity as Inspector of Government Prisons, his attention

been much directed

to

had

the subject of secure locks; and he

produced, among others, specimens of those in use at the
Pentonville Prison
characterised

though not of

;

them

first-rate

as being safe, strong,

were on Thomas's

principle.

The

locks

workmanship, he

and cheap.

They

had been

in use

eight years, during which period not one had required to be
replaced

;

and any

trifling

derangements had been made good

whilst the prisoners were at exercise.
Mr. Chubb, after making his offer concerning Davies's lock, stated that " he was
willing to

make

the

same

offer

with respect to the locks from

the Pentonville Prison; and he might state that, in point of
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security, he considered them absolutely worthless;" in proof of
which he exhibited one of them, and a common burglar's tool,

by which

the lock could be opened with the greatest ease.

In respect to Bramah's lock, there was no particular challenge associated with the proceedings of the evening; but
incidental observations were

pertaining to

Mr. Farey,

it.

made

as to the degree of security

after passing a high

eulogimn on

the ingenuity of the principle and the beauty of the

workman-

ship, considered it nevertheless objectionable that the sliders

He

should be so completely exposed to view.
to

make

then proceeded

the following observations: "It had been suggested,

that a universal false key for Bramah's locks might be made,

with the bottoms of
small

steel sliders,

its

several notches formed

by

as

many

extending beyond the handle of the key, bo

as to receive pressure from the fingers, for

moving each one

of the sliders within the lock, with a sliding motion in

own

groove, independently of the other.

During such

its

sliding

motion, a gentle force could be exerted, tending to turn the

Under such circumstances, supposing

barrel round.

motion of the barrel was prevented by any one
that one, having to resist

more

to slide

could be

and

all

the turning force, would be

endways in

stiffly

when

felt

steel plate,

its

left

that the

slider only;

its

felt

groove, and therefore

it

unlocking notch arrived opposite the

some other

slider to begin to resist the

Such a circumstance (continues Mr. Farey) pre-

turning force.

sumes a palpable inaccuracy in the radiating correspondence
between the notches in the steel plate and the grooves for the
Bliders in the barrel,

which could not happen with Bramah's

workmanship. "*

He

Bramah's key

into dishonest hands, even for a short time,

fell

further remarked: "Unfortunately, if a

an impression could be
made.

A

sufficed to

easily taken,

and a false key as easily
form of a key, had

turkey-quill, notched into the

open a Bramah's lock; and an

•

an invitation

to dishonesty

Soo also Mr. Owen's suggestion, p.

key
Such facility
and as an

efficient false

could be formed out of a pocket pencil-case.
of fabrication was

;

59, ante.

L.'i

j

i

z j'j !:,
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no trace, tie impunity was an encouragement to repeat the attempt until success is attained."
With respect to Chubb's locks, a discussion arose out of
a statement made by Mr. Hodge. Mr. Chubb had himself
stated it to be a general opinion that a skilful workman,
abortive attempt left

wax
make a false key to open any lock and he
common locks, with the most elaborate

furnished with impressions taken from the true key, in
or soap, could

;

considered that, in

but with only one tumbler, as

wards,

locks, there

his

own

false

also

was much truth in the notion.

in

Bramah's

In respect to

lock, however, with six double-acting tumblers,

key made ever

carefully

so

"a

from impressions would

not be likely to open the lock, for want of exactitude in
the lengths of the several steps

made

;

and

if

the key could not be

exact from the impressions, there would be no chance

of rectifying

it

by

trial in

the lock, on account of the total

uncertainly as to which part required alteration,"
stated that, in America,

Mr. Hodge

he had repeatedly seen impressions

taken of locks having twelve or fourteen tumblers, in consequence of the bellies of the tumblers,

when at

with the form of the key (see page 63).

He

rest, coinciding

also suggested

a

method of taking an impression of the bellies of the tumblers
but Mr. Chubb, Mr.Farey, Mr. Stephenson, and Mr. Whitworth,
all expressed a disbelief that a Chubb's lock could be opened
by the means indicated by Mr. Hodge. Mr. Hodge admitted
that he was not aware of any lock actually made by Messrs.
Chubb having been picked in America; but that the locks to
which he had adverted were such exact imitations, that he had
;

no doubt of the Chubb lock yielding to similar treatment. He
further stated that there were persons in New York who would
undertake to pick a real Chubb lock.
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CHAPTER

IX.

THE LOCK CONTROVERSY; DURING AND SINCE THE
GREAT EXHIBITION.

We next come to

TI1IE

OF TnE

the remarkable year 1851, which produced

many unexpected results in connection with the industrial
display in Hyde Park, and conferred a lasting benefit on the
eo

useful

arts

and manufactures of the United Kingdom, by

bringing their products into contrast and competition with
those of other nations.

It

was

to

be expected that such a

trial

as this would afford evidences of national failure as well as of

success

;

but probably no one suspected before the

trial,

that

English locks, so celebrated over the greater part of the world
for skilful mechanical design, beauty of workmanship, and
perfect inviolability,

would readily yield

system of lock-picking.

we

are

system,

hound
is

The

first

Such, however, was the case

men

skill,

himself,

who

this

up

1851

declared to a party of

in the Crystal Palace, that all the locks

in this country

and

;

and with a profound

art of the locksmith.

step in the celebrated lock controversy of

was taken by Mr. Hobbs
scientific

a well-arranged

admit that Mr. Hohhs, the author of

to

a mechanician of great

knowledge of the

to

made

to that date admitted of being very easily

picked; and in order to explain to these gentlemen the principle

upon which

this

was

to be done,

Mr. Hobbs picked one

of Chubb's patent detector-locks in their presence in a few
minutes.

by

The fairness of this experiment having been called in question
who were not present at the time when it

certain persons

was made, Mr. Hobbs, on July 21st, 1851, wrote a letter from
the American department of the Great Exhibition, to Messrs.
Chubb, simply announcing that an attempt would be made,
on the next following day, to pick a lock manufactured by
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them, and which was at that time on the door of a strong room
named by Mr. Hobbs. Messrs. Chubb were in-

in a house

member

vited to be present at the operation ; but no

What

firm attended.

occurred ou the day ^specified

be given in the words of a

by

letter written

those

of the

may

best

who

wit-

nessed the operation.
"London, July

We

"

we

the undersigned hereby certify, that

22, 1851.

attended,

with the permission of Mr. Bell, of No. 34 Great GeorgeWestminster, an invitation sent

street,

the City of

New

to

us

by A.

York, to witness an attempt

to

C. Hobbs, of

open a lock

throwing three bolts and having six tumblers, affixed to the
iron door of a strong-room or vault, built for the depository of

valuable papers, and formerly occupied

South-Eastern Railway ; that
ration,

we

by the agents of the

severally witnessed the ope-

which Mr. Hobbs commenced

o'clock a.m.,

at 35 minutes past 11
and opened the lock within 25 minutes. Mr.

Hobbs having been requested

to lock

it

again with his instru-

ments, accomplished it in the short space of 7 minutes, without the slightest injury to the lock or door.
minutely

We

examined the lock and door (having previously had the assurance of Mr. Bell that the keys had never been accessible to

Mr. Hobbs, he having bad permission to examine the key-hole
We found a plate at the back of the door with the
only).

'
Chubb's New Patent (No. 261,461),
Churchyard, London, Maker to Her Majesty.'

following inscription:
St. Paul's

This

letter

was signed with the names and addresses of the

foDowing gentlemen:
Mr. Handley.

Mr. T. Shanks.

„ William Marshall.
„ W. Armstead.

Colonel

„ P. W. Wenham.
„ A. Shanks.
Several of these

_

Clifton.

names are well and publicly known in

England and the United
t

W.

Mr. Elijah Galloway.
„ Paul B. Hodge.
„ Charles H. Peabody.

„ G. R. Porter."

States.

• Late Secretary to tho Board of Trade.
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This event gave

made

attempts were

rise to
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much newspaper

shew

to

that, as this

controversy;

was not a

test

and
lock,

prepared expressly for challenge, the picking proved nothing
as regards the finest of the manufacturers' locks.
stances, however,

have

to be noticed

—

Two circum-

that the lock was of suf-

ficient commercial importance to be placed on a door enclosing

valuable papers, and that the makers had an opportunity to

comment on the trial, if they so chose.
may here remark, that one of the ingenious contrivances of
Chubb lock, the detector, excited some doubt no less than
The
Mechanics' Encyclopedia, while speaking with much commendaattend and witness, and

We

the

years ago, as will be seen from the following.
writer of the article " Lock" in Ilebert's Engineers' and
fifteen

tion of Chubb's locks, points out a curious

seems to him

to

which

" In Barron's and Bramah's locks," he

observes, " the picker has

tumblers are

feature,

render somewhat doubtful the surety of the

detector apparatus.

lifted too

no means of knowing whether the

high or not; but in Chubb's he has

only to put the detector hors de combat in the

first

instance,

by a correct thrust from the outside of the door (which might
be accurately measured), so as to jix it fast in its place; the
detector then becomes a stopper to the undue ascent of the
tumblers, and the extent of their range
ascertained.

converted

Thus,

into

a

it

is

thereby correctly

appears to us, the detector might be

director

of the

means

for

opening the

lock."

Much

will

depend on the view which

cumstance just noted.

The

is

taken of the cir-

object of the detector

is,

not to

prevent the lock from being picked, but to shew that an
attempt has been made to pick

it; or, at least, to attain' a
But
any truth in the surmise, that the detector

given purpose by an indirect instead of a direct method.
if there be really

actually guides a skilful

hand in determining

how

high the

tumblers should be raised, the supposed advantage will be
purchased at rather a dear rate. As we are here, however,
speaking of facts and not of mere opinions,

it is

proper to say,

113
that the lock opened

by Mr. Hobbs had

the detector apparatus,

it was not disturbed by him in picking the lock.
But instead of reiterating opinions, we will state the method
by which most of the tumbler-locks made in England, up to

but that

the date of the Great Exhibition, can be opened or picked.

Bearing in mind the principle on which the picking of locks
is

said to depend, namely, that " whenever the parts of a lock

which come in contact with the key are

affected

by any presby which

sure applied to the bolt, or to that portion of the lock
the bolt

withdrawn, in such a manner as

is

to indicate

the

points of resistance to the withdrawal of the bolt, such a lock

can be picked," the

first

step

is

to

produce the requisite pressure.

If the end of the bolt were exposed, this pressure might be

applied

by some

force tending to shoot

the bolt, whenever

it is

back the

shot, is buried in the

bolt;

jamb

but as

of the door,

or otherwise concealed from view, the pressure can in general
only be applied through the key-hole.

apply

In order, therefore, to

this pressure, the operator provides

himself with an in-

strument capable of reaching the talon of the
the case of the
at

a b,

fig.

Chubb

lock

bolt,

which in

was a pipe-key of the form shewn

49, furnished at the pipe-end with that portion of

n
fl* 49.

the bit of the key be which moves the bolt (see
57, where the step which acta on the bolt
Step).

The other end of the pipe-key

is

is

fig.

32, page

called the terminal

made

square, as at a,

for the purpose of receiving the square eye e of the lever ef,
fig.

means of a

string

a.

Now

it is

/a

w

attached

by

evident that if this pipe

be

50, to the further end of which

introduced into the lock as far as

it

weight

will go,

is

and be turned
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round as in the act of unlocking, and tne lever and weight be
attached to the end a, the tit be of the pipe-key will maintain
a permanent pressure on the bolt, which, if the weight be
sufficient, will

throw back the bolt as

soon as the tumblers are raised to
the proper height to allow the stump
to pass.

The next

step in the operation is

to raise the tumblers to the proper

For

height.

pipe

mn

is

this

made

purpose a second
to slide

upon the

with an easy motion, and by
cross handle k h can
be turned round or slid backwards
and forwards on the tube ab. This
tube to n is also furnished with a

first

means of the

single projecting bit or step no, corresponding with one of the
six steps of the key, fig. 32,

and made of the proper length

for

entering the key-hole.

Now

for the operation of opening

simple apparatus.
evident that

Referring to

the pipe ab,

if

fig.

fig.

a tumbler-lock with
31, page 56,

this

be

will

it

49, be passed over the pin of

the lock and turned round towards the

left,

and the weight be

attached, there will be a tendency in the bolt to shoot back,

which tendency

stump

will bring the

s, fig.

31,

up against the

inner angle or shoulder of one or other of the tumblers, which-

ever happens to project, however slightly ; or, as Mr. Hobbs
expresses it, " one or more of the tumblers will bind."
By

moving forward the pipe
the lock,

it is

the tumblers
free to

mn

and turning round the

it is

that binds.

It

move except one or two

may be

found that

against which the

pressing with the force of the weight w,
is

bit

n o in

easy to ascertain, by delicate touch, which

fig.

50.

all

bit

of.

are

stump

The

is

no

therefore brought gently under the bellies of the tumblers

which bind, and they are moved
cease to bind.

As soon

slightly

upwards

until they

as they are set free another tumbler
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will bind; that

is,

as to bring the

stump

which now

the bolt will

move through a

small space, so

into contact with that particular

projects; this in

its

turn

is

tumbler

relieved, another

tum-

bler binds and is relieved, and so on until the tumblers are,

one by one, raised

When

to the

proper height for the stump to pass.

the last binding tumbler

w

the weight

raised to the proper height,

is

being no longer resisted, shoots the bolt back,

and the work is done.
Now it must be evident that in

this operation the detector

apparatus need not come into operation.

But

if,

as has been

proposed, a detector-spring be added to each tumbler,

be converted into a friend or a

made

of

it.

it

may

foe according to the use that is

If the tumblers are lifted too high, they will

be

detained or detected in that position, and the operator will

have

to release

them by turning the

direction before

bit

round in the opposite

he can begin his work again.

The some

however, which detains the tumblers when they are

force,

high will obviously detain them when they are

lifted

too

lifted

only just high enough, and thus the detector-springs

would

really

be of great assistance

to the operator in picking

such a tumbler-lock.

The apparatus which we have

described for picking the

tumbler-lock must be varied to suit the form of key employed
in opening the lock; but
locks, to ascertain this

examining the key

in the case of most
form through the key-hole, without
it is

not

difficult,

itself.

It is but fair to state in this place, that since the above
method of picking tumbler-locks was mode known,* Mr. Chubb

*

Wo

beliovo tho

method was

first

made

publicly

known

at a special

members of tho Institution of Mochanical Engineers,
hold at the rooms of the Society of Arts, London, on the 30tb Juno, 1851,
when b paper was read by Mr. Paul R. Hodgo "On the progress of improvements in locks in the United StatcB of America." A report of this
paper, togothor with the discussion thoroon, was published by Waterlow
general meeting of tho

and 10) of this report
contains representations of the lock-picking apparatus, from which wo have

and Sons, London Wall, 1851.

Plate 31

(figs.

9

copiod our figures.
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has added a series of teeth and notches
blers
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to the

stump and tum-

the effect of which would evidently prevent the appli-

;

method of picking, because any permanent

cation of the above

pressure applied to the bolt would send a tooth of the stump

and prevent

into a notch of the tumbler,

But recurring

to the principle, that

all

further motion.

whenever the parts of a

lock which come in contact with the key indicate the points of
resistance
is

when any

pressure (whether permanent or temporary)

applied in attempting to withdraw the bolt, that lock can

picked,

it

follows, if this principle

be

be admitted, that although

the notches prevent the application of the form of instrument
described, yet there

is

sufficient indication afforded

by the

pressure to enable a skilful operator, with proper instruments,
to form a false key, as

We

to at page 104.

was done in the case of the lock referred

now proceed

to the

second stage in tho

lock controversy of 1851.

Soon

after the picking of the

Chubb

lock in Great George-

and consequent on the excitement and discussion

street,

which that operation

led,

to

a committee, consisting of Mr. G.

Rennte, Professor Cowper,* and Dr. Black, agreed to superintend the arrangements for a more severe testing of Mr.

There had been

Hobbs's power to open locks.

for

many years

exhibited in the window of Messrs. Bramah's shop, in Piccadilly,

a padlock of great complexity and beauty; to which an

announcement was

that a reward of two

affixed,

guineas would be given to any person
picking that lock.

tors

who should

hundred

succeed in

This challenge was accepted by Mr. Hobbs

and the committee managed

all

the arrangements, as arbitra-

between Mr. Hobbs on the one side and Messrs. Bramah

on the

other.

The

lock was removed to an upper room in

Messrs. Bramah's establishment; where

two boards, and so fixed and

it

was placed between

sealed, that

no access could be

* In mentioning the namo of the lata Professor Edward Cowper, we
cannot refrain from deploring the loss which mechanical science has sufTcrod
by his too-early death. The application of mechanical principles to manufactures was treated by him in his lectures and illustrations with a fulidty
which has boon rarely equalled.
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obtained to any part of

room was
terrupted

The

except through the key-hole.

it

to be given up to Mr. Hobbs; he was not to be inby the presence or entrance of any other persons and
;

he was allowed a period of thirty days

was not picked

If the lock

for

opening the lock.

at the expiration of that period,

Mr.

Hobbs was

to be considered as having failed in his attempt.
There was much negotiation and correspondence before
and during Mr. Hobbs's operation on this lock. On July 2,
view to this enterprise, applied fur permission to

he, with a

wax

take

impressions of the key-hole.

This permission being

given, and the parties having met to discuss the necessary ar-

rangements, an agreement was signed on the 19th, reciting the
terms of the challenge, and providing that thirty days should be
allowed to Mr. Hobbs to effect his enterprise; that the lock

should be secured in a certain specified way; and that the key

who were to
it in the lock when Mr. Hobbs was not
Bramah subsequently relinquished this last-

should remain in the possession of Messrs. Bramah,
retain the right of using
at work.

Messrs.

mentioned privilege, in order that the

and

fair;

it

was agreed

that

trial

might be perfectly

the key should be sealed

up

during the whole period, beyond the reach either of Mr.

Hobbs or Messrs. Bramah

;

and that the key-hole should be
when Mr. Hobbs was not at

secured by an iron band, sealed,

These and other conditions were embodied in the
agreement noticed in the last paragraph.

work.

Mr. Hobbs commenced his labours on July 24th.
few

visits to the lock,

vilege of inspecting

made by

it,

Messrs.

Bramah wished

to

After a

have the pri-

or else that such an inspection should be

the arbitrators; and, during a correspondence

arose out of this request, the operations were suspended.

Hobbs resumed his work on August 16. On
Bramah drew the attention of the arbitrators

which
Mr.

the 23d, Messrs.
to the challenge,

that the reward of two hundred guineas was offered to the artist

who should make an instrument

that would pick or open the

lock

money on the production of

;

that

he was

to be paid the

the instrument; and that, unless some person were present, it
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was impossible that any one could know that the lock had
been opened by the instrument which might be produced.
This letter was not allowed by the arbitrators to affect the
arrangements made.
We may now consistently give the
" Report of the Arbitrators."
" Whereas for many years past a padlock has been exhibited in the
to

window of Messrs. Bramah's shop,

in Piccadilly,

which was appended a label with these words:

who can make an
shall receive

1

The

artist

instrument that will pick or open this Jock

two hundred guineas the moment

it is

produced;'

and Mr. Hobbs, of America, having obtained permission of

Bram all

make trial of bis skill in opening the said
lock, Messrs. Bramah and Mr. Hobbs severally agreed that
George Rennie, Esq., F.R.S., of London; and Professor CowMessrs.

to

per, of King's College,

London; and Dr. Black, of Kentucky;

should act as arbitrators between the said parties.
" That the trial should be conducted according to the rules

down by

laid

the arbitrators,

and the reward of two hundred

guineas be decided by them; in

fine,

that they should see fair

play between the parties.

On

"

July 23

it

was agreed that the lock should be enand screwed to a door, and the

closed in a block of wood,

screws sealed, the key-hole and the hasp only being accessible

Mr. Hobbs; and, when he was not operating, the key-hole
was to be covered with a band of iron and* sealed by Mr.
to

Hobbs, that no other person should have access

to the

key-

The key was also sealed up, and was not to be used
Mr. Hobbs had finished his operations. If Mr. Hobbs

hole.

until

succeeded in picking or opening the lock, the key was to be
tried;

and

if it

locked and unlocked the padlock,

considered as a proof that Mr.
lock,

it

should be

Hobbs had not injured the

but had fairly picked or opened

it,

and was

entitled to

the two hundred guineas.

"
to

On

the same day, July 23, Messrs.

Mr. Hobbs that the lock was ready
"

On

Bramah gave

notice

for his operations.

July 24 Mr. Hobbs commenced his operations

;

and
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on August 23 Mr. Hobbs exhibited the

Dr.

lock opened to

Black and Professor Cowper (Mr. Rennie being out of town).
Dr. Black and Mr. Cowper then called in Mr. Edward

Bramah

and Mr. Bazalgette, and shewed them the lock opened

they

;

[the last-named two gentlemen are of course meant] then with-

drew, and Mr. Hobbs locked and unlocked the padlock in presence of Dr. Black and Mr. Cowper.
" Between July 24 and Aug. 23 Mr. Hobbs's operations
for a time suspended; so that the number of days occuby Mr. Hobbs was sixteen, and the number of hours he
in the room with the lock was fifty-one.
On Friday, Aug. 29, Mr. Hobbs again locked and un-

were
pied

was actually
"

locked the padlock in presence of Mr. G. Rennie, Professor

Cowper, Dr. Black, Mr. Edward Bramah, Mr. Bazalgette, and

Mr. Abrahart.
"
lock

On

Saturday, Aug. 30, the key was tried, and the padwas locked and unlocked with the key, by Professor

Cowper,

Mr

Rennie, and Mr. Gilbertson

;

thus proving that

Mr, Hobbs had fairly picked the lock without injuring it.
Mr. Hobbs then formally produced the instruments with which
he had opened the lock.
"

We

are, therefore,

Bramah have

unanimously of opinion, that Messrs.

given Mr. Hobbs a fair opportunity of trying

and that Mr. Hobbs has fairly picked or opened the
we Sward that Messrs. Bramah and Co. do now pay
Mr. Hobbs the two hundred guineas.

his skill,

lock; and
to

George Rennie, Chairman.

Edward Cowper.
J.

R. Black.

Holland Street, Blnckfriara,
Sept. 2, 1851."

It

may be

here

stated, in reference to the space of

time

during which the operations were being conducted, that the
actual opening of the lock occurred

much

earlier, so far as

concerned the principle involved, though not in a
the terms of the challenge.

On

his fifth visit,

way

to

meet

Mr. Hobbs sue-
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and moving the

barrel, prepara-

tory to withdrawing the bolt; but the instrument with which
the barrel

was

be turned round, being too

to

slight, slipped,

Mr. Hobbs had then to readjust
make a new instrument to aid him; this
when completed, enabled him to open the

and defeated the operation.
the barrel, and to

new

instrument,

lock in the space of an hour or two.

On

same day Messrs. Bramah addressed a letter to the
arbitrators, stating the reasons which induced them to think
that, though Mr. Ilobbs bad succeeded in opening the lock,
the
the

the

manner

come within the meaning of
made by them.
The arbitrators,

of doing so did not

originaby

challenge

however, were unanimous in their award, aud Messrs. Bramah

bowed

to

it.

In an article written in one of the daily newspapers immediately after the opening of the lock, the following notice
was given of the lock and its production: "
were surprised

We

to find that the lock which has

world

is

made

so

much

noise in the

a padlock of but 4 inches in width, the body of

inches thick, and

its

thickness over the boss

2f

inches.

it

1£

Upon

opening the outer case of the lock, the actual barrel enclosing
the mechanism was found to be 2£ inches in length and 1£
inches in diameter.
The small space in which the works were
confined,

and

nishment to

its

snug, compact appearance was matter of asto-

all present.

The lock and key were made

forty

years since by the present head of the eminent firm of Messrs.

Maudslay and

man

in the

Co.,

Mr. Maudslay being

at that time a

work-

employ of Mr. Bramah."

We may

here remark, as indeed has been remarked in

former pages, that the Bramah lock

is,

and

will

probably con-

tinue to be, deservedly celebrated for the amount of mechanism

contained in a small space, as adverted to in the

graph.

The cybndrical form

is

centration of power within narrow limits

the key

The

is

last

para-

well calculated for this con;

and the smallness of

a great merit.

objections

made by

Messrs.

Bramah

to the

award of
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the committee were embodied in the following letter to

Mr.

Rennie, dated 9th September:

Dear

Sir,

—Wo beg

day's date,

and

will not trouble

"

but beg

to

hand you

We

Mr. Hobbs.

which

tJie

We
"

1.

it

acknowledge your

you

to-morrow,

have arrived has surprised us much;

to ourselves

and the public

do so for the following reasons

to protest against

:

Because the arbitrators, having been appointed to see

fair-play,

and that the lock was

fairly operated upon, did not,

although repeatedly requested in writing to do
or allow

letter of yester-

to attend here

need scarcely repeat that the decision at

arbitrators

and we owe
it.

to

the 21(U. awarded by the arbitrators to

any one

sixteen days he

to witness

had the

so,

once inspect

Mr, Hobbs's operations during the

sole custody of the lock

and was en-

gaged in the work.
"

2.

Because the arbitrators did not once exercise their right

of using the key, although repeatedly requested in writing to

do

so, till after

Mr. Hobbs had completed

and
damage had
him twenty -four hours to repair
his operations;

then, instead of applying at once to prove that no

been done

to the lock, allowed

any that might have occurred.
3.

" Because the lock being opened

by means of a fixed ap-

paratus screwed to the wood-work in which the lock was enclosed for the purpose of experiment (which

it is

obvious could

not have been applied to an iron door without discovery),

and

the addition of three or four other instruments, the spirit of

the challenge has evidently not been complied with.
" 4. Because from the course adopted an opportunity of some

good

scientific results

bitrators nor

any one

portant instruments,

has been taken from us; as neilher arelse

saw the whole or even the most imit is said the lock was picked,

by which

actually applied in operation, either before or after the lock

was presented open
"

5.

to the arbitrators.

Because during the progress of Mr. Hobbs's operations,

and several days before their completion, wc called the atten-
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interpretation

of the challenge, begging at the same time that they would

apply the key and appoint some one to be present during the
residue of the experiment; feeling that whatever might be the
result in a scientific point of view, the reward could not bo

awarded.
"

We

would add, that we think that several points which

appear in your minutes should not have been mentioned in
your award; more especially that Mr. Hobbs on the 2d of
June took a wax-impression of the lock, and had made, as far
as he could, instruments therefrom between that date and the

commencement

of his operations.

"

We

are,

dear
"

sir,

Tour

obedient servants,
" Brajiah

In order that the opinions of Messrs.

and

Bramah and

Co."

others

may be given with as much fairness as possible, on a matter
which they could not feel but otherwise than important to them,
we may

among

state, that

Bramah

the

the letters to which the picking of

lock gave rise in the public journals, was the fol-

lowing addressed to the Observer newspaper on 10th October:
" Sir,

—This controversy having excited an unusual degree
some time

of public attention for

good enough to allow us to

state in

perhaps you will be
your journal, that the lock

past,

on which Mr. Hobbs operated had not been taken

many

years,

and

it

was only on examining

of the committee) that

no

less

made

we discovered the

than three particulars

it is

resting-place in

somewhat surprised

us.

alteration could of course

to pieces for

it (after

the award

startling fact, that in

inferior to those

The lock had remained
our window that the proposal

for years past.

we havo

bo long in its

of Mr.

Hobbs

After his appearance, however, no

be made without our incurring the

risk of being charged with preparing a test-lock for the occa-

sion

;

we were

therefore

bound

in honour to let the lock rc-
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main

No

aa Mr.

Hobbs found

it

when he

accepted the challenge.

he

one inspected his operations during the sixteen days

had the

We

sole custody of the lock

and was engaged

work.

at the

are therefore compelled to advertise another 200 guineas,

we may

in order that
if it

be possible

;

upon and opened,
and thus gain such information as would
see the lock operated

enable us to use means that would defy even the acknow-

We

ledged skill of our American friends.

mah

lock to be impregnable

selves,

have

trial,

and restored

it

us.

Braour-

We

and some

have not done

we

Hobbs has given

up the same lock with such improvements as we
trifling change suggested by the recent

use,

with

it

its

challenge to our window.

this in a vain, boasting spirit;

feel it rather

trial

believe the

and we cannot open

;

with the knowledge Mr.

fitted

now

hard

that,

"

Bramah

We are,

Had

to adopt this course.

sir,

trial, it

&c.,

"

Messrs.

We

on the contrary,

from the way in which the former

was conducted, we are driven

any one inspected Mr. Hobbs's operations during that
would not have been necessary.

Bramah and

Co."

are well entitled to offer any explanation

concerning the relative perfection of the lock in question, and

now produce with

improvements
in some parts of the working mechanism; but if these improvements do not involve any new invention, patented or otherwise,
of one that they could

—

that

is, if

certain

the lock be really a carrying out of the contriv-

ances already

made public,—it

is difficult to see

not yield to the same treatment as the other.

why

new lock

in their window,

it

should

It is true that,

shortly after the decision of the arbitrators, Messrs.

exhibited a

and repeated

Bramah

their chal-

lenge in the same terms as before, with the single addition,
that applications were to be

reason to

know

made

in writing only.

that an application

We

have

was made, and that the

consequence was the withdrawal of the challenge.
to the actual contest, however, the character

In respect

and position of

THE LOCK CONTHOVEIISY.
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not

all
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Hobbs

the arbitrators ought surely to hold Mr.

proceedings.

justified in his

Americans (supposing natwo were Englishmen,

tionality to give a bias in the matter);

both of distinguished rank in respect
ledge

and as Mr. Hobbs was

;

cision as Messrs.

as

Bramah, he was

to

mechanical know-

much bound by

entitled to claim

their de-

any advan-

tage resulting from a favourable decision.

The

following

a description, so far as can be given in

is

mode in which Mr. Hobbs operated on the BraThe first point to be attained was to free the sliders

words, of the

mah

lock.

from the pressure of the

spiral spring

;

the spring was very

powerful, pressing with a force of between 30 and 40 lbs.; and

was counteracted, the

until this

moved

in their grooves.

sliders could not

be readily

A thin steel rod, drilled at one end,

and having two long projecting teeth, was introduced into the
key-hole and pressed against the circular disc between the
heads of the sliders; the disc and spring were pressed as
as they would go.

In order to retain

them

a curved stanchion was screwed into the

'far

in this position,

side of the boards

surrounding the lock, and the end brought to press upon the
steel rod,

a thumb-screw passing through the

the instrument and keeping

it

in

its place.

drilled portion of

The

sliders

being

thus freed from the action of the spring, operations commenced
for ascertaining their proper relative positions.

needle, with a moderately fine point,

was used

A plain
for

steel

pushing in

the sliders; while another with a small hook at the end, something like a crochet-needle, was used for drawing them back

when pushed

too far.

By

gently feeling along the edge of the

slider, the notch was found and adjusted, and its exact position
was then accurately measured by means of a thin and narrow

plate of brass, the measurements being recorded on the brass

The operator was thus enabled, by this
commence each morning's work at the point where
on the previous day. The lock having eighteen

for future reference.

record, to

he

left off

sliders, the process of finding

in each was necessarily slow.

the exact position of the notch
Mr. Hobbs employed a small

:

;
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Lent instrument

to

peiform the part of the small lever or bit

of the key; with this he tept constantly pressing on the cylin-

der which moved the

He thus knew that if ever he

bolt.

got the

would rotate and
feel the varying resistance to which
by this tendency of the cylinder to
and he adjusted them one by one until the notch came
opposite the steel plate.
The false notches added, of course,
much to his difficulty; for when he had partially rotated the
cylinder by means of the false notches, he had to begin again
slide-notches into the right place, the cylinder

He

the lock open.

could

the sliders were subjected
rotate;

to find out the true ones.

This description accords pretty nearly with that given in a

but we reproduce it here to shew not merely
what migld be the process adopted, but what really has been,
done.
One circumstance ought at least to be noted in these
transactions
there is no mystery
the method adopted is the
result of a process of reasoning candidly and openly explained.
former page

;

—

;

In justice to Messrs.

Bramah we thought

it

our duty to

give them an opportunity of stating what improvements they

had made

in their locks since the date of the Great Exhibition

;

and accordingly, on the 28th April, 1853, our publisher addressed to Messrs.

Bramah

a note, stating that a Rudimentary

was being prepared, and
following is a copy

Treatise on the Construction of Locks

inviting

them

to contribute thereto.

The

of their reply

« 121
" Sir,

—Pressure

earlier reply to

PiecadHly,

May 2d,

1863.

of business has prevented our sending an

your favour of the 28th

ult.

"

The lock on which Mr. Hobbs operated during the Great
Exhibition had been made nearly forty years, and when taken
to pieces the sliders were found to be in iron, instead of steel

and the key-hole of the lock being three times larger than it
ought to have been, enabled the operator to fix down the spring
of the lock, and yet leave himself ample space to turn and bend
the sliders (being in iron) at pleasure.
in

which the

sliders act, instead of

The

barrel of the lock

being whole length from
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front to back of padlock, was not quite half

a

serious oversight in the

workman who put

13X
proper length;

its

the lock together,

as the barrel being short, the sliders were necessarily

diminished the number of notches in the sliders

and

to that extent

so,

which

full one-half,

diminished the security of the lock, and in-

creased the facility of the operator.
" We send for your inspection a bos of guards, which will
shew you the barrel and sliders of our Brauiah lock. You
which

will observe several notches in each slider, only one of
will turn

on the locking -pi ate, the others being what are termed

These notches being cut only the exact

or security ones.

false,

width of the locking-plate, require the most perfect accuracy
to carry each

down

to its proper distance.

which Mr. Hobbs operated,
short,

In the lock on

in addition to the sliders being so

and only half the number of security-notches in each,

the notch which passed round the locking-plate was found to

be cut twice the width

it

ought to have been.

The whole of

these defects have been corrected since the Exhibition.

We are,

"

Sir,

yours respectfully,
"

Bramah and

Co,

" per J, Smyth.

" To John WoaXo,

Esq., 56

High Holboru."

In the Jury Eeport of the Great Exhibition, Class XXII.,
are the following remarks
afforded

by

:

"

the various locks

On

the comparative security

which have come before the

They would

jury, they are not prepared to offer an opinion.

merely express a doubt whether the circumstance that a lock

been picked under conditions which ordinarily could
scarcely ever, if at all be obtained, can be assumed as a test

has

of its insecurity." [page

500 j.

The

conditions here alluded to

probably refer to the free access which Messrs. Bramah allowed
Mr. Hobbs to have to their lock during a period of thirty days,

and

we

such
of

are hence led to infer that the burglar

facilities.

On

a high authority.

this point

we would

is

denied any

refer to the opinion

In a paper " on the History and Con-
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struction of Latches and Locks,"

by Mr. Chubb, read before the

Society of Arte, 22d January, 1851, the following graphic

passage occurs

:

" Id order to

and

shew the absolute necessity of secure locks
banking es-

safe depositories for property, especially in

tablishments,

it

may

not be out of place to trace the systematic

care and great sagacity with which the large burglaries are

You

planned.
is

as

will bear in

mind that an unsuccessful attempt
The
is of any magnitude.

seldom made where the booty
1

first-rate

when

to go,

it is

and what they are going

termed,

mation

is

ables

and

;

know beforehand

cracksmen' always

is

made upon a house

-where to go,

When

for.

a

plant,'

'

or a bank, precise infor-

gained, if possible, as to the depository of the valuif it is

found that the safeguards are too strong in

themselves, and that the locks are invulnerable, the affair

But

quietly dropped.

if otherwise,

time or misapplied ingenuity

is

is

then no expenditure of

spared to gain the desired

The house is constantly watched, the habits of its inmates are observed, their ordinary times of going out and
end.

coming in are noted
cajoled,

;

and induced

the confidential servants are bribed or
to leave

when their emmay be taken from

the premises

ployers are absent, so that impressions

the locks, and false keys made.
When all the keys required
are made, one or two men who have not been previously initiated are generally called in,

be ready
house.

at

and receive

their instructions to

a certain hour on the following day

to enter the

A

plan of the premises is put into their hands, they
are cautioned to step over a certain creaking stair or plank,

and the keys of the

different doors are given

or evening is chosen

be from home
fulfils

friends

—the

when

it is

known

signal

is

The day

servant, taking advantage of their absence,

a long-standing engagement with his

—a

them.

that the inmates will

given

—

new and

liberal

the two confederates enter

— the

so-called safe is swept of its contents, all the doors are carefully re-locked,

next morning

is

and not

until the

bank

is

opened for business

the robbery discovered."
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Magazine for November 1852 the

article in Frazer's

following observations were

made on

the Exhibition Jury Re-

port on Locks: " This jury seems to have consisted of the only

who

persons in England

troversy' of last year

;

had heard of a matter
they were appointed

did not hear of the famous

'

lock con-

for one can hardly imagine that, if they

much consequence

of so

to investigate,

to the subject

they would have altogether

abstained from saying any thing about

They may be ex-

it.

cused for not knowing, because very few people did kuow,

mode

fortunately for our safes and strong boxes, that the

of

by which the transatlantic
was suggested and explained in

picking Bramah's and Chubb's locks,

Hobbs gained

so

much

glory,

But

the Encyclopedia Britannica nearly twenty years ago.

it

does seem very strange that they, or at least their reporter,

should not have known, long before the Report finally

left

his

hands, that Hobbs had picked both of those locks, and taught

every lock-picker in England
requisite tools

did not

know

and
it,

fingers.

as

nobody could read any newspaper

autumn without knowing
judgment

to

1

offer

And

it.

this

Day and

Notwithstanding

all

last

jury did exercise their

to the extent of declaring that Hobbs'a

(under the name of
nable.'

how to do it, if he possesses the
Of course, however, the reporter

Newel])

'

own

lock

seems to be impreg-

which, they express their inability

any opinion on the comparative security afforded by
come before them.' The only dis-

the various locks that have

crimination which they venture to

make

is,

that the keys of

Bramah's and Chubb's looks are of convenient

size,

while

ponderous and bulky, and his lock complicated
and they might have added (without any very painful amount

Hobbs's

is

of investigation), enormously expensive, in consequence of its

complication, and probably also

more

count, to get out of order and stick

inconveniently impregnable
for instance,

—than

likely,

fast,

and so become rather

— on the money door of a bank,

the other two locks, especially Bramah's."

may

be remarked

American lock has shewn no tendencies

to get out of

In relation to the opinion just given,
that the

on the same ac-

it
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order; if well constructed (and good construction

now in such mechanism), the parts work
other -with very

the size of the key, a bank-look

would be much

No

attempt

is

into

is

a

sine

qua

and upon each

In respect to expense, and to

little friction.

not one in which economy

is

studied, security being the great desideratum.

made

to

produce a parautoptic lock of small size

The

or for cheap purposes.

with reference to what

it

lock, therefore,

must be judged of

And

undertakes to perform.

made

brings us to notice the attempts

in

England

this

to pick the

parautoptic or American bank-lock.

The

following were the circumstances connected with

Garbutt's attempt to pick the American lock.

known

that a challenge

was

the Great Exhibition, and

Garbutt accepted.

affixed to the

was

it

Mr. Garbutt,

It is

Mr.

of course

American lock in
which Mr.

this challenge
it

may be

here observed,

was a working locksmith and engineer he had been entrusted
by Messrs. Fox and Henderson with the care and adjustment
;

of the metal check-tables at the pay -places of the Crystal Palace

;

he had

Bramah.

been in the employ of Messrs.

at a previous period

We

mention these

facts

only on account of an erro-

neous rumour at the time that he was an agent of Messrs.
Bramah in respect to the acceptance of the American challenge
whereas we believe he acted independently, by and for himself.
On Sept. 10th, 1851, Mr. A. H. Renton, Mr. E. H. Thom;

son,

and Mr.

W.

F. Shattack,

—

other two American exhibitors,

the

to superintend the arrangements,

and Mr. Hobbs

first

an engineer, and the

— were appointed

arbitrators

and they met Mr. Garbutt

at the house No.

following conditions were agreed to

20 Knightsbridge. The
That a Newell lock
:

—

should be selected, and should be screwed to a wooden box
that Mr. Garbutt should

have access only

;

to the key-hole of

the look, through which key-hole all his operations for picking

the lock should be conducted

;

that Mr. Garbutt should have

uninterrupted and exclusive access to the box, between the
lifturs

of nine in the morning and nine in the evening, for

thirty days, beginning

on the 11th of September, he having
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during that time the privilege of introducing one associate,

and the arbitrators reserving
specting the seals placed

to themselves the right of in-

by them on

the

box

;

that, in order

to afford every information concerning the internal arrange-

ment of the
presence of

Garbutt

;

lock, the trial-lock should be taken to pieces in
all

that

the parties
it

;

that

should be examined by Mr.

it

should be locked and unlocked with the pro-

per key by him and by Mr. Hobbs

;

that

the key,

when

it

by the

to a box, and the fastenings scaled

should be fastened
arbitrators

up by

the arbitrators and delivered to Mr. Hobbs,

retain

it

until required

That

them.

by

the arbitrators to

it

over to

abandonment of the attempt,

the arbitrators should examine the lock.

Mr. Garbutt should have succeeded
in

that

who would

hand

at the expiration of the thirty days, or earlier

in case either of the success or the

is,

;

the lock was finally locked, should be sealed

And,

finally, that if

in picking the lock (that

withdrawing the bolt without injuring the

of 200/. should be paid to

lock), the

sum

him by Mr. Hobbs.
Hobbs promarked No. 8560.
by Mr. Garbutt. The

In accordance with the above agreement, Mr.

duced a parautoptic

The key and

lock, with ten tumblers,

the lock were examined

lock was again put together, affixed to a box, and sealed.

Mr.

Hobbs set the bits of the key (ten in number) to an arrangement chosen by himself, and the lock was then locked by all
parties in succession

;

up and returned

the key, after the final locking, being

Mr. Hobbs

same
time delivered to Mr. Garbutt a similar but smaller look, which
he was to be allowed to retain during the whole period of the
trial, to assist in rendering him familiar with the construction
sealed

to

Mr. Hobbs.

at the

of both locks.

On

the 11th of October, the day

on which the prescribed

period expired, the arbitrators met at the house in question,

when Mr. Garbutt delivered up to them the lock uninjured,
but unopened. The award of the arbitrators was thereupon
given in the following terms

:

"

We

therefore hereby certify

that Mr. Garbutt having had uninterrupted and exclusive ac-
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cess to the lock during the period of thirty days, and, availing

himself of the conditions of the agreement, had every facility
for opening the lock that could

be obtained without possession

of the true key, has delivered up the same into our hands un-

opened and uninjured

by us

;

and the said lock has been delivered

Mr. Hobbs."

to

It will

of course be understood that

was one condition

it

of this enterprise, that the particular combination of bits in
the key wherewith the lock was finally locked should not be
seen by Mr. Garbutt.
The key was in
by Mr. Garbutt and by the members

of the committee, and

was found

;

to turn readily in the lock

the

first

instance tried

Mr. Hobbs then

left

the room, and re-arranged the bits of the key so as to produce

a new combination

;

he then returned

the lock with the key in

its

room, and locked
he allowed all pre-

to the

altered form

;

sent to feel the key turn freely, and then, without allowing

any one
in

to see the combination,

which

butt, or

it

was sealed

any

one, could

as

wrapped the key up in paper,

above described.

Whether Mr. Gar-

have succeeded better by a momentary

glance at the arrangement of the key, was not at that
the question
not see

:

What

it.

moment

the terms of the challenge were that he should
are the circumstances likely to occur if the

operator really has access to the key (provided the bite are not

very numerous)

we may

shortly explain.

It is necessary to draw a distinction between picking of a
and ringing the changes on a permutating key; otherwise
some of the late occurrences connected with locks can hardly
be understood. After the reading of a paper by Mr. Hobbs

lock

before the Society of Arts, a discussion arose, in which

it

was stated that the Newell lock had been picked in London.
Mr. Hobbs deemed it necessary to refute this statement. The
report was circulated in many of the London newspapers; and
Mr. Jeremiah Smith, the operator in question, supported it by
his own statement.
Under these circumstances Mr. Hobbs,
on April

2,

1852, addressed a

letter to

the

Observer; of which the following paragraph

editor of the

was intended

Di j

i
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point out the distinction above mentioned between " picking"

and " ringing

the changes

" Early last
Street,

one of

autumn

my

:"

I lent to

Mr. Potter, of South Molton

locks, for the purpose of giving

him an

opportunity to

make himself acquainted with

construction.

After he had had the lock in his possession

its

me

I immediately called

Potter to ascertain the

lock.

and

principle

several weeks, a report reached

workmen had picked my

that one of Mr. Potter's

on Mr.

Mr. Potter informed me that

fact.

for the purpose of testing the possibility of opening the lock

by means of an impression

taken, or a copy being

made a copy

the true key, Mr. Smith had

of the

made of
key by

means of a transfer instrument, winch instrument he shewed
me at the time. After the key was made, it was tried, and
found to lock and unlock the lock as readily as the original
key.

Mr. Potter then sealed the screws of the

the combination of the key, and locked

it.

lock,

changed

Mr. Smith then

took the lock, and with the key that he had made by copying

The lock
number
of changes that could possibly be made were 720. The time
occupied by Mr. Smith, according to his own statement, was
the original, hit the combination, and unlocked

was of the

it.

smallest size, having but six tumblers; the

six hours and fifty-five minutes; this, allowing one minute for

each change, would give him time

to

have made 415 out of

the 720 changes before hitting the right one.

Smith why he did not use the
a copy ?

made

original

His answer was, that

faster, as

he did not have

'

Mr.

I asked

key instead of making

he could change the one he
to

screw the bits

Any

in.'

person will readily understand the difference between ringing
the combination of a key and picking a lock."

In other words, the process was this: the operator had

the true key, and might have used either this or one which

he made from it. This would have sufficed for opening almost
any lock ever constructed instantly; but in the American lock
he had to find out which of 720 combinations was the right
one, and he was employed almost seven hours in doing

this.

Dial

z j'j
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The

shewed patience, but had

exploit

bearing on the

little

practical subject of Jock-picking.

In

March 1852 Mr. Smith put forth an offer to accept
made by Mr. Hobbs in respect to the Exhibition
Mr. Hobbs agreed to the offer, and chose, as arbitrators
part, Mr. Hensman, Engineer to the Bank of England,

the challenge

Jock.

on his

and Mr. Appold, inventor of
tracted so

much

the- centrifugal

pump which

at-

Mr. Hobbs

attention at the Great Exhibition.

requested Mr. Smith to appoint arbitrators on his side also;

but

this

was not done.

Mr. Smith,

at a meeting held

by the
com-

four persons named, expressed a wish that an ordinary

mercial lock should be the one experimented on, instead of
the more complicated test-lock whicJi had been at the Great

This was a departure from the terms of the

Exhibition.

original challenge
this

;

but Mr. Hobbs waived his objection on

and offered

point,

to substitute

tumblers for the Exhibition lock with

a bank-lock with ten
fifteen,

the former being

Another meeting
was agreed upon, but Mr. Smith did not attend and the
matter was, by himself, brought to a sudden termination.
To shew the effect of difference in the number of tumblers
similar in construction but less complex.

j

and
it

key-bits,

we may

state that, wJiile, at a

would take twelve hours

to

go through

minute per charge,

all

the combinations

it would require seven years with a
So
and 2,500,000 years with a fifteen-bitted key
power of combination, in the arithmetical mode of

with a six-bitted key,
ten-bitted,

much

for

1

picking.

We
locks.

now proceed
It

might at

to notice the violability of

first

appear that the

ingly difficult to pick; and so

we merely

it

combination.

But there

is

we happen

tlie

of the lock

;

to hit

is,

by

exceed-

as long as

turning the

upon the

right

another mode of solving the riddle,

mechanical rather than arithmetical.

bent in

letter-lock is

unquestionably

attend to the chance-medley trials

rings round and round until

sundry minor

form of the shackle,

is

A

piece of common wire,

put in between the ends

the spring or elasticity of the wire tends to force
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the ends apart; this causes the pins or studs on the rod to

By

press against the inner edges of the rings.
rings in succession,

some one of them

or cling more than the others; this

is

will

trying

be found

all

the

bind

to

turned round until the

cessation of the bind shews that the notch in the ring has

been brought
the rod.
is treated

on

into its right position relatively to the pin

Then another
in a similar

ring which binds

way;

more than the

until at length all the rings

rest

seem

to be so far liberated as to indicate that the notches are in

In the dial-lock, similarly, when a pres-

the right positions.

sure has been brought to bear upon the bolt in the right
direction,

a

trial

of the pointers will soon bring the notch in

each wheel to the required position.

Some

London connected with
Brown of Liverpool de-

short time after the events in

the lock controversy, Mr. William

scribed the letter-lock noticed in a former page, characterising
it

as a lock which he believed no one could pick.

An

incident

was thus narrated in one of the
" Mr. Hobbs was taken by Mr. Milncr
of Messrs. Brown, Shipley, and Co., and shewn

in the history of this lock

Liverpool newspapers.
to the office
this lock.

The

safe-door

at Mr. Brown's request;

was closed and locked by the cashier
and then Mr. Hobbs began

trate his views of the construction of the lock

to illus-

by manipulation

and explanation, with which the subject of them appeared

to

sympathise so entirely and promptly that the door opened in

a few minutes."
In respect
difficulty

to the

picking of the Egyptian lock, the main

would be in obtaining any

false

key that would cor-

respond with the pins of the lock; but this might be accomplished in a

other cases.

way analogous

to that

If a small piece of

which

wax be

is

practised in

laid

many

on a blank key,

the key inserted into the lock, and the blank pressed upwards
against the pin-holes, there would be

left

an impression of

those holes on the wax; this impression would furnish a guide
to the fabrication of

a

false key.

ficulty in picking this lock

by one

There

is also

very

little dif-

of the ordinary instruments.
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For the Yale

lock,

combining something like the pin-action

of the Egyptian with the cyhnder-action of the

Bramah

locks,

the picking requires the use of an instrument that will

fit

between two of the pins, and to the outer end of which

is

attached a lever and weight

is

;

by

means a pressure

this

exerted upon the cylinder in the right direction for

and the pins are made
ment, the pins are

be

felt,

it

to turn,

Then, with another instru-

to biud.

and each one moved

until it

seems to

relieved from the bind: this indicates that the joint in the

pin coincides with the joint between the two cylinders; and

when

have been similarly

all

inner cylinder will turn

treated, the
It is

it.

weight acting on the

evident that this method

the same in principle as the one applicable to the

is

Bramah

lock.

CHAPTER

X.

EFFECTS OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1851 IN IMPROVING
ENGLISH LOCKS.

We have
It

now

to refer to the effects of die lock controversy.

was no doubt annoying

the machines on which

wrong iu

principle;

to

we

be
so

told,

on good authority, that

much

prided ourselves were

and that our

locks, in order to afford the

degree of security which are expected of such contrivances,

must be

re-constructed.

The grumbling with which

the

first

part of this proposition was received would alone have sufficed to lead to a suspicion of its truth, if the large

of
it.

new locks
Whether

earned

One

that

number

have actually appeared had not confirmed

the second part of the proposition has been fairly

out, is

of the

a point which must now be considered.
first locks produced during or immediately after

the lock controversy

was Mr. PameU's,

to

which the bold term

1«

parnell's lock.
of patent defiance lock
for

its

security on a

is

its

exterior,

the plate,

it

it

Thia lock

attached.

mode

is

be seen

depend

may

hest be

" Viewing the lock from

presents nothing remarkable ; but,

will

said to

of arrangement which

own words:

described in the inventor's

upon removing
mechanism

possible access to the

th;it all

with false or surreptitious keys

is

effectually prevented

by a solid

cylinder of hardened [?] brass, with protecting wards extending
the whole depth of the lock, and having in the centre the aperture for the key, which

to a mathematical nicety so exact as

fits

to preclude the possibility of
to

open

any second instrument being used

This protecting cylinder must revolve

it

moment

with the key to get to the works; and the

from the key-hole in going round

moves

portion

into

its

place,

it

passes

to lock or unlock, the solid

and so completely

closes that

aperture that the point of a pin, or a fine steel-pen, has failed
to

be inserted between

it

and the outer plate or cap,

to say

nothing of the utter hopelessness of perforating the metal."

The

cylinder or protecting cap, though

action of the key

of the

Bramah

somewhat

or protecting the

ments of the
are

as

:

revolves

it

same way

by

the

as the cylinder

bo intended rather

for closing

key-hole than for governing the move-

bolt.

follow

in the

lock, appears to

The

internal

arrangements of the lock

Supposing the bolt to be

and

shot,

about to be unlocked, the key, by the time

it

to

has

be

made

about one-third of a rotation, meets with a forcible resistance
in the shape of an upright spring-bolt or detector of strong
steel acting

detector,

on the revolving cylinder.

The key

and arrives at the levers or tumblers.

stud which works in the

slot

passes this

In the bolt-

of these tumblers there

is

a

small deep serrated notch on one side, corresponding to similar
notches on each of the tumblers;
forced, these notches

would lock

if,

therefore, the bolt be

into each other in

a similar

manner to the catoh on a ship's windlass or a hoisting crane.
There is also a double-action tumbler-bolt, so adjusted, that if
any of the tumblers be overlifted, this little appendage becomes
thrust down at one end into the bolt of the lock, where it
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wedges

all fast until the

tumblers become properly re-adjusted.

The double-action tumbler-bolt also falls into the lock-bolt
when the latter is locked or shut, thereby imparting an addiThe key has a power of expansion

tional strength to the lock.

or enlargement while turning in the lock
centric plate

moment

which draws out the

The key
There

is,

in fact, larger

when
when

it

meets with an ec;

so that, at the

the key entered the key-hole.
in than

when

out of the lock.

connected with the works of the lock a

is

cap,' so

;

somewhat

bits

of acting on the tumblers, they protrude farther from

the pipe of the key than

formed

that, in the

'

detention-

event of a false key being used, a

powerful bolt instantly locks into the revolving cylinder, and
holds fast the surreptitious instrument."

Such

is,

the account which Mr. Parnell has given of his

in substance,

own

lock.

It

must, however, be stated, that the points of security or novelty

claimed by Mr. Parnell for his lock were patented by previous

The revolving cylinder or curtain was claimed
Lawton in the patent of 7th March, 1815, as
noticed at page 52 ante.
The expanding key-bit was claimed
by Mr. Machin of Wolverhampton in 1827, as noticed at
page 61, and by Mr. Mackinnon (page 62); while the serrated
notches in the tumbler were used by many lock-makers long
before the date of Mr. ParnelTs patent. The detention-cap for
catching and holding a false key when put into the lock was
also patented by Mitchell and Lawton, as noticed at page
inventors.

by

Mitchell and

53

ante.

We

come now

to notice

a lock

lately invented

by Mr. E.

B. Denison (the author of the Rudimentary Treatise on Clocks
in this scries), which has the merit of combining considerable

novelty in construction with security.
in the two preceding chapters,

praise

when we

it

After the details given

will certainly

be no small

express our conviction that in the present state

of the art of lock -picking, this lock

may be considered as

secure.

Mr. Denison has furnished us with a description of his lock,
which we insert almost in his own words. Mr, Denison claims
for this lock the following advantages

:

149

mb. denison's lock.

That a very large and strong lock on this construction
2. That no key is required

1.

only requires a very small key,
to lock

it,

although

it is free

from the inconvenience pertaining

to spring-locks, viz. that the door cannot

ing

itself.

Moreover

lock can be.

this lock is

That

3.

it

he shut without lock-

more secure than any spring-

cannot get out of order from the

usual causes of the tumblers sticking together or their springs
breaking, inasmuch as the action of the tumblers does not

depend on any thing but the key and the handle, and there are
no tumbler-springs. 4. That for the same reason, the parts of
this lock do not require any polishing or delicacy of execution.
5. That the key-hole being completely closed by a curtain, except

when

the key

the lock

is in,

is

protected from the effects

of the atmosphere and dust entering at the key-hole.
this lock is secure against

G.

That

any known mode of picking; the

smallness of the key -hole prevents the insertion of any instru-

ment strong enough
this lock,

to

open the lock by violence.

from the simplicity of

being made at small

its

7.

That

construction, admits of

cost.

—

These objects are accomplished as follows: In the largewould he used for safes and large doors,

sized locks, such as

the tumblers

t, fig. 51,

are

made

of pieces of hoop- iron, 6 or 7

inches long and 1£ inch wide: these tumblers are supported

and turn on a pin

a,

by

placed at about the middle of their length;

and having
which cannot turn, the

so that being balanced on the pin, or nearly so,
their separating plates p between them,

tumblers will stand in any position indifferently; and in order
to secure sufficient friction to

of the separating plates P

when
in

is

keep them steady, one or more

bent a

little,

bo as to act as a spring

the cap of the lock is screwed down.

fig.

The

lock

is

shewn

51 as locked, the bolt b having been shot by the fan-

tailed piece

that the

/ on

stump

s

the handle; and

the handle, and the tumblers sent down, so

cannot enter their jaws by the other piece of
it is

draw the
been raised by the

evident that the handle cannot

bolt

back again until the tumblers have

all

key

to the proper position to allow the

stump

s to enter their
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jaws.

It will

figure,

the

be observed that

in the position

is

of a false

any height.

No

key-hole without

up

in the

kept in the position represented, no

pressure of the stump against the tumblers can be

by means

shewn

stump docs not touch the tumblers; and conse-

quently, so long as the bolt

felt,

although

key or pick-lock the tumblers be

raised to

implement, however, can be pushed into the
first

pressing in the curtain k, which

against the cap of the lock

by

the

two

is

held

spiral springs c c

on

each side of the key-hole; and at the back of the curtain there
is

a square plug p, which goes through a hole in the back of

the lock, and has a notch in

when
time.

down

the curtain

is

it

through which the bolt can pass

up, closing the key-hole, but at no other

In other words, the act of pushing in the key sends
the curtain plug, the effect of which

fast in the position in

the tumblers.

is to

hold the bolt

which Ike stump cannot be made to touch
key be used and turned about

If the proper

half round to the right,

it

will bring the tumblers to the

proper height for the stump to pass.

fiil.

out; for so long a3

51,
it is

The key

is

then taken

in the lock, the bolt cannot

be moved;

to the right, the bolt is

drawn and

Mr. Donison's largo lock.

and then turning the handle
the door opened.

The handle n should be

so made, that as soon as the fan-

DENISOX's LOCK.

Hit.

tailed piece

other

arm

/Has
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sent the bolt just clear of the tumblers, the

to the right of H

may begin

to

move the tumblers; but

the fan tail need not send the stump above one-sixteenth of an

inch beyond the tumblers; and the curtain-plug and bolt must

be

so adjusted that the curtain cannot be pushed in until the

bolt

is

stump

so far out that the

beyond the tumblers.

The

is this

one-sixteenth of an inch

curtain k need only be a thin piece

of steel, and the bolt b must be thick enough for the curtain to
go down just to the level of the thin plate p between the bolt
and the first tumbler t. The curtain-plug p is made as long
as the key-hole

and rather broader, and of the shape repre-

sented, partly for the sake of steadiness in pushing in the
curtain,

for if

and

also for

more completely protecting the key-hole;
to pick the lock by drilling into the

an attempt be made

key-bole, the drill will pass into the inside of the door and not
into the inside of the lock*
It is true that iron safes have been made for some years in
which any number of large bolts arc shot by a handle and then

locked

by a very

be used

small key.

in locking,

and

But

in such locks the key

must

this leads to certain objections, viz.

the key must occasionally at least be confided to some person

whose duty
the place

;

lock, since

it

is

there
it

will

to lock
is also

up the

safe after the

owner has

left

the temptation to leave the key in the

be wanted in locking up; and thus there

is

the danger of some dishonest person taking an impression of
the key.

Besides this, the real strength and security of such

due to the small lock which locks into the
main bolt ; whereas in Mr. Denison's lock the security and
strength are those due to the lock itself, with its large and
safes is only that

is a further contrivance, which ha
any persons who wish to manufacture thceo looks,

* Mr. Denison informs us that there
will explain privately to

of which the object is, not to add any thing to the socurity of the lock under
ordinary circumstances, but to provide against the unusual ooso of a vary
dexterous thief having occasional access to the lock when open in which
case (but for somo such farther provision) ho might manage to construct a
;

false

key capable of opening tho lock at any othor time, by a method which,

for obvious reasons, it is not advisable to publish.
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strong tumblers, and other provisions peculiar to
tion;

and the key

and

Co., the

Arts

makers, only weighs a

may

It

may be

although in the small ones

solid,

construc-

by

little

be mentioned that for large locks the key

of an ounce.

to

its

size, which was
Messrs. S. Mordan
more than a quarter

a lock of the largest

for

lately exhibited at the Society of

have a pipe-key, on account of the

it is

more convenient

different construction

of

the curtain.

The arrangement
somewhat

different

of the small lock for drawers, &c.

from that of the large ones, and

understood by referring

fig.

h on the

bolt b

the figure.

a

flat plate

52.

.to fig.

52-

The

ia

be

action of the handle

Mr. Deoisou's small lock.

and on the tumblers t

The

by a

clear from
no plug, but is only
it, and moving

is sufficiently

curtain in this case has

held up

will

thin spring behind

up and down on the drill-pin of the key, and kept from turning by having one edge against the side of the lock.
The bolt
has a kind of second stump, only coming up so high as to be
able just to pass under the corner of the curtain when it is up,
but not able to pass when the curtain is at all pressed down by
any thing inserted in the key-hole. In a drawer lock the key
has only to be turned a quarter round in order to raise the
tumblers.
In small locks, the friction of the tumbler-plates ia
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position, without putting the

pin in the middle so aa to balance them, as in large locks with

heavy tumblers.
In the making of these locks the key must be made

first,

with proper provisions to prevent the repetition of the same
pattern

a kind of pattern or model for locks of each

;

made

should be

size

the tumblers put on the pin with plates of

;

the intended thickness between, and when raised by the key to

down
may then be cut by

the proper height they should be clamped

jaws for the stump of the bolt

saw moving in a
a

strip of

slit

model corresponding

in the

The tumblers

the stump.

for large locks

may

and the

;

a circular

to the

place of

be cut off from

by a stamping

hoop-iron to the proper lengths

cutter,

giving them the proper circular end, and a punch might at the

same time make the pin-hole in the middle.

The tumblers

for

small locks should be stamped out of sheet brass or iron.
It will

thus be evident that from the general simplicity of

construction, and the small

working

parts,

may

add that

also

as to the

this

amount of finish required

lock can be

made

at small cost.

in the

We

this lock is as creditable to the public spirit

mechanical

skill of

the inventor

;

for the lock is not

patenied, patents being, in Mr. Denison's estimation, obstructions to the progress of science.

The next

result of the " lock controversy"

to notice is the

by

production of not

Messrs. Chubb.

attention

We

less

which we have

than three improved locks

it

our duty to invite the

of this celebrated firm to

the preparation of this

Rudimentary

Treatise,

thought

and in answer

to the application of

our publisher we received the following communication from
Messrs. Chubb, which we insert verbatim:
" It will not be necessary to describe the lock as originally

made, as a description of

it

will

be found in Mr. Chubb's

paper read before the Institution of Civil Engineers,
" Lock No. 1.— The first of the improvements introduced
consists of a barrel, to

which a circular curtain

revolving round the drill-pin in the lock j so that

is

if

attached,

any instru-
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ment

introduced to attempt to pick

is

up the

diately closes

it,

the curtain

imme-

key-hole, and prevents the introduction

of any auxiliary instruments, there being several required in

any

action at once to produce

effect.

" If by any means these several instruments can be intro-

duced simultaneously, the barrel keeps them aU confined

in

a

very small space, preventing their expansion, and renders

it

impossible to

work them independently of each

other; therefore

they are of no avail, being incapable of acting as more than a
single pick,

which

is

perfectly useless.

The

barrel and curtain

have each been previously used separately in
patented

by Mr. Do

in combination.

use, but

la

locks, but until
Fons in 1846 they had not been used

Neither of them, used separately,

when combined they

Locks have been, and

still

afford

is

a very great

of

much

security.

are shewn, containing either the

barrel or curtain singly, and as these have been picked,

has

it

been asserted that the improvement now introduced in Chubb's
lock

is

equally insecure

but a slight examination of the

;

Chubb has purchased the
" Lock No.

2.

by Mr. Chubb,

is

be a

patent-right of this part of Mr.

and applies

la Fons' invention,

it

recently patented

overcoming the security of the barrel and

curtain as already described (although this assumption

a

1

tumbler-bolt,'

the main bolt.

may

based upon the assumption that there

is

in the slightest degree admitted), and consists in applying
is called

De

to all his locks.

—The next improvement,

possibility of

dif-

Mr.

ference in their construction will prove the contrary.

The web

not

what

working on a hinge connected with

of the

key does not in any case touch

the main bolt in unlocking, but acts only on the tumbler-bolt.
All the tumblers must

first

be

lifted,

before the tumbler-bolt will act.

each

to its

proper position,

Should any pressure be ap-

plied to either bolt before the tumblers are all at their exact
position, the effect

would be

to

throw the bolts out of gear, and

thus effectually to stop the stump of the main bolt from passing

through the racks of the tumblers.

None of the many plans of

picking which have been suggested, such as smoked key-blanks,
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thin key-bits, &c., would be of the least avail against a lock
this principle.
Different kinds of detectors may be

made on

applied to these locks.

ing

It is

submitted that this lock, retain-

the simplicity and durability which have distinguished
Chubb's lock for so many years, and combining with them
all

these important improvements, affords

a complete security

against

all surreptitious attempts of any nature.
Locks on
the same principle are being made on the permutation plan,

with any number of tumblers, and any
combination that may be desired.
"

number of changes

in

It has been suggested that the detector,' instead of giving
additional security to Chubb's lock, affords a partial guidance

to
to

'

a person attempting to pick it. This objection holds good
a certain extent in these locks as originally made, in which

all the

stump

;

tumblers had an equal bearing against the detectorbut in the locks as now constructed this objection is

entirely obviated,

whereby,

if

by giving

an operator

stump, he cannot
is raised too

tell

the tumblers an unequal bearing,

feels

the obstruction of the detector-

whether the tumbler which he

is lifting

high, or not high enough,

" Lock No.

8.

— For banks, Mr. Chubb has introduced what

he particularly calls his bank lock.' It contains a barrel with
a series of curtains. While the key-hole is open, all access to
the tumblers from the key-hole is 'completely cut off by two
'

which fit closely on either side of
These pieces are acted upon by an eccentric mothe key is applied to the lock, and turned

sliding pieces of solid metal,

the barrel.
tion, so that

in

it,

when

the key-hole

is

and then only do the

shut up by the revolution of the curtains,

position

when

the key has passed

lifting the tumblers, all

terior of the lock

move

sliding pieces of metal

the key to act upon the tumblers.

by

aside to allow

These pieces return
;

to their

therefore, while the

communication

is

key

is

cut off from the ex-

these sliding pieces and the series

of

curtains.
The bolt is made in two pieces, the main bolt never
being in contact with the key, which acts only on the talonbolt,

and by

it

transmits the motion to the

main

bolt.

Alter
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is partly repelled, and a
dog connected with it locks into a series of combinaupon the front parts of the tumblers, and holds
them securely down, so that none of them can be lifted in the
least degree until the talon-bolt is thrown forward to release
them. If, therefore, any pressure be applied to this talon-bolt,

the action of locking, the talon-bolt
lever or

1

'

tions arranged

to

endeavour by

tumblers,

its

help to ascertain the combinations of the

only the more tightly lock them down, and

will

it

rc-nder the attempt.

i;i<>lleetu;i!.

Hy

another emit rivance

it

is

rendered impracticable to move a pick or picks round in the
lock more than a small distance, unless the tumblers could

which can only
previously be
be done by the right key. Should one or more of the tumblers
be surreptitiously raised by any possible means, they cannot
be detained in this uplifted position, for the action of turning
back the pick to try to raise another tumbler sets in motion a
lever which allows the tumblers already raised to drop to their
all lifted to their right positions,

former position, leaving the operator just as far from the attain-

ment of his object as
Such

is

at the outset."

the statement with which Messrs.

voured us respecting their three new
admit the enterprising

spirit

locks.

which has led

Chubb have

We

tion

;

fa-

are willing to

to their production,

and the ingenuity which has been bestowed on

their construc-

but whether they mark a step in advance in the art of

lock-making may perhaps admit of doubt. With respect to
the lock No. 1, we would remark, that locks with the barrel
and curtain combined were made by Mr. Aubin of Wolverhampton in 1833, and that a specimen of such a lock was
exhibited

on his

stand

of locks

in

the Great Exhibition.

Locks with the combined barrel and curtain were
and

sold

With

by Mr. Jones

of

Newark, N.J.,

also

made

as stated at p. 104.

respect to the lock No. 2, the object of the tumbler-

bolt is evidently

intended to produce the same effect as the

movable stump in Mr. Hobbs's protector-lock,

fig.

47, page 100;

but with greater complexity in the construction, there
efficiency in

is

less

the action of this part of Mr. Chubb's lock as
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compared with that of Mr. Hobbs, inasmuch as a pressure of the stump against the tumblers, corresponding with

the strength of the spring which holds the bolt in

can always be produced, thereby giving
indication, as to

which tumbler

it is

that

friction,
is

place,

its

and affording

in tight contact with

the stump.

With
all

respect to the barrel

and curtains of lock No.

similar contrivances, the object of which

prevent the entrance into the key-hole of
cept the proper key,

we would

is

3,

and

said to be to

instruments ex-

all

remark,

offer the self-evident

that the same aperture which admits the key will also admit

some other instrument. In the case of Mr. Chubb's " bankit may be questioned whether the revolving curtain, &c.
it any advantage over the other lucks already referred to
which are furnished with similar contrivances. The effect of

lock,"

give

the talon-bolt in this lock appears to be the same as that of the
false notches,

namely, to hold the tumblers in the position iu

which theywere placed when the pressure was

applied.

a pressure applied

the parts which

come

to the talon-bolt

in contact with the

key

affects

in the act of locking

Hence,

and unlock-

ing; and this circumstance brings the lock under the application of the principle stated at page 99,
ciple

and thus,

if this

prin-

be admitted, may render the secimty of the lock somewhat

questionable.

"Various other locks have been brought out since the date

We would

of the "lock controversy" in the year 1851.
notice

them

all,

did thej shew novelty of design and

advance in the art of the locksmith.

We

gladly

mark au

must, however, ad-

mire the ingenuity with which Mr. Hobbs's movable stunip
has been more or
it

less

adopted; but in the attempts to imitate

the objection has not been removed, that

it is

possible to

produce on the tumblers a pressure or friction equal
strength of the spring which holds the tumblers down.

There

is,

to

the

however, a lock which has lately been introduced

to the public, which calls for special notice, on account of the

high honours which have been bestowed upon

it.

We refer to
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the prize lock of the Society of Arts, London, the invention of

Mr. H.

J.

Saxby of

Slieerness,

who

medal and the sum of ten guineas

The

ity.

received the Society's

lias

reward of his ingenu-

as the

interior of this lock consists of

a cylinder with four

pins or slides radiating from the centre, and pressed into the

key-hole by means of spiral springs.

The

pins project

beyond

the periphery of the wheel or cylinder, and into slots in a ring

which

is

affixed to the case of the lock, thereby preventing the

On each

cylinder from being turned.

when

that

the proper key

is

pin

a notch, so placed

is

inserted into the key-hole, the

notches on the seyeral pins will be brought into a position

The

such as will allow the cylinder to turn.
cylinder in this, as in the
A- lock
its

grams

Bramah

turning of the

lock, shoots the bolt.

on precisely the same principle, but more secure in

construction,

by him

was described by Mr. Hobbs

in a paper read

before the Society of Arts in January 1852,

illustrative of the

same were exhibited.

when

dia-

This paper was

not reported at any length in the journal of the Society's proceedings; but the same paper was read

by Mr. Hobbs, March

1852, before the Liverpool Polytechnic Society, and a
port thereof, and a description of the lock in question,

is

in the " Transactions" of that Society, from September
to

December 1852

(8vo, Liverpool, 1853).

1,

full re-

This lock

given

1849
no

is

other than the Yale lock already noticed at page 83, and
thus described at page 196 of the " Transactions:"

is

" Another description of cylinder-lock was invented, a few

New York, U.S.A.
" The Yale lock has two cylinders, one working within the

years since, by a Mr. Yale of the State of

other;

and they are held together by a

series of pins reaching

through the cylinders into the key-hole, which

On

the back of the inner cylinder

in the bolt,

and moves

it

f.-om turning, are cut in

is

two

is

a pin that

as the cylinder

that hold the cylinders together

is

in the centre.
fits

turned.

into

a

slot

The pins

and prevent the inner one

at different lengths.

The key

made, that by inserting it into the key-hole the pins
are moved, so that the joint in the ping meets the joint beis

so
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tween the cylinders, and allows the inner one
But, as with the

of the

slides

Bramah

as though

is

be turned.

any one of

held quite as firmly

Some

had not been touched.

it

to

lock, should

the pins be pushed too far, the cylinder

of these locks have

been made with as many as forty pins; and

to

a person un-

acquainted with the principles on which locks are picked, they
to present an insurmountable barrier.
" Figure 1* represents the case of the lock containing the

would seem

bolt A, having a groove B, to receive the pin c on the cylinder.

Figure 2 shews the cap or top-plate of the lock, and the cylinders;

on

is

the outer cylinder, that is stationary, being fastened

to the plate;

EE

the inner or moving cylinder;

rows of pins, being cut in two

ff the

at different lengths,

four

and reach-

ing through the cylinders into the key-hole g g are the springs
;

that press the pins to their places; c the pin that

groove and moves the

bolt.

key, shewing four grooves.

Figure 3

Figure 4

the irregular surface of the grooves

is

is

fits

into the

an end view of the

a side view, shewing

by which

the pins are

adjusted.

" For the purpose of picking the look, an instrument
that will

fit

between two of the pina to that
;

is

is

made

attached a lever

and weight, thereby getting a pressure on the cylinder and
causing the pins to bind; then with another instrument the
pins are

felt,

and as they are found

to bind, they are pressed

in until they are relieved (as they will be when the joint comes
to the right place), thereby easily opening the lock.

a great

similarity in the operation

There is
and security of this and the

lock manufactured by Mr. Cotterill of Birmingham."

In the Society of Arts Journal for the 24th June, 1853,

a letter from Mr. Hobhs on the subject of the
it

is

prize lock, which,

appears, he picked, " in the presence of parties connected

with the Society, in the short space of three minutes."
•

This and the following figures refer to the diagrams exhibited by Mr.

Hobbs.

H 2
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CHAPTER XL
THE LOCK AMD KEY MANUFACTURE.

The manufacture

of locks and keys, considered as a depart-

ment of working

in iron, is one that requires,

admits

of,

very

little

description.

The hammer,

and indeed
the

the

file,

the fly-press, are the chief instruments employed;

drill,

the

iron itself being brought to something like the desired state

and form by

rolling or casting, or both.

is interesting in its social

features— in

its

employed and the buildings occupied.

But the manufacture
relation to the persona

One by

one, several

departments of industry have progressed from the handicraft

system— from that system in which a man and
a few apprentices work in a small shop in the lockmaker's
to the factory

garret or kitchen, to that in which organisation

among twenty or

fifty

yet passed out of the

whatever

why

or a hundred men.
first stage,

is

maintained

Locks have scarcely

but there

is

no good reason

they should so remain; there are as

many

rea-

sons for progress in this as in other arts, and indications are

not wanting that some such progress will be made.

So

far

as

England

is

concerned, the neighbourhood of

Wolverhampton is the great storehouse whence locks are obtained.
Eminent lock-makers reside in London and in other
principal towns; but Wolverhampton is regarded by all as the
centre of the trade.
This is not a modern localisation, for
we have information respecting the locks of Wolverhampton a
century and a quarter ago. Among the Harleian Manuscripts
is an account of " The Voyage of Don Manuel Gonzales (late
merchant), of the City of Lisbon in Portugal, to Great Britain:
containing an Historical, Geographical, Topographical, Political,

and Ecclesiastical Account of England and Scotland;

with a Curious Collection of things particularly rare, both in

Nature and Antiquity."

This Ma. appears to have been writ-

L.'IJ

!

ZJ'J Dy
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ten about 1732;

printed

in

it
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was translated from the Portuguese, and
of Voyages and Travels.

Pinkerton's Collection

"With reference to Wolverhampton, Gonzales says: " The chief

who

are reckoned

They

are so curious

manufacturers of this town are locksmiths,
the most expert of that trade in England.

in this art, that they can contrive a lock so that if a servant

be sent

into the closet with the master-key, or their

own,

it

shew how many times that servant hath gone in at any
distance of time, and how many times the lock has been shot
for a whole year; some of them being made to discover five
hundred or a thousand times. "We are informed also that
will

a very

had a

fine lock

set of

was made

chimes in

should think

fit."

tions, they indicate

it

in this town, sold for 20/.,

which

that would go at any hour the owner

If Gonzales

were correct in these descrip-

an exercise of considerable ingenuity in

lock- construction, especially in reference to the lock

which

keeps a registry of the number of times

There

is

it has been opened.
abundant evidence that the old lock-makers were

very fond of these knick-knack
sorts of strange

locks,

which would do

and unexpected things; and

this

may

all

in part

account for the great favour in which locks have been held

by

amateur machinists.

The lock-manufacture

South Staffordshire

in

markable character, comprised
Although Wolverhampton

is

is

of a re-

as it is within so small

an area.

known commercially

depot of the English lock trade, yet

it

ia

as the chief

at Willenhall, three

or four miles eastward of that town, that the actual manufacture

is

chiefly carried on.

When

the Commission was ap-

pointed a few years ago to inquire into the condition of children
employed in trades and manufactures, Mr. E. H. Home was
deputed to examine the Wolverhampton district; and his report

is

too curious, and too closely connected with our present

subject, to be passed unnoticed.

We here

such parts of his report as bear reference

give an abstract of
to the lock-makers

of Willenhall.

Almost the

entire industry of Willenhall is in the three
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currycombs, locks and keys, and

articles of

incidentally with locks, such as bolts

time Mr.

Home

articles

and

wrote, in 1841, there were

connected

latches.
At the
among the master

manufacturers 268 locksmiths, 76 key-makers, 14 bolt-makers,

and 13 lateh-makers ; besides many small masters living in
suck out-of-the-way corners that they escaped enumeration.
In the Post-Office Directory of that district, of later date, there
arc entries of rather a curious character.
is

In the

observable that different kinds of locks are

first

place

made by

it

differ-

ent persons, each manufacturer confining his operations apparently to one kind of lock

;

one

is

a rim-lock maker, another

trunk-loch maker, a third a cabinet-loch
lock

maker, a

much more

fifth

a

maker, a fourth a pad-

a mortice-lock maker, and so on. But a
is, that lock-making is combined

singular feature

"with retail dealing of a totally different kind; thus

among the

down opposite the names of individuals are,
" key-stamper and beer- retailer "
door-lock maker and beerretailer," " grocer and trunk-lock maker," " Malt-Shovel ta-

occupations put

','

vern-keeper and rim-lock maker," " lock-maker and provisiondealer," "grocer and key-maker," " cabinet- lock maker and

Woolpack

tavern," " key-stamper

and registrar of births, &c,"

"

Hope and Anchor and cabinet-lock maker," " auctioneer
locksmith," " rim-lock and varnish maker," and so forth.
is

and
It

probable that in some of these cases the wife attends to the

retail

shop, while the husband attends to the workshop.

Among

the lock- manufacturers of the town there are

all

what may be termed a large way of
business; there are many who employ from five to fifteen pairs
scarcely half a dozen in

of hands, but the great majority are small masters

who are

themselves working mechanics, and are aided by apprentices

from one

Home

to four in

number, perhaps two on an average.

Mr.

thinks that there were not fewer than a thousand boys

work in the town, chiefly upon locks and keys. The children and young persons are employed at all ages, from seven
up to manhood from the earliest age, indeed, in which they
are able to hold a file.
It is a characteristic fact, where so
at

;
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of the male inhabitants are employed at the bench from

such early years, that a certain distortion of figure
ble; the right shoulder-blade becomes displaced

and the right

leg crooks

—

the letter K,

is

it

The

at the vice.
tortion.

and bends inwards

the leg which

right

hand

it

observaprojects,

Iiindermost in standing

is

also lias frequently

" Almost every thing

is

and

at the knee, like

a marked

dis-

holds takes the position of the

If the poor man carries a limp lettuce or a Jiinper mackfrom Wolverhampton market, they are never dangled, but
always held like the file. If he carry nothing, his right hand
file.

arel

is

in just the

same

position."

The hours of labour among the small masters are scarcely
all; for all the work is piece-

brought within any system at

man works

work, not paid for by the day or hour; and each

he likes, or as long as his business impels him.
Some will file away from four or five in the morning till eleven
or twelve at night. In the larger shops, where there are many
hands employed, they come to work when they like, leave
as long as

when they like, and do
this

as

much work

as they JiJe

when

there

freedom of action being spread over a working-day of

The masters say that the men prefer
want of system, to any thing more precise and

perhaps sixteen hours.
this system, or

In the beginning of the week there

regular.

is

much
men make

often

idleness and holiday-keeping; and the Willenliall

up for this by a day of sixteen, eighteen, or- even twenty hours'
work towards the end of the week! In the beginning of the
week,

men and

for meals

;

boys have defined hours and definite periods

but towards the end of the week, when hurry and

drive are the order of the day, they eat their meals while at
" You see a locksmith

work, and bolt their victuals standing.

and his two apprentices, with a plate before each of them,
heaped up (at the best of times, when they can get such
things) with potatoes and lumps of something or other, but
seldom meat, and a large

slice

of bread in one hand

attention ia called off for two minutes,

again, you see the

man and

boys

;

your

and on turning round

filing at

the vice."
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In the processes as carried on at "Willenhall, they are applied chiefly to the manufacture of mortice, box, trunk, rim,
cabinet, case, bright, dead, closet,

and padlocks.

of the parts of the brass-work, which are

Except some

cast, these locks

are

made by forging, pressing, and filing. The forging is a light kind
by a light hammer and a small pair of

of smith's work, aided

young persons are largely employed in
is a kind of work by which certain

bellows; children and

Pressing

this process.

parts of the lock arc pressed or stamped out.

of various
the press

sizes,
lias

arm

but

require

all

much

The presses are
work them;

strength to

a horizontal lever, crossing the top of a vertical

screw, and there

is

generally an iron weight at the end of each

or half of the lever to increase the power; one of the lever

arms is grasped in the right hand of the pressor, and whirled
round with a jerk while the fingers of the left hand place the
its proper position, and remove it when it has been
There is, of course, a die or cutter
;

metal in

stamped or pressed.
attached to

cut the metal in the proper form.

tlie press, to

Sometimes the press has only one arm
weight at the end of

much

increased.

this, so that the

to the lever,

filing,

is

smoothed

that

and no

labour of working

is

Children and youths are employed at this

The

process, so far as their strength will admit.

by which

last process,

the separate pieces are shaped and

for adjustment in their proper places; here children

and youths are almost exclusively employed; they stand upon
blocks so as to be able to reach the vice, fand then work

with the

file,

by any change

unrelieved

away

in the nature of the

process.

In key-making the processes
forging, stamping, piercing,
little

from that required

stamping

is

effected

by

in

may be

and filing.

making the

The

said

to

comprise

forging differs very

pieces for a lock.

a block or kind of anvil

by means of a cord;

The

placing the end of an iron wire, taken

red-hot from the forge, into one half of a key-mould
;

a heavy weight

is

the cord is

made

in

then raised be-

tween an upright framework, in the grooves of which

it

runs

drawn by both hands, with
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the assistance of one foot in a stirrup attached to the end of

the cord; at the bottom of the weight thus raised
half of the key-mouid.

is

the other

Such being the nature of the stamp-

ing apparatus, the process

thus conducted: the foot in the

is

stirrup being suddenly raised, and the cord loosed, the weight
falls upon the red-hot wire, and the blow stamps it into the
two moulds or half-moulds, which are brought accurately to-

gether by means of the slides or side-grooves in the frame-

The rough key

work.

pressing apparatus;

cut off

by a

is

that

is

also
is,

is

men

rather than that of boys

piercing the

key

fills

is

up the ring

cut or pressed out in the same way.

a heavy part of the key -work,

This

for

trimmed and cleared by the

the surplus metal all round

and the metal which

single blow;

ot handle of the key

consists in

is

for

which the labour of

required.

making the pipe or

The

with the foot like a lathe;

it is

of

barrel, required

most keys, except those which are intended

for both sides; the pipe is drilled

process

to

open a lock

by a small machine worked

a process requiring more skill

than strength, relatively to other parts of the manufacture.

The filing of a key is important; for not only is the whole key
made bright, but the wards are cut by the file and chisel.
Boys and youths are employed in filing the common keys but
;

those of better quality are entrusted to men.

The apprenticeship system is carried on to a remarkable
among the lock and key makers of Willenhall. The

extent

small masters take apprentices at any age at which they cau

work.

wages

Some
for

of them employ only apprentices, never paying

journeymen, but always taking on a new apprentice

as soon as a former one is out of his time.

The boys

are

mostly procured from other towns, and they bring with them a
small apprenticeship -fee and a suit or two of clothes.
are

bound

to the masters

by

They

legal indenture or contract;

and

and lodge and clothe them during their
One consequence of this system is, tharTwhen

the masters board
apprenticeship.

the apprentice has served his time, he

is

almost driven to be-

come a small master himself from want of employment as a jour-
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neyman; and he then takes apprentices as

his master did be-

This accounts for the fact that in Willenhall there

fore him.

are few large manufacturers and few journeymen; while there
is

number of small masters and of ap-

a constantly-increasing

prentices.

The

Willenhall makers nearly

hampton

factors or dealers for a

all

look to the Wolver-

market

for their

wares— so

and keys; there are some other
which they sell more frequently to Birmingham houses.
The master and an apprentice, or perhaps two, generally
trudge off to Wolverhampton on a Saturday, bearing the stock
oflocks which he may have to sell; and the money receipts for
far at least as concerns locks
articles

the locks or keys sold are usually in part spent at the large

market of Wolverhampton previous

The Willenhall men

to the

homeward journey.

take contracts at so low a price as to pre-

vent the competition of other places ;
prices elsewhere, nothing can

it is stated,

that whatever be

come below the Willenhall

prices

The men work hard for small returns, and yet
they have a strong yearning for their own town. A Willenhall girl will seldom marry except to a townsman; and thus
for

cheap locks.

they intermarry to an extent which maintains their characteristics as

As an example of their disown town, Mr. Home states the folSome years ago a factor, who had

a peculiar community.

inclination to leave their

lowing circumstance

"

:

projected a manufactory in Brussels, engaged some five-and-

twenty Willenhall men,
over.

He

gave them

whom

all

he was

were not
left,

at the expense of taking

work, and from hard-earned wages

of from 9s. to 15s. a-week, these

themselves able to earn

31.

and began

1

practised hands' found

a-week and upwards.
to feel uncomfortable;

But they
first

one

and returned home; then another; then one or two;

till,

satisfied,

in the course of a few weeks, every

lenhall"

—there

to

work harder and earn

It IS just possible that

lock-making

man Lad

may

returned to Wil-

less.

the application of the factory system

become important by making the best
locks cheaper than they can be made by the handicraft method
to

first

.

;
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seems not much probability, at least for a great length

for there

new system
common locks

of time to come, that any

with Willenball in the

will

—

be able

those of

to

compete

which more

thousands are sold than there are tens of the better locks.
this,

however,

weaving
it

;

ia

it

would not do

In

Hand-loom

to predict rashly.

cheap enough, unfortunately for those who practise

but yet the factory system comes down as low as the lowest

hand -loom weaving.

The

editor, of Hebeit's Encychpadia, after noticing the

opening most locks by copying the key, makes
" It affords the editor of this
:

facilities for

the following announcement

work much
a

lock, the

satisfaction to state, that

key of which cannot

he has in his possession

a locksmith possess-

be copied,

ing no tools by which an exactly similar one can be

made

the machine by which the original one was

is

made

The

lock

is

be about

it.

very simple, very strong, and can be very cheaply

The

made.

;

so arranged

as to be deprived of the power of producing another like

machine to make them would
with that they might be manufactured at one-

cost of a complete

100Z.

;

half the expense of any -patent lock.

The

inventor

is

desirous

to have the subject brought before the public under a patent

but want of time
obliges

him

to devote himself to

to lay it aside."

The

such an object at present

invention not being patented,

the editor of course gave no diagram or engraving of the lock

or machine

;

nor does there appear to have been a patent ob-

tained during the sixteen or eighteen years which have elapsed
since the above notice

There

was published.

mechanical principles sufficiently well

known

are, however,

to lead to

a be-

lief that such a machine is practicable
a ticket-printing or
numbering machine will, in printing 100,000 tickets, produce
such variations that no two impressions shall be identical and
;

;

a key-making machine might,

after fashioning

a particular

part of each key, modify the arrangement of certain wheels

and pinions

when

so far as to produce a slightly different result

the next key

is to

he operated on.

In the manufacture of locks and keys generally, there

is
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no reason why the factory system should
be applicable.

tent,

By

not, to

a certain ex-

be understood, the production

this will

(

by tools or machines, graduated in respect to
each other with more care than can be done by the hand method.
If we suppose that a lock of particular construction
of similar parts

comprises twenty screws and small pieces of metal, and that
there are required, for general disposal in the market, five

such a lock

sizes of

there would thus be a hundred pieces

;

of metal required for the series, each one differing, either in

shape or

size,

Now, on

from every one of the others.

tory or manufacturing system, as

would supersede much of the

the fac-

compared with the handicraft
stamping, and punching,

system, forging, drawing, casting,

filing

the drilling machine

;

would supersede the drill-stock and bow, and other machines
This would be
would supersede other hand-worked tools.
done

— not merely because

more quickly

or

the work could he accomplished

more cheaply

— but because

an accuracy of

adjustment would be attained, such as no hand-work could
equal, unless it

be such special work

For any one

high rate of payment.

any one piece of metal

as

would command a

size in the series,

in each size of lock,

and

a standard would

be obtained which could be copied to any extent, and all the
copies would be like each other.
To pursue our illustration,
the manufacturer might have a hundred boxes or drawers,

and might supply each with a hundred copies of the particular piece of metal to

actly alike that

Ten

other.

which

appropriated, all so ex-

it is

any one copy might be taken as well as any
from each often of these boxes, would

pieces, one

together form a lock

would form a second

;

ten,

lock,

one from each of another ten boxes,

and

so

on

;

and there would be, in

the whole of the boxes, materials for a thousand locks of one
construction, a

Now

hundred of each

numbers at one

large

work

;

size.

the advantage of the machine

producing such articles

is

time,

this,

or factory

that they can be

mode
made

whenever the steam-engine

and that when so made, the pieces are shaped

is

of
in
at

so exactly
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and the holes are

bored so equal in diameter, that any one of a hundred copies

would act precisely
advantages

to

the

like all the others, thereby giving great

men employed

in putting the lock together.

These principles are being applied by Messrs. Hobbs and
Co. in their London establishment.
A number of machines,
worked by steam-power, are employed in shaping the several pieces of metal contained in a lock
and all the se;

veral

are

pieces

deposited

in labelled

compartments,

one

—

The machines are employed
in
to each kind of piece.
some cases to do coarse work, which they can accomplish
more quickly than it can be done by men and in other cases
to do delicate work, which they can accomplish more acbut so far is this from converting the
curately than men
automatons
might
men into lowly-paid
(as some
suppose),
;

;

that the manufacturers are better able to pay good wages for
the handicraft labour necessary in putting the locks together,

than for forming the separate parts by hand
" watchmaker," as he

of the wateh together,

who

is

is
is

called,

who

;

just as the

puts the separate parts

a better-paid mechanic than the

man

engaged in fabricating any particular parts of the

watch.
It

may be

observed that the system of manufacturing on a

large scale, by many men engaged in one large
more nearly universal in the United States than

*The workshop
makers,

is

very

system, as pursued at Willenhall
little

practised in America.

building,

is

in England.

by the

lock-

Being compara-

a new community, and being at liberty to select for
imitation or for improvement whichever of the usages or systively

tems in the old country they

may

prefer, the

Americans have

preferred to adopt the factory system rather than the workshop

system, and to carry out the former to an extent not yet equalled
in England
to which

—not yet

it is

equalled,

applied.

we mean, in

the

number of trades

:
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CHAPTER XH.
ENGLISH PATENTS FOR LOCKS

We

AUBIN'S LOCK TROPHY.

propose to conclude this small work with a few details

respecting the various patented inventions in locks, and con-

These two

cerning Mr. Aubin's remarkable lock trophy.
subjects relate to locks in general, rather than to

constructions

any

specified

and can on that account more

in particular,

conveniently be given here than in connexion with any of
the foregoing chapters.

Mr. Chubb,

appendix to his paper on locks and

in the

keys read before the Institution of Civil Engineers, gave a
useful

list

of

all

the patents taken out in England in relation

down

to this subject,

to the year 1849,

We

here transcribe

this list

List of Patents for Locks

and Latches granted

since the

Establishment of the Patent Laws.
"

As no complete

the time of

James

I.

list of-

the patents granted for locks from

has hitherto been published,

lieved that the following

list,

drawn up, and which comprises

when

the

first

it

is

be-

which has been very carefully
all

patent for a lock

patents from the year 1774,

was granted,

to the present

time, will be found useful as a reference for all

who

are inte-

rested in the subject.

GcorK e, Berwick- on-T weed.
Barron, Robert, London.
Martin, Joshua Lover, Fleet-streot, London.
Honry, Solomon, Swithin'H-lano, London.
Campion, J. Newcastle-court, Strand, London.
luiAiljhi*™, Annuel. Miirylubnnc, Loiidoii.
Bnmmh, Joseph, Fitcaililiy. Loud™.
Cornthwaite, Thomaa, Kendal, Westmoreland.

Blaclt,

1778
1779
1780
17S2

March
January

I

ENGLISH PATENTS FOR LOCKS.

1791
1797

October
July

29
19

November 3
November 18

May
December
April

3
8
11

February

10

Scott, Richard, Lieut. -Colonel.

June

24

Holemberg, Samuel, London.
Roux, Albert, Switzerland.

Abraham

May'
18
December 29

Stansbury,

March.

Mitchell, William,

'

7

May

1*

February
February
October

3
18

April

8

11

December 14
July

10

November 13
June

1831

105

Rowntroe, Thomas, Surrey-street, Black&iare,
London.
Bird, Moses, Wardonr -street, Loudon.
Ferryman, Kov. Robert, Gloucester.
Antis, John, Fulnock, near Leeds.
Lnngton, Daniel.
Bramah, Joseph.
Turner, Thomas,
Davis, George.

15

Ogier,

New

Yorlc.

Thompson, William, liinnnifjham.
Glasgow ; and Lawton, John,
London.
Ruxton, Thoir
Clark, Wtlliao

,

Chubb, Jeremiah, Portsea.
Strutt, Anthony Radford, Mackeney.
Jcmiintts, Hcnrv (Ams tan tine. Esq., Middlesex.
Mallett, William, Dublin.

Fairbanks, Stephen, Middl

Ward, John, Middlesex,
Chubb, Charles, Portsea.

May

14

Young, John, Wolverhampton.

May.

17

Chubb, Charles, London.
Gottlieb, Andrew, Middlesex.

January

18

Carpenter, James, and Young, John, Wolver-

Amo™£ John, Sheffield.
Rutherford, William, Jcdlmrgh, N'.li.
Barnard, George, Bristol.
Young, John, Wolverhampton.
Parsons, Thomas, London.
Parsons, T., Newport, Salop.
Chubb, Charles, London
and Hunter, E.,

January

28

April

14

May

23

July

December 20

;

Wolverhampton.
Longfiold, William, Otley.
Audloy, Lord Baron Stafford.

March
18
December 18
February 10
Juno
30

Hill, ft., Birmingham.
Warwick, J., London.
Fenton, Rev. S., Pembroke.
Uziclli, M., London,

November 13

Thompson,

February 21
June
12
July
3
July
20

August

1

December 2
lllo

February 27
20

March

May

2

Juno

13

October

22

December 23
March
29

Uzielli,

London.
M., London.
S.,

Sanders, J. Stafford.
Cochrane, A., Strand, London.
Schwieso, J. C, London.
Williams, W. M., London.
Guest, J.,'iun., Birmingham.
Williams, W. M., London.
Gorish, F. W.
Poarse, W., Hoxton, Middlesex.
Wolverson, J., and Rawlett, W., Stafford.
Clark, T.
Builiic, B.,

Tildesley

London.

and Sanders, Willenball and Wolver-

hampton.

Hancock, James, Sidney-square, Mile End.
Berry, Miles, Chancery-lane.
Frederick, G oh well-road.
Smith, Jesse, Wolverhampton.
Stro:i'_", T1il'o..[o:-u

Xuvumber
January

!

2
1:

.Musos,

l':iulo,

1;

May
June

l.iiicubi'iH

D.iuu, ,Jo3i))ih,

1818

November 25

1844

July'

liKL'jill,

1845

«*!
r, Hot.

April

15

July

12

,

6

April

15

jun.. liinniiiL'li^ii),

William,

Mere ton House,
L
Buck-

George, Wfllenhall.
iiiliiiiiiid.

lliitulirl'.

Docombor 4
December 22
July

inn.

"Wolverhampton.

Williams, W. M., 163 Fenchurch-street.
foscph, juu., Birmingham.
Rock, Joseph,
Tann, E. E. and
a;
J., Hackney-road.

'30

iiiniii]i;;hiiin.

1'wlo, Mcsi-.i, I,irit(ilo*8-inn.

Smith, Philip, High-street, Lambeth.
la Fons, John i'almor, Carleton-hill,

Do

f

Tho

.;>i

May

\'.

l.,

i

iniu.^ .Miners,

<j.s

unaiicory-iauo.

Newall, Robert Stirling, Gateshead.
Wilkes, Samuel, Wcdoosbury-neath, Wolver-

September 28
8

hampton.

Mr. Chubb

also

gave a

list

of such papers in the Transac-

tions of the Society of Arts as refer to locks

List of References

to the

and keys.

" Transactions of the Society of Arts,"
subject of Locks.

on the
Mr. Moore.

:

„ Cornthwaito.
42.

205
125
114

51.

128

Worccsto;

Miii-.jiiis <>F

Mr. Taylor.

„ Marshall.
„ T. Arkwright.
„ Bullock.
„ W.Bullock.

Among

"Hi

1

.

W.Friond.
Machiu.
S.

Mordan.

A. Mackinnon.
Meighan.

J.

the most curious mechanical productions iu the

Great Exhibition of 1851, was one which attracted very

little

notice, viz. that

forwarded by Mr. C. Aubin of Wolverhampton.

Whether

that attention, so far as regards locks,

much

it

was

was too

absorbed by the " lock controversy," or whether there

was a deficiency of descriptive cataloguing, no juror or newspaper

critic,

a3 far as we are aware, took notice of the produc-

tion in question.

mply

In the

as "

Official

Illustrated Catalogue

Specimens to

illustrate the rise arid

it

is

pro-
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locks, containing forty-four different

movements by the most celebrated inventors in the lock
This trophy of lock ingenuity (for such
sidered to be)

now

is

ing from a hexagonal base-piece

is

may be

it

in the possession of

trade."

justly con-

Mr. Hobbs.

Spring-

a central axis, about three

feet in height, supporting four horizontal circular discs, placed

at different parts of

its

Each

height.

the base-piece contains a lock, which

Each

tive key.

lowest, 12

disc contains a

is

of the vertical faces of

worked by

respec-

its

number of locks: 16 on

on the next above, 0 on the third

the

in height, while

a

All the locks on the discs

Erarnah lock surmounts the whole.

away
own proper
lie down horizon-

are so arranged that their bolts shoot outwards, or radially

from the axis of the machine.

key inserted
tally,

in the key-hole

the shaft of each key

Every lock has

and as the locks

;

is

There are

of course vertical.

mechanism contained within

cate pieces of

its

deli-

the central axis

within the discs, consisting of levers, racks, and pinions

;

and
and

Bramah lock is contrived so ingeniously, that the Bramah
by acting upon that lock, acts upon all this mechanism.
The Bramah barrel, in rotating horizontally under the action of
its key, gives a rotary movement to a rod passing vertically
the

key,

through the centre of the whole apparatus;

this rod, at the levels

of the several discs, acts upon racks and pinions, and these in

turn act upon the key-pins of the several locks.
fore, the

Bramah key

is

When,

there-

turned, the whole of these key-pins

rotate, each exactly in the

same way

as if the lock

were being

closed or opened, and the bolts shoot in or out accordingly.

The Bramah

key, although

it

acts as a master-key, is not

as usually obtains that designation

;

it

such

simply a means of

is

putting in action certain rack -and- pinion mechanism, which

does not belong to lock-work considered per

se.

All the locks

are faithful representatives of the several patents or
construction to

which they severally

refer

;

modes of

and each exhibits

the works sufficiently open to display the principle on
it is

arranged.

Each lock

is

an accompanying description.

numbered, and

The works

is

which

referred to in

are finished with
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the utmost care and polish

and the trophy being somewhat

;

and kept inider

tastefully arranged,

elegant specimen of mechanical

a glass shade, forms

we cannot do

this trophy,

a

really

skill.

For an account of the locks themselves which

constitute

better than avail ourselves of the

description given in the article "

Lock" in Tomlinson's

Cyclo-

pcedia of Useful Arts, adding a few further details in respect

some of the locks of the

to

and numbered according
and

it

that

many

if

instructive to

is

they had better

known

locks are arranged

the productions of their predecessors.

we

In describing these locks

shew

The

series.

to their similarity of construction

remark the evidence here afforded,
much time and money

patentees would have saved

do so

shall

briefly, sufficient to

their relative principles of construction ;

having been described more or

No.

1

on the

less fully in

Roman

called a

list is

many

of them

former chapters.

lock;

it

which

it

applied to overcome

may be
it:

it

a

consists of

single bolt, with a binder-spring for holding the bolt in

position in

any

placed until a sufficient force

is

embodies the simple principle on

which thousands of common locks are annually made.
No.

2, called

a French lock (all such designations are of rather

doubtful correctness), resembling No.

having the addition of a
No. 3

is

marked Ancient;

in an ancient building.

1

friction-roller.

these two locks can easily be forced
it is

in every thing except

The

bolt of either of

back by pressing on the end.
a bolt-lock, and was found

It exhibits

an intprovement on both

the former specimens, in so far as the bolt requires, before it

can be

shot, to

be pressed down,

in order to release

catch at the back end of the bolt
effected without the aid of

;

it

from a

this release cannot

be

a key or some other implement

applied through the key-hole, and thus the bolt answers the

purpose both of bolt and tumbler.

No.
_

4, also

tumbler-lock

be

lifted

;

marked

Ancient,

that

one in which the tumbler

is,

is

in principle a single-acting

may

high enough, but cannot be raised too high,

to

fail

to

release

the bolt; whereas a double-acting tumbler, being susceptible

Oigilizad
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both of too
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No.

much and

too

little

and precise height
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must be raised

ascent,

to attain the

an old English

5,

to

one

required object.

exhibits a great advance in

lock,

principle, being provided with the double-action just described

as being wanting in No. 4.

No.

modern English (no maker's name),

6,

ia

a single-acting

tumbler-lock.

No.

by Mace,

7,

a double-acting tumbler, but without

is

exhibiting any peculiarities of construction.

No. 8

is

Somerford's first patent. It

tumbler-lock; that
instead of being

No.

is,

lifted,

9, designated,

there

is

is

a double-acting draw

a tumbler which

is

drawn down

as in most locks.

we know not on what grounds, an Indian

lock, has a single-acting tumbler with a pin.

In this lock
No. 10, patented by Thompson in 1805.
there are two tumblers, one of which is single and the other
double-acting.

Next follow a considerable number of locks, which differ
one from another too slightly to render any forma! description
No. 11, hy Daniells, is a single-acting tumbler,
form from those previously used. No. 12 is

necessary.

differing only in

by Walton. No. 13 is Barron's first patent, taken out in 1774.
No. 14 is by Bickerton. No. 15 is a Dutch lock. No. 16 is
by Duee, senior.
No. 17, by Sanders, is a lock with four
double-acting tumblers.
No. 18, patented by Cornthwaite in
1789,

is so

nearly like Sanders's, brought before public notice

in 1839, as to corroborate what

we have

said concerning the

identity, or at least close resemblance, of inventions widely

asunder in point of time.

No. 20
to

is

No. 19

is

by Richards and

Peers.

Somerford's second patent; a lock which seems

embody the principle of Mr. Tann's " reliance-wards," pa-

tented

many

in 1790.

1823.

years

No. 22

No. 23

later.

is

is

the

No. 21

first

Parsons'

is

Roumtree's lock, patented

patent lock oiDuce, junior, dated
first

patent, of 1832.

No. 24

is

Bickerton's second.
No. 25, patented by Price in 1774; this,
so far as at present appears, was the first lock ever constructed
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with four double-acting tumbles, bearing

s_ closer

resemblance

to. those patented by other
No. 26 exhibits a somewhat
was introduced by Aubin in 1830, and

than would generally be supposed
persons in more recent years.
similar coincidence.
is

It

furnished with a revolving curtain for the purpose of closing

the key-hole during the revolution of the key.
tors

Other inven-

have since then adopted the revolving curtain; and in a

patent taken out so recently as 1852, this appendage

claimed

is

as part of the patent.

No. 27

is

Barron's second patent, dated. 1778; a lock which

has perhaps been the model

manufacture of plain

for a larger

by .Bird, 1790.
No. 29 is the second patent of Duce, junior. No. 30 is Ruxton's,
1818. No. 31 is Chubb's simplified look, 1834. No. 32 is by
Marr. No. 33, by Tann, is the " reliance-ward" lock adverted
No. 28

simple tumbler-locks than any other.

is

.

to above as having been anticipated, in respect to
principle,

by Somerford's second

1833.

No. 35

No. 36

is

is

No. 34

patent.

is

its

leading

by Hunter,

Parsons' second patent, of the same year.

by Lang, 1830.

No. 37.

is

Lawton's, dated 1815.

No. 38, patented by Strutt in 1839, has an arrangement for
holding the tumblers, in the event of a pressure being applied
to the bolt;

an arrangement bearing a considerable resemNo.
1815. No. 40, Chubb's patent of 1818, is the
Most of the detectors

blance to one recently adopted in Chubb!s. bankers' lock.

39

is

by

Scott,

original detector-lock of this maker.

since patented

by various persons are

little

other than varia j

turns of Chubb's original.

No. 41, Parsons' third patent of 1833,
of peculiar construction.
regulated

by an

The

is

a changeable lock

.elevation of the tumblers is

adjusting-screw passing through the lock to
,

the inside of the door; this screw changes the positive but not
the relative positions of the tumblers
ference in the steps of the

;

so that the

key must be

same difchange

retained, the

being made onlyin the length of the bit: the number of changes
for each lockis

very limited.

No. 42, invented by Pierce in 1840, seems to be a carrying
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out of the plan suggested by the Marquis of Worcester in his Century of Inventions, where he says that " a lock may he so constructed that if a stranger attempteth to open

hand
for

life,

easily

it, it

as a trap catcheth a fox; though far from

yet marketh

be detected."

arrow-head

him

so,

catches his

maiming him

that if once suspected he might

In Pierce's lock a steel barb or sharp

concealed below the key-hole, in such a

is

any person in attempting

ner that

if

over-lift

the tumbler, the barb would be

into his hand.

to

by

man-

open the lock should

It is said that the patentee

the efficacy of this invention,

tlirust by a spring
him self experienced

receiving the barb into his

No. 43, by Buxton, patented in 1816, is furnished with a
arranged that if the tumbler be over-lifted in an

tell-tale, so

attempt to pick the lock, a pin or catch
lock,

is

thrown out from the

which would be visible on opening the lock with the
This invention preceded Chubb's detector by

proper key.

two years, and would he entitled to some of the honours of
originality were net Chubb's arrangement much more simple
and

effective.

No. 44

is Bramah's, the patent of 1784, and the crowning
by which all the others are opened. Similar
by Russell and Mordan are applications of the Bramah

lock of the trophy,
locks

principle, with little or no variation.

In concluding this small work

we would remark

that

no

attempt has been made to describe every variety of lock that

has been introduced.
Russian and Chinese

Several forms of puzzle locks,
locks,

known

as

have the forms of various animals,

and they are locked and unlocked by pressing upon or moving

some portion

body of the animal: the security of such
cases upon keeping the part to be
pressed or moved secret.
There are also various forms of
alarum locks but these do not greatly differ from common
of the

locks depends in

many

;

locks, except in

having certain appendages, such as a

pistol,
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which

CONCLUSION.
if

loaded and properly adjusted, will be fired on any

made

attempt being

to

open the look, either with

or some other instrument.
bell or a rattle,

which

is

Some

the lock, and in this

way

formed of the attempt

to effect

be evident

to

its

own key

Jocks are furnished with a

rung or sprung on attempting

to

open

the inmates of the house are in-

an entrance.

It will,

however,

any one who has read the preceding pages, that

devices of this kind do not add to the security of the lock:

they rather tend

artist,

to

degrade the art of the locksmith to that of

The locksmith,

the toyman.

in

common with

every other

can only improve in his art by studying the principles

upon which

it

rests,

and

illustrating

them by the most ap-

proved examples which the constructive genius of his predecessors or contemporaries has furnished.

Roliion, Levey,

and Franklyn, Great

New

Slreel anil teller

La™.
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In justice

to.

Mr. Smyth,

I have inserted

Mowing

:

—

J,

in.

this Ee-issue the-

W.

THE BEAMAH LOCKS.
124, Piccadilly, London.
Sia,

—Referring

to

my letter in your "Rudimentary Treatise

an Locks, page 130-31," I shall be obliged- by your adding,
in any future edition of the work, the following facts

Holding the Bramah Locks
made), I did not deem
you, to do

it

to

be unpickable,

necessary in

more than point out the

my

fatal

(if

properly

communication
defects of the

to

one

operated upon; those defects being the sole reason of the
lock yielding to the operator, even
exertions.

Had

the least doubt existed

Bramah Locks,

security of the

on the sixteenth day

as

of his

08 to the perfect

now made,

alterations that

suggested themselves after the late operations, would havr

been introduced and patented
lock which

was

tested,

(made

;

but when

it is

proved that the

forty years since),

wa3 without

those improvements which have for years been used in

Bramah Locks and bearing
;

occupied the

days to open,

first
it

in

mind

tin;

that the lock in question

lock-picker (perhaps) in the world, sixteen

has not been con«idered necessary to intro-

duce alterations which would increase the cost to the public
of locks admitted, and proved to be secure.

In proof of this

assertion, I may mention amongst others, that Mr. Hobbs'
best workman failed in picking an ordinary 3-inch Bramaii
Box Lock; and that a person in the employ of Messrs,

Johnson
to pick

&

Eavey, of Conduit Street,

a 6-inch

Bramah

failed also in his

attempt

Cellar-door Lock, though he had, fas
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Mr. Ravey informed me the other

day), the lock in his pos-

session for twelve months, employing his evenings La

instruments and trying to pick

new

the book, that the

through any fear of
cially to afford

thought

fit,

making

it.

most decided contradiction to the statement in

I give the

its

It

trial.

It

was put up espeif

he

The same reward, (200 guineas)

remained in the window four months, and

the sole cause of
applications of

being opened.

window

an opportunity for Mr, Hobbs to make,

another

was attached.

lock was removed from the

its

removal, wns to stop the impertinent

men and

boys, which interfered too

much

our general business.

I

am,

Sir,

Tour obedient Servant,

John Smyth.
To John Weale,

Esq., 59,

High Holborn.

with

CATALOGUE

KUDIMENTAEY,
EDUCATIONAL,

SCIENTIFIC,

AND CLASSICAL

WORKS
COLLEGES, HIGH AND ORDINARY SCHOOLS,
AND SELF-INSTRUCTION;
TOGETHER WITH

A LIST OF WORKS ON PRACTICAL SCIENCE.
T-BSiaSED TO PROMOTE

THE OBJECTS OF

MECHANIC INSTITUTES,
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATIONS,
BOROUGH AND CITY FREE LIBRARIES,
OP STUDENTS GENERALLY.

JOHN WEALE, 59, HIGH HOLBOBN,
LONDON.
1858-9.
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DRAWING BOOKS
For Students' use in Schools, Mechanics' Institutions, and
others, desiring to acquire a superior method of Drawing
and Shadowing, as practised in the best Schools of France,

COUES' ELEMENT AIRES de LA VIS

appliqaS k L* ARCHITECTURE

;

volume, containing 50 elaborate!/ engraved plates, in shadows and

very

finely

executed by the best artists of Pianos, price

COURS ELEMENT AIRES

de

LA VIS

appb'qae a

2i. IOi.

;

volume, containing 60 elaborately engraved plates, in shadows and
very finely executed by the best artists of France, price 21. 10*.
D* ARCHITECTURE

ETUDES PROGRESSIVES ET COMPLETES
par J. B. Tripou

;

large folio,

24

Architecture, mouldings with

fine plates,

If.

profiles,

folio
tints,

Paris,

de Lavis

comprising the Orders of

ornaments, and forms of their

proportion, art of shadowing, doors, balusters, parterres,
price

folio
tints,

Parit.

ORNEMBNTATION

fee.

he &c,

Paris.

is.

In 4to., with 14 plates, in half doth, boards, price

7s. 6(2.

PRACTICAL RULES ON DRAWING! FOR THE OPERATIVE BUILDER

AND YOUNG STUDENT
1.

in Architecture.

Practical Rales on Drawing, Outlines.

on Drawing, the Grecian and Roman Orders.
and Shade.

2.

Practical Rules

3.

Practical Rules on Light

4. .Practical

In

Rules on Colour, he. he.

4to., boards,

8 plates, and 76 woodcuts, price

6s.

ARCHITECTURE OF MACHINERY.
Proportion.

An Essay on Propriety of Form and
b the Drawing
Forth* use of Students and Schoolmasters.

Intended as a guide to assist the Student

and Designing of Machinery.
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ME. WEALE'S

OF ETOTJTENTAEY WOBKS.

SERIES

Hr, Wealb

has prepared for publication, in a neat and convenient size, a

series *f original

and useful "Volumes, by the moat esteemed writers, forming a

Rudimentary Course

for the easy

comprehension of the leading principles of

various Soiences.
II has been remarked that

remember that the

" those who

are in the ship of Science ought to

disciples cannot arrive without the aid of boats."

getting aboard.
boat, so

Popular

what boats are to largo ships they assist people in
But as no one would trust himself to a weak and inefficient

Treatises are to Scienee

no one ought

to

-.

begin the study of Science with an imperfect guide.
made to appear easy by the

It sometimes happens that popular treatises are

known they state
through the necessary processes by which those results
they deal largely in facts, and leave principles untouched.

omission of those very details wbioh are most essential to be

:

results without going

are gained

:

The only method of avoiding this error is to confide to men who are
masters of their respective subjects the task of drawing up Popular Introductions to the several branches of Science, as well as uniting elementary principles
with practical applications. The Publisher trusts that the following list of

names will be a sufficient guarantee to the Public that what he proposes to^
attempt in the cause of Popular Instruction will be done well; and that these
little treatises will fully answer the purposes for which they are intended,
namely, to become convenient and accurate Guide- Books in Popular Institutions
generally, while their low price will place them within the reach of all classes
earning their daily bread,

to

many

of

whom a knowledge of the elements, together

with the practice, of the Sciences are positive gainsin theeommon pursuits of life,
as well as a means of winning from gross tastes, and presenting to the mind
noble end worthy objects of study. Theseries, also, is extended to the Elemental
and Practical Science of Mathematics, for those who desire to advance and
perfect their studies.

demy 12mo.,
1.

The whole

Together with an Educational Series.

in

as follows

CHEMISTRY, by Prof.

Townes, P.E.S., including- Agricultural Che-

mistry, for the use of Farmers.

4th edition

Is.

NATURAL PHILOSOPHY, by Charles Tomlinson. 3rd edition
1*
GEOLOGY, by Col. Portlook,¥.H.S., See. 3rd edition
U. M.
4,5. MIKEKALOGY, with Mr. Dans's additions, 2to1s. in 1. 2ndedition 2*.
2.
3.

.

.

.

.
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MECHANICS,

7.

ELECTRICITY, by

7".

SERIES.

by Charles Tomlinson. 4th edition
Sir William Snow Harris, F.R.S.

.

.

:

tise

.

11,

Is.

.

3rd edition 1b. 64.
Trea-

GALVANISM ANIMAL AND VOLTAIC ELECTRICITY

:

on the General Principles of Galvanic Science, by the same

Is. 6rf

MAGNETISM, Concise Exposition of, by the same, 3 toIb.
U*. ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH, History of the, by E. Highton, C.

8, 8, 10.

W.

St.

.

£.,

double Part
12,

2s.

PNEUMATICS, by Charles TomlinBon. 2nd edition
CIVIL ENGINEERING, by Henry Law, C.E.,

.

and

;

16* Supplement
16.
17.

ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECT U HE

4».

{Orders of),

(Styles of),
with additional cuts

18. 19.

Is.

.

.

.

3 vols.

13, 14, IS.

ARCHITECTURE

by V.H.Leeds. 2nd edition
by T. Bury, Architect. 2nd

Is. oVf.

by E. L. Garbett,

(Principles of Design in),

2t.

Architect, 2 vols

PERSPECTIVE, byG. Pyne, Artist, 2 vols. 3rd edition
BUILDING, Art of, by E. Dobson, C.E. 2nd edition
24. BRICK-MAKING, TILE- MAKING, &c, Art of, by the

20, 21.
22.
23,

.

.
.

.

.

.*

.

2*.
1*.

same, 2

vols

2s.

25, 26.

MASONRY AND STONE -CUTTING,

27, 28.

PAINTING,
Field, 2 vols.

Art

of, or

a

Art

by the Bame, with

of,

GRAMMAR OF COLOURING,

by George

2nd edition

2s.

29.

DRAINING DISTRICTS AND LANDS,

30.

DRAINING AND SEWAGE OF TOWNS AND BUILDINGS,

31.

WELL-SINKING AND BORING,

C. E.
'

of,

Art

of,

by G. D. Dempsey,

2nd edition

by the same.

Is.

Art

2nd edition

Is.

Art

33.

Is.

USE OF INSTRUMENTS,
edition

Art of the, by

M. A.

3rd

Glynn, F.R.S., C.E.

2nd

J.

F. Heather,

Is.

.

CONSTRUCTING CRANES,

Art

of,

by

J.

edition

§34.
35.

Is.

STEAM ENGINE, Treatise on the, by Dr. Lardner. 5th edition
BLASTING ROCKS AND QUARRYING, AND ON STONE, Art of,
.

by Lieut.-Gon. Sir
36, 37, 38, 39.

J.

Eurgoyne, G.C.B., R.E.

DICTIONARY OF TERMS

40.

42.
43.

2nd edition

.

.

Is.

Is.

used by Architects, Builders,

Engineers, Surveyors, Artists, Ship -builders,
41.

M.

by G. R. Burnett, C. E.

of,

2nd edition
32.

M.
Lt-

.

.

edition,

ice.,

4vols.

2nd edition

4s.

Is.
GLASS - STAINING, Art of, by Dr. M. A. Gessert
PAIHTLNG ON GLASS, Essay on, by E. 0. Frombcrg
.Is.
.
Is.
COTTAGE BUILDING, Treatise on. 2nd edition
TUBULAR AND GIRDER BRIDGES, and others. Treatise on, more
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Con war Bridges
by E. Dobson, C.E.

particularly describing the Britannia and
44.

FOUNDATIONS, &c,

45.

LIMES, CEMENTS, MORTARS, CONCRETE,

46.

CONSTRUCTING AND REPAIRING COMMON ROADS,

Treatise on,

Treatise on, by G. R. Buraell, C.E.

,

ontho Art

of,

by H. Law, C.E.

2nd edition

.
.

.

.

.

.

MASTICS,

Is.
Is.

.

4c.,
.

.It.

Treatise

2nd edition

Is.

AND

ILLUMINATION OF LIGHTHOUSES,
47,48,49. CONSTRUCTION
Treatise ou the, by Alan Stevenson, C.E., 3 vols
50.
OF CONTRACTS FOR
SERVICES, Treatise
on the, by David Gibbons, 2nd edition

LAW

3s.

WORKS AND

1".
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NAVAL ARCHITECTURE,

51, 52, 63.

SERIES.

Principles of the Science, Treatise

on, by J. Feake, N.A., 3 vols

3t.

LAYING OFF SHIPS,

being an Introduction to the Mould Loft of
Ship-Building, by James Peake
It.

53*.

THE LARGE OUTLINE ILLUSTRATIONS OF DITTO
MASTING, MAST-MAKING, AND DIGGING OF SHIPS,

53".
54.

on,

.

6&
It.

.

Treatise

by R. Kipping, N.A

U. 64.

IRON SHIP BUILDING, by J. Grantham, C.E
2*. 84
NAVIGATION, Treatise on: THE SAILOR'S SEA- BOOK.

54«.

65, 56.

How

to keep the Log and work it off—Latitude and Longitude
Great Circle Bailing Law of Storms and Variable Winds and an
explanation of Terms used, with coloured illustrations of Flags,
2 vols. 2nd edition
,

—

;

WARMING AND VENTILATION,

57, 58.

the Art

of,

by Charles Totulinson, 2

2j.

Treatise on the Principles of

vols

STEAM BOILERS, Treatise on, by R. Armstrong,
LAND AND ENGINEERING SURVEYING,

59.

60, 61.

2j.

C. E.

.

.

.

It.

Treatise on, by T.

Baker, C.E., 2 vols

2s.

RAILWAY DETAILS, Introductory Sketches of, by SirM. Stephenson,

62.

RAILWAY WORKING IN GREAT BRITAIN,

62*.

^Rudimentary

Treatise on ; numerous Statistical Details, Table of Capital and Dividends, form of Revenue Account, Railway Clearing-house, &c, &c.
byE. D. Chart*way, Vol. II
65.'
63, 64,
of,

It.

AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS,

Treatise on the Construction
of tho Steading; and on
by G. H. Andrews, 3 vols.
.
.

on Motive Power, and the Machinery

Agrienlturnl Machinery

.

;

CLAY LANDS & LOAMY SOILS, Treatise on, by Prof. Donaldson, A. E.
CLOCK AND W AT CH- MAKING, AND ON CHURCH CLOCKS,

65.

3t.
1«.

67, 68-

Treatise on, by E. B. Denison, M.A., 2 vols

MUSIC,
PIANO- FORTE,

Practical Treatise on,

2t.

by C. C. Spencer, 2

2nd

edit.

2*.

.
.
Instruction for Playing the, by the same.
RECENT FOSSIL SHELLS, Treatise (A Manual of the
Mollusca) on, by Samuel P. Woodward, and illustrations, 4 vols. .

1*.

69, TO.
71.

vols.

72, 73, 74, 75.

75*.

RECENT AND FOSSIL SHELLS,

Treatise on, by S. P.

Supplementary Volume, with Plates

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY,

76 77.

F. Heather,

2*

M.A., 2 vols
77».

4s.

Woodward,
li. 6rf.

Treatise on, by J.

ECONOMY OF FUEL, Treatise on, and on Reverberatory Furnaces for
the Manufacture of Iron and Steam Boilers, bv T. S. l'ridcaui, Esq.

STEAM AS APPLIED TO GENERAL PURPOSES AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES, Treatise on, by J. SeweU, C. E-, 2 vols.
LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE, Treatiso on, by G. D. Dempsey, C. E. It.
ATLAS OF PLATES to the above, consisting of existing Examples of

It.

78, 79.

.

78*.
79*.

2s.

6d.

Enginesibrthe Broad andNarrowGauge,theLinkMotion,4:c.,in4to. 4».6<f.
the Art of Producing Photographic Pictures on any material and in ray colour
and also Tables of the Composition and Properties of tho Chemical
It.
Substances by Dr. H. Halleur, of Berlin

79— RUDIMENTARY WORK ON PHOTOGRAPHY,
;

80 81.

MARINE ENGINES, AND ON THE SCREW,

A-c, Treatise on,

- 2*. 6*.
.
.
.
.
by R. Murray, C. E., 2 vols. 3rd edition
80* 81*. EMBANKING LANDS FROM THE SEA, The Practice of,
'
2t.
by John Wiggins, F.G.S., 2 vols
82 82*. POWER OF WATER, AS APPLIED TO FLOUR MILLS,
it.
.
40., Treatise on tho, by Joseph Glynn, F.R.S., C.E.
'
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BOOK-KEEPING,

83.

82**; 83*. 83

(bis).

Treatise on, by

COIL GAS,

and Distribution

of,

SERIES.

James Haddon, M.A., 2nd edition.
on the Manufacture

It.

Practical Treatise

by Samuel Hughes, C.E., 3

vols.

WATER WORKS FOR THE SUPPLY OF

82*".

TOWNS,

Treatise on, witli Description of
Executed, and on Tumping from Wells, by
C.E., treble volume

.

.3*.

.

AND

CITIES

Works which have been
Samuel Hughes, F.G.S.,
It.

CONSTRUCTION OF LOCKS, Treatise on the, with illustrations 1*.
PRINCIPLES OF THE FORMS OF SHIPS AND BOATS,
by W. Eland, 2nd edition
ARITHMETIC, Elementary TreutLse on, the Theory, and numerous

83**.

64.

S3 (Mi).
84.

Examples

for Practice,

and

for Self- Examination,

by Prof.

84*.

KEY

86.

EQUATION AL ARITHMETIC

to the above,

In.

J, -£,
1*. 6d.

Young
by the same

U.6d.
:

Questions of Interest, Annuities,

and General Commerce, by W. Hipsley, 2nd edition
.
.It.
.
86*. Supplementary Vol. to the above, containing Tables for the Calculation of Simple Interest, together with Logarithms for
Interest and Annuities, So., Sc., bj W. Hipsley
.

86,87.

ALGEBRA, Elements of, for the use of
IuBtruetbn, by James Haddon, M.A., 2 vols. .

Compound

.If.

.

Schools and Self.

,

.

91,

ELEMENTS OF ALGEBRA, Key to the, by Prof. Young
Is.
GEoMKTRY, Principles of, by Henry Law, C.E., 2yo1s.
GEOMETRY, ANALYTICAL, by James Hann
92. PLAIN AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY, Treatises on, by

98.

MENSURATION,

2».

86", 87*.

.

88, 89.

.

.

2*.

.

.

It.

90.

6d.

Is.

the same, 2 vols

94, 95.

2s.

Elements and Practice

of,

by T. Baker, C.E.

LOGAMTHMS, Treatise on, and Tables for facilitating Nautical,
Trigonometrical, and Logarithmic Calculations, by H. Law, C.E.,
2 vols

2s.

96.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY,

97.

STATICS

Elementary Treatise on, by tho Ber.

Robert Main, M.R.A.S

AND DYNAMICS,

It.

Principles and Practice

of,

by

T.

Baker, C.E;
98. 98*.

It.

M- CHANISM AND PRACTICAL CONSTRUCTION OF MA-

CHINES, Elements of, by the same,
99,100.
101.

.

,

.

,

2».

Theory and

(TABLES additional, la. 64.)
DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS, by W. 8. B. Woolhouse, F.R.A.8.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES OF ALL NATIONS comprising
Practice of, by Prof. Young. 2 vols.in

101*.

2 vols, in 1

NAUTICAL ASTRONOMY AND NAVIGATION,
1.

2».
It.

;

!
full information of Distances, Weights Coins, and the -v
Divisions of Time, on Rates of Exchange, etc., by W. S. B.

Woolhouse, F.R.A.S
102.
103.

Is. Gd,

INTEGRAL CALCULUS, by Homersham Cox, M.A.
INTEGRAL CALCULUS, Collection of Examples of

Is.

.

tho,

by James

Hann

If.

104.

DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS,

105.

ALGEBRA, GEOMETRY, AND TRIGONOMETRY, First Mnemoni-

J.

Collection of Examples of the,

Haddon, M.A.

'.

.

by
It.

.

by Uie Rev. Thomas Penyngton Eirkman, M.A. It.
106. SHIPS' ANCHORS FOR ALL SERVICE *, Rudimentary and Comprehensive, by George Cotsell, Upwards of 100 illustrations
.
It.
cal Lessons in,

W.

1

107.

METROPOLITAN BUILDINGS ACT,
Notes

6rf.

passed August, 1855, -with
2t. 6d.
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METROPOLITAN LOCAL MANAGEMENT ACT, passed August,
1855, with Notes, and with the Amended Act of 19 & 20 Vict.
U.
LIMITED LIABILITY AND PARTNERSHIP ACT, passed Augost,
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110.
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FIVE RECENT LEGISLATIVE ENACTMENTS,
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112.
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.
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translated
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RUDIMENTARY TREATISE OF MACHINERY
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The Machine in
Element*, Practice, and Purpose, by Chas. D. Abet, C.E., wood:

cute

1r. Grf.

115.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE OF MACHINERY,

116.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON ACOUSTICS

to ditto, of several kinds of Machines,
application, 14 plates large 4 to

drawn

Atlas of Plates

to scale for praotioal
4s. 6rf.
:

The

filaments,

Practice, and Distribution of Soundin Public and Private Build ings,
by G. B, Burnell, Archt. and C.E

117.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON THE PRACTICE IN CANAL

118.

RUDIMENTARY SKETCH OF THE CIVIL ENGINEERING OF

AND RIVER NAVIGATION,

1j.

NOitTH AMERICA, by David
Plates,

Vol.

I.

2nd

6d.

Stevenson, of Edinburgh, C.E., with
If. Bd.

edition

119. Ditto, ditto. Vol. II

Is. 6tf.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON HYDRAULICS,

by

G.

E.

121.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON RIVER ENGINEERING,

by

122.
123.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON FLUIDS, by G. R, Burnell, C.E.
RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON CARPENTRY AND JOINERY,

124.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON ROOFS FOR PUBLIC AND

125.

RUDIMENTARY TREATISE ON THE COMBUSTION OF COAL
AND TH E PREVENTION OF SMOKE, Chemically and Practically

Burnell, C.E.

It.

Gd.

U. Bd.

G. R, Burnell, C.E

edited by E. L. Garbett, Archt., with wood-cuts

PRIVATE BUILDINGS,

It.

with

by G. R. Burnell, C.E.,

numerous wood-cuts

120.

lj.

DOMESTIC MEDICINEpuMio

114.

Orf.

for Contractors.

by E. L. Garbett, Archt., with plates

1».

U 6d.

.

.

Is.

6d.

Considered, by Chaa. Wye Williams, M.I.C.E., with numerous
wood-outs. 3rd edition
la. 6d,
125*. Illustrations to ditto

1*. 6rf.

The above Supplementary Volumes are of an important character, and add
considerably to the usefulness of an already admitted and most valuable series
of technic*! works the established reputation of which, and the extensive sale
in all pirts of the world, has given a ohoerin; result of a long and laborious
task, and on which a very large capital has been expended.
:
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MR. WEALE'S

NEW

SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL WORKS.

CONSTITUTIONAL HISTOEY OP ENGLAND.

By

2 Vols.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTOEY OF GEEECE, VOL.
TO

ITS

BECOMING A ROMAN PROVINCE. ByE.

OUTLINE HISTOEY OF EOME. ByE.

A CHRONOLOGY OF

CIVIL

Lbviek, M.A.

Levies, M.A.

IL

It 6d.

Vol L

AND ECCLESIASTICAL

HISTORY, LITERATURE. ART. AMD CIVILISATION, FROM THE
EARLIEST PERIOD TO 185S. 2 Vols. Si. <W.

GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. FOR USE
IN SCHOOLS
D.O.L.

U

AND FOR PRIVATE INSTRUCTION.

By Hyde Clarke.

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. A New
*nd Compressed Dictionary of

tiie English Tongue, ns Sjiokcii and Written, ineluding above 100,000 Wotub, or flO,000 morn than In an; Exlitliig Work, mid
including 10,000 Additional Meanings of Old Words. By Hyde Clarke, D.C.L.

NEW

SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL WORKS,

0

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH AND LATIN Languages. By

T.

Goodwih

VoL IL

of Greenwich.

If.

M.

GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.
lata

Lecturer at

BMUKOn.

By Dr.

Straubs,

1*.

DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANByA.ELwra.

GUAGE!}.

VoL

I.

If.

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH AND FRENCH LANGUAGES. By

A. Elweb.

U «.

VoL IL

GRAMMAR OF THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE. By A. Elwes.

1*.

DICTIONARY OF THE ITALIAN, ENGLISH, AND FRENCH
LANGUAGES. By

A. Elwes.

Vol.

I.

tU.

XXI., XXXI.

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH, ITALIAN, AND FRENCH
LANGUAGES. By

A. Elites.

Vol. II.

2i.

DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH, ITALIAN, AND ENGLISH
LANGUAGES. By

A. Elweb.

Vol. ILL

2f.

GRAMMAR OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE.

By A.

DICTIONARY OF THE SPANISH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. By

A. Elweb.

VoL

I.

2i-

DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH AND SPANISH LANGUAGES. By

A. Elwih.

VoL

II.

2*.

GRAMMAR OF THE GERMAN LANGUAGE.
Strauss.

By Da.

It.

CLASSICAL
AUTHORS-

GERMAN READER, FROM THE BEST
If.

DICTIONARIES

OF THE ENGLISH, GERMAN,

FRENCH LANGUAGES. By N.

B.

HAMILTON.

SVola.

AND

3*.

DICTIONARY OF THE HEBREW AND ENGLISH, AND
ENGLISH AND HEBREW LANGUAGES,
Rabbinical Wobjib.
separately for !»)

By

Comrjinmia all tb«

akd

Biblical
with the Grammar, which may be had
Dr. EriESsLAU, Hebrew ProtMlor, ICW.

B Vols, (together

EDUCATIONAL WOfiKS.

WORKS

SERIES OF EDUCATIONAL

ABE ON SALE IN TWO KINDS OF BINDING.
HAMILTON'S

Outlines of the History of England,

Ditto, in half morocco, gilt,

i vols,

in

marbled edges

.

of Greece, 2 vols. In I, bound io cloth.
Ditto, in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
History of Rome. 8 Tola In 1, bound In cloth
Ditto, in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges

I^VIEN'S History

.

CHRONOLOGY
in

l,

bound

of Civil
iu cloth

and

bound

1,

in cloth

.

.

.

.

El.

.

St.

.

.

St. 0d.

.

4*.

be, 3 vols.
.St-M.

'

Ditto, in half morocco, gilt,

marbled edges
CLARKE'S Dictionary of the English Language, boundin cloth
in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
bound with Dr. Clarko'a English Grammar, fa ninth
Ditto, in halfmorocco, gut, marbled edgea
HAMILTON'S Greek and English and English and Greek Dictionary, i
.

4*.

ii.6d.

.

.

fit.

OS. Bd.

.

bound

6t.

vols, fa 1,

in cloth

fit.

Greek Grammar, bound in cloth
Ditto, with Ditto, in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
GOODWIN'S Latin and English and English and Latin Dictionary,
bound In cluth
Ditto, In halfmorocco, gilt, marbled edges
Ditto, with the

6s.

.

Ditto, with the Latin

Grammar, bound in

cloth

.

6t.

.

.

M.

2 vols, fa 1,
4.«.

ML
Si.

.

.

at. Bd.

.

with Ditto, in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
.
.
.
.
French and English and English and French Dictionary, 2 vela, in 1.
Ditto,

ELWE3'S

64
M.
4«.

.

Ecclesiastical History, Literature, Art,

.

fit.

.

....

ti.

Slid.
marbled edges
4t.
French Grammar, bouud In cloth
.
.
.
St. id.
Ditto, with riitro. in balfinarocci-, gilt, marbled edgea
.
U.
and English I'hraso Dock, or Vocabulary of all Conversational Words,

in cloth

Ditto, in half morocco, gilt,
Ditto, with the

.

.

FRENCH

.

brand
It.
French,—French,

elab.rat.ily set fm-tli for Travelling Use. as a Self- Interpreter,

SLWEH'S

Italian, English, and French,—English. Italian, and
Italian, and English Dictionary. J vols, in 1, bound in oloth

marbled edges
with the Grammar, bound fa embossed

.

.

.

.

7*

.

Ditto, in ball morocco, gilt,
Ditto,

Ditto, with Ditto, in half morocco, gilt,

ELWES'H
bound

S|>nnish and English
in cloth

6d,

64

St.'oa".

clotli,

marbled edges

marMed edges

.

.

and English and Spanish Dictionary, 4

.

Si.

W.

.

Ot.

Toll, in 1,
fit

Ditto, in half morocco, gilt,

marbled edges
5; ft.'.
,
.
,
,
Ditto, with the Grammar, bound in cloth
of.
Ditto, with Ditto, In halfmorocco. gilt, marbled odgos
flt 6A
HAMILTON S English, German, an'i French,— German, Frenoh, and English,—
French, Gorman, and English Dictionary, 3 vols, in 1, bound in cloth
4t.
Ditu>. in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
4s, M.
Ditto, wilta the Grammar, bound la embossed cloth, marbled edges
St.
Ditto, with Ditto, in half morocco, gilt, marbled edges
St. St
BBESLAU"S Hebrew and English Dictionary, with the Grammar, 3 vols. In 1,
bound iu doth
St. oo*.
Ditto, 2 vols, in J, fa half morocco, St. M.
With Tot a. Jtngttih and
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hebrew

.

.

—

.

12t. 6d.
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GREEK AND LATIN CLASSICS.
PRICE ONE SHILLING PEE YOL0ME,
Except la Some Instances, and those are at

Ij. 6tf.

or

S».

eanh

TEHT TO.TLV PKINTED OB GOOD FAPES,

A SERIES OF VOLUMES
CONTAINING TQX

PRINCIPAL GREEK AKD LATIN ATJTHORS,
EXPLANATORY NOTES IN ENGLISH, PRINCIPALLY SELECTED PKOM
THE BEST AND HOST RECENT GERMAN COMMENT ATORS,
AND 0OMPRI3IKQ
All those Works that are essential for the Scholar anil the Pupil, and
applicable for use at the Universities oF Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Dublin, the Colleges at Belfast, Cork, Qalway,
Winchester, and Eton, and the great Suliouls at Harrow, Rugby, to.,
also for Private Tuition and Instruction, and for the Library.

—

Vola. 1, 2, 3, i, 6, 6, 7. 8, B, 18, 17 of the Latin Series hav e appeared.
Of the Greek Series, vola. 1, 2, 8, *, 5, 6, 9, 18, 41 also have been
published, and will be regularly continued.

LATIN SERIES.
J.

A New

LATIN DELECTUS, on Ihtroductory

Extracts Crom

tlie

Classical Reader, consisting of
best Authors, systematically arranged ncconuauied by
s and Copious Vwjaliubu-ios.
with Grammatical
In BurUhIu and a cumuleto Geographical Indus.
with English Notes, 4c.
Bucolics, and doubtful 'Workb ; with English Notes,
;

Grammatical and Explanatory Nob

COMMENTARIES ON THE GALLIC WAR:

t

CAC8A R'B

*

CORNELIUS NEroa

«.

VIRGIL.

and Explanatory Notes

6
.

*.

J.
S.
B.

;

Thi Okoroics,

VIRGIL'S ^ENEID(oathBsamBplanaflthepreoenii.g).
HORACE. Odes «»d Epodes with English Notes, an Analysis of each Ode,
and n hill explanation of the metres,
HORACE. Batuum akd Epistles, Willi English Notes, Ac
8 A LLUST. ConapiRACV or CatilinS, and Juoo-rthihe Wax.
TERENCE. Andria and H (a dtohtjh oru h enob.
TCBBNQB. Pbobmio, Adelphl akd IIicvka.
CICKRO. Orations: aoaikst Catiline, iu« BoUiA, eoh arohias, abb ton
ma Makiuah Law.
;

'

10.
11.
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GREEK AND LATIN

12
13.

CLASSICS.

CICERO. First and Second Philippics^ Orations forMilo, for Marcelles,
JLVO FOR LlOARlUS.

1*.

CICERO. De Officiib.
CICERO. Ds Auicmi, dk SEyocTOTE, and Brutvs.

IB.

JUVENAL AND PER8IUS.

18.

J.IVY.

13.

IT.
IS.
19.
20.

Book* L to V., in 2 part*.
LIVY. Books XII. and XXII.
TACITUS. Agbicola Qekmania
;

;

and Axnaxs, Book

I.

SELECTIONS FROM TIBULLUS, OVID, PROPERTIU9. AND LUCRETIUS.
SELECTIONS PROM SUETONIUS, AND THE LATER LATIN WRITERS.

GREEK SERIES.
J,

QRE^K

23.

the same plan a*
the Latin Reader.
Anabasis, L.IL.HT.
Anabasis, IV., V,

25.

IBTRODDCTORT
READER On

s

XENOPHON.
XENOPHON.

4.

VL, TIL
IiDCLAN. Select Dialoc-o is.

3.

HOMER.

Iliad,

J.

Iliad, XIII. to

1L

Odyssey, I. to VI.
Odyssey, VII. to in.
Odyssey, IIIL to IVIII.

12.

HOMER. ODVSBEY,XIX.toXUV.;

18.

PLATO.

11

HERODOTUS,
HERODOTUS.
HERODOTUS,

10.

IS.

18.

Iliad,

XIX.

Apoloot,
I.,

IIL

to

fi

Remaining Plays.

IVm.
XXIV.

Cairo,

-ESCHYLUS. ChoKfhor^.
iESCHYLUS. Agamemnon.

aot

^SCHYLUS. Supplioes.
PLUTARCH. Select Ira.
ARISTOPHANES. Clouds.
ARISTOPHANES, moos.
ARISTOPHANES. Selections rn

IL

HI., IV.
V., VI.,

fi

Remaining Plays.

SOPHOCLES, Extracts

Iliad, VII. to

HOMER
HOMER
HOMER

8.
9.

EURIPIDES. Hrcuba.
EURIPIDES. Mkbea.
EURIPIDES. Hippolytdh.

EURIPIDES. Extracts

HOMER
HOMER,
HOMER.

6.

T.

24.

L to VL

and part of

VIL
IT.

HERODOTUS. Remainder of VII,

18.

SOPHOCLES. CBcmraRax.

the RocadtehO Cohsdies.

THUCYDIDES, L
THUCYDIDES, II.
THEOCRITUS. Select

VIII, and IX.

44.

Idyls.

PINDAR

«. ISOCBATES.

Preparing for Publication,

ORATORY AND PUBLIC SPEAKING.
A FIRST BOOK

for Youths of Ton Yours of Age, of well selected
Practice In Oratory and the Inculcation of Elocution ; adapted 1
Gosturo, and the improvement of Voice and Pronunciation. To do

ubM in uonoole

SECOND BOOK

for Yoath of Fifteen Years of Age and upwards.
Readings,
Speaking, Pronunciation, and Elocution, for Public and Private Schools, and to

Home Practice.'
THIRD BOOK for Young
tions in Schools

and

Men, for Public Breaking, Legislative, Legal,
Colleges, selected from the best Greek, Latin,

be. Recitaand English

In one Volume large 8ro.,

teith

13 Plates, Price

One Guinea,

in half-morocco binding,

MATHEMATICS
FOB

PRACTICAL MEH
CB1NO

A COMMON-PLACE BOOK
OF

PUKE AND MIXED MATHEMATICS,
DESIGNED CHIEFLY FOR THE

CIVIL ENGINEERS, ARCHITECTS,

BY OLINTHUS GREGORY,

ITSB

OF

ASD SURVEYORS.

LL.D., F.R.A.S.

THIRD EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED,

BY HENRY LAW,
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CONTENTS.
PART
CHAPTER

I.

—PURE MATHEMATICS.

I.

—AairniiBTic.
9.

Ski.

10.

1. Definitions and" Notation.
3.

Addition of Whole Numbers.
Subtraction of Whole Numbers.

i.

Multiplication of

2.

the

first

1 v ulgur

— Arithmetical

— Geometrical

sion.

Pregrsst

Progression.

—

Fractions.- Reduction of VulAddition and SubMultraction of Vulgar Fractions.
tiplication and Division of Tnlgar
var Fractions.

Fractions.

7. Decimal

Quadratic Equations.
Equations in General.

11. Progrewion.

I 2. Fractional and Negative Exponents.
Whole K umbers.
Whole Numbers. Proof of 13. Logarithms.
14. Computation of Formttlte.
Pour Rules of Arithmetic.

6. Division of

—

—

— Reduction
— Addition nnd
—

of
Subtrac-

Fractions.

CHAPTER ID.—OaOsfMBT,
1.
2.

Definitions.

Of Angles, and Sight

Linei,

and

Of Triangles.
OF Quadrilaterals and Polygons.
Of the Circle, and Inscribed and

6.

Of Planes nnd

ti on.
Di lis inn. Duodecimals.
9. Powers and Roots.— Evolution.
10. Proportion.— Rule of Three.— Determination of Ratios.
11. Logarithmic Arithmetic
Use of the

1.

Decimals,
tion

of

Decimals.

—

Multiplication

3.
4.

7. Practical

—

Mbsstjbatiot.

—

—

—

—

3.

Mensuration of Superficies.
Mensuration of Solid!.

and Notation.
Addition and Subtraction.

1.

Definitions

Multiplication.

2.

Trigonometrical Tables.

B.

General Propositions.
Solution of the Cases of Plane Triangles— Right-angled Plsne Triangles.
On the application of Trigonometry
to Measuring Heights and Distances.
Determination of Heights and

2.

13. Properties of Numbers.

CHAPTER IL—Alqbsiia.
1. Definitions

4. Dirision.
5.

Involution.

ft.

Kvolution.

7. Surds.

<

CHAPTER V.— TitiooitoiiETur.

4.

— Bcduction. — Addition,—Sub-

Multiplication.
Ditraction, and
vision, Involution, and Evolution.
Simple Pfjuations.
El termination.
Solutjo" ;f General Problems.

^
8.

Geometry.

Weights and Measures. 1. Measure!
of Length. 2. Measures of Surface.
—3. Measures of Solidity and Capacity.
4. Measures of Weight
6. Measure of
6. Angular Measure.
Time.— Comparison of English and
French Weights and Measures.

—

—

2.

Solids.

CHAPTER TV

—

3.

,

Cir-

cumscribed Figures.

Tables.— Multiplication and Division
by Logarithms.
Proportion, or the
Rule of Three, by Logarithms..
Evolution and Involution by Logarithms.

their

Rectangles.

G.

and Division of Decimals.
Complex Fractions used in the Arts
and Cummerce.— Reduction.— Addition.— Subtraction and Multiplies-

8.

—

E.

and Trigonometrical For-

—

Distances by Approximate Mifliani
cat

Methods.
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CHAPTER YL— Coma

CHAPTER VII.— PnojEBins

Sbotioks.

or

m.
1.

Definition!.

—

Problems
of the Ellipse.
relating to the Ellipse.
Pro8. Properties of the Hyperbola.
blems relating to the Hyperbola.

1.

Definitions.

2.

4. Properties of ihe Parabolic—Problem!
relating to the Parabola.

5.

The Conchoid.
The Ciuoid.
The Cycloid and Epicycloid.
The QusdratriL
The Catenary.— Table* of

2.

Properties

—

3.

4.

8.

Relation

of Catenarian Curve*.

PART

II.—MIXED

CHAPTER I— HecqahiCS

in

MATHEMATICS.
CHAPTER

Grhkral.
1.

CHAPTER

3.

2. Center of Gravity.
3. General application of the Principles
of Statics to the Equilibrium of
Equilibrium of Pier*
Structures.

—

—

—

—

n Bridget.

"

Hon-

of

elastic Fluid*.
Floating Bodies.

1. Specific Gravities.
G.

On

Capillary Attraction.

CHAPTER

Earth

Pressure of
or' Abutments.
against Walls. -Thickness of Wall*.
Staof Polygons.
Equilibrium of
bility of Arches.

— Equilibrium

IV.

General Definitions.
and Equilibrium

2. Pressure

II.— Static*.

1. Statical Equilibrium.

L
2.

V— HYDRODtBAMica.

Motion and Effluence of Liquids,
Motion of Water in Conduit Pipe*

and Open Canals, over Weirs,

£c—

Velocities of Rivers.
8. Contrivances to Mi^sure the Velocity

CHAPTER IIL— Dtsauios.
1. General Definition!.

the General Laws of Uniform and
Motion uniformlyVariable Motion.
Accelerated.— Motion of Bodies unMotion
der the Action of Gravity

2.

On

3

Motions about a find Center, or
—Centers of Oscillation and PerSimple end Compound
cussion.
Center of Ovrarion,
Pendulums.
and the Principles of Rotation.—

—

—

over a hied Pulley.
Inclined Planes.

—

— Motion

S.

with Rotation and Central Forces.
or Collision of Bodies in

i. Percussion
E.

On the Mechanical Powers.— Levers.
—Wheel and Aile.— Pulley.— Inalined

2.

on

Ut]

—

Plane.— Wedge and Screw.

Machine*

for Raising Water
Pressure of the Atmosphere.
Foroe o£ the Wind.

CHAPTER
1.

Water

VII.

by

the

Mechanical Aqehth.

as a Mechanical
.nical

Agent
Agcn -Con-

Mechanical Agents depending upon
Heat. The Steam Engine— Table
of Pressure and Temperature of
General Description of the
Steam.
Mode of Action of thr Steam Kigine.
Theory of the Steam Engine.
Description of the various kinds of

—

—
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Engine*, and the Formula for ealeubeing their Power. Practical application of the foregoing Formula.
as a Mechanical Agent.

—

Ainmal Strength

i.

CHAPTER Till.— Stbmqth

3.CT.
S. Elasticity

1.

and Elongation of Bodies

subjected to a Crushing or Tensile
Strain.
t.

On

the Strength of Materials subjects
Long:
to a Transverse Strain.

—

form of Beam of uniform
Strength.—Trans verse Strength of
tudinal

of

Materials.

other Materials than Cast Iron.—
The Strength of Beams Recording to

Results of Experiments, and Principles
upon which they should be practically

the manner in which the Load

is

distributed.
2. Strength of Material! to

and Crushing

Strains.

He sist

Tensile

— Strength

Col iimn a.

5. Elasticity

of Bodies

subjected

to a

of
0.

Strength of Materials

to resist Torcirn.

APPENDIX
I. Table of Logarithmic Differences.
Numbers, from 1 to 100.
Numbers, from 100 to 10,000.
IV. Table of Logarithmic Sines, Tangents, Secants, Ac
V. Table of Useful Factors, extending to several places of Decimals.
VI. Table of various Useful Numbers, with their Logarithms.
VII, A Table of the Diameters, Areas, and Circumferences of Circles and also the
sides of Equal Squares.
VIII. Table of the delations of the Arc, Abscissa, Ordinate and Subnormal, in the

II. Table of Logarithms of
III. Table of Logarithms of

IX. Tables ofThe Lengtbs and Vibrations of Pendulums.
X. Table of Specific Gravities.
XX Table of Weight of Materials frequently employed in Construction.
XII. Principles of Chronometers.

IHL

Select Mechanical Expedients.

XIV.
£V.

Observations on the Effcct of Old London Bridge on the Tides, 4c.
Professor Parish on Isometrical Perspective.

In 18mo., in boards, comprising 390 pages, price 5s.

A SYNOPSIS OF PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY,
alphabetically arranged, containing a great variety of Theorems, Pormultc,

and Tables, from the most accurate and recent authorities in various broncho
of Mathematics and Natural Philosophy : with Tables of Logarithms.

By

the Rev.

JOHN CARR,

M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

John Weak'* Catalogue of hit Publication* of Wort* on Arehittciure,
and Naval SngtHttring, grata; if bp pott, Id.

Chil, Mechanical, Military,

HINTS

YOUNG ARCHITECTS:
ooKF&mura
ADVICE TO THOSE WHO, WHILE YET AT SCHOOL ABE DESTINED
TO THE PROFESSION;

SDCH

.

HAVING PASSED THEIR PUPILAGE, ARE ABOOT TO TBAVKI.

AS,

AND TO THOSE WHO, HATING COMPLETED THEIR EDUCATION,
ARK ABOUT TO PBACTISE
:

A MODEL SPECIFICATION:
INVOLVING A GREAT VARIETY OP INSTRUCTIVE AND SUGGESTIVE MATTER
CALCULATED. TO FACILITATE THEIR PRACTICAL OPERATIONS;

AND TO DIRECT TIIEM IN THEIR CONDUCT. AS THE RESPONSIBLE
AGENTS OF THEIR EHFLOYEB3,

AND AS THE RIGHTFUL JUDGES OP A CONTRACTOR'S DUTY.

Br GEORGE
Prelirniil&ry

Young

Hints to
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THE THEORY, PRACTICE, AND ARCHITECTURE

BRIDGES OF STONE, IRON, TIMBER, AND "WIRE;
WITH EXAMPLES ON THE PRINCIPLE OF SUSPENSION.
Theory op Bridges. By James Harm, King's College, London.
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